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Editorial

MESSAGE FROMTHE MAYOR

The fact that the Republican party is
responsible for all the benefits the beetsugar industry lias ever received, and
is known to be tavorable to beet-sugar iu-cicals and to the production of Ameri-

Hon. Samuel L. Black, Mayor of Columbus, 0.,
Introduces Pe-ru-na and Its Inventor to Us.

sugar for Americans, seems to be sufficient answer to those who assume that
the Administration’s policy of Hawaiian

annexation, if pursued, will result disastiously to beet-sugar interests.
The
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cause

is

evidently

many Democrats.
understood that the New York

now

Convention this year will be expected to ignore this question, and that this

making itself apparent in

is

disposition

sections of the country. So strongly
marked is this development among Demomany

ma'iokA
OF

unts that such papers as the Philadelphia
American, edited by Wharton Barker, and
the Caucasian, of Raleigh, N. C., owned
by senator Marion Butler, Chairman of
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The Labor Commissioner of New York
anotlu-r idol of the silver
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lias destii

In his report just

worshippers.

publish-

d bt shews that the fanners of that State
j lairing bitterly of the reduction
the plica set their farms, not in 187;',,
the year ef the “crime," nor in the years
in im <;;:•!i ;\ foil, wii g it, but in ls'.i:’., and
au* Kin
.1

Tlie Hon. Samuel L. Black, Mayor of
Columbus, Ohio, puts himself on record
IIis introas an advocate of Pe-ru-na.
duction of the famous remedy and of

ihe sin< i(dii g year in which the freetiade “ciime" began its work, when the
pi eple elect< d a free-trade Congress and

its discoverer, will doubtless interest
the people of New England. Mayor
Black's letter reads as follows:

He say> specifically that the
in] hunts ef the farmers are that their
educ'd from 70 to 77 per
lane.' 1 avc l tin
Pus.hunt.

Executive Department.
City of Columbus.

\;d;.t (Tiling the past five or six
jiai.-—not during the past t wenty- five or
d:‘

six
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Bepieseutativc l'-ailcy,

To whom it may concern:
“I most cheerfully recommend Pe-runa as of tiro greatest possible benefit in
cases of catarrh and other diseases of
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went to

speeches for Bryan and found that same
Texas speech being scattered broadcast
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the State?
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Professing,

The market prices of wheat and silver
make a somewhat depressing study

on

for Mr.

and his co-laborers just

Bryan

ing them in behalf of their free-silver
Examined in the light of the constant
assertion of the silverites that prosperity
cannot come to the farmers without the
free coinage of silver, and that prices of
farm products and prices of silver keep
pace, the figures ['resented by the KniglitWatclimau in its issue of February 24,

1808, are, to say the least, interesting.
shows, for instance, the closing price of
wheat in New York on February 21, 1808,

Jt

be 81.Od 18 per bushel.
When Mr.
Bryan was nominated and assured the

to

farmers of the country, as did all his associates, that farm products could not advance without the free coinage of silver,

nomination.

An

Under his direction

been travelling for eight months throughout the countries of western and southern

of silver at the
date of his nomination for the Presidency
worth

was

ounce

considerably

more

than

Asia, the oldest section of the earth, investigating different varieties and buying

a

bushel of wheat, being quoted at b£ !)-10
ents in the Niw York markets, while
wheat at the same date was worth <>4 1-4
per bushel.
To-day an
silver is worth 55 1-4 cents in
ents

York
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known
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supposed

to

be of economic value to this country.
Mr.
Wilson believes he lias secured some
species of forage plants especially adapted
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to

withstand
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which will be of
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immense value to some of our western
viciuity of $1.0s, having reached as high sections. A large cjuantity of alfalfa lias
-is £1.08 4-4 in tbe
past few days, while j been procured from Eastern Turkestan
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more
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than
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fully

\ which will stand terrific droughts, and
and; when it is remembered that our own
It will thus be I alfalfa, now so indispensable to our western
oi silver was! farmers, came
from
it
hard Duluth
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Arabia,
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seen

where the human
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originated.

Noils Hansen, the agent selected

Prof.

by

Mr.

h»* predictions oi' the framers of the
Diugiey law are being rapidly fulfilled.
1 h«‘
February receipts reached more than
1

house committee

in customs receipts since the new
Ciw went into t fleet has been
very rapid,
the figures being $225,409 per diem in its

Vinalhaven correspondent writes: It is
state.il on recognized authority that the paving business iu this vicinity will see better

list mouth, and $">37,181
4«onth, February.

days

in

A

of the

It must be quite a disappointment to the
Democratic orators to find that their predictions of awful results from the new
tanlt law have not been realized.
One of
the things about which they expected to

Theresa’s

scold in their cam] aigu speeches was the
price ot shoes, which they assumed would
he greatly increased by reason of the duty

placed upon
Jt seems,

advance.

hides by the Diugiey law.
that there has been no
the contrary, prices are

raw

however,
On

Novel Cruise.

Glouckstkk, Marcli 4. The yawl-rigged,
LS-ton schooner Theresa has arrived for repairs and a general overhauling prior to a
trip to Central America on a novel cruise.
She is commanded by Capt. Robert A.
Sanchez. With a party of 11 Lynn men she
will proceed to Honduras to secure the plumage of tropical birds for shipment to this
country. The vessel will start for Lynn
next Wednesday.

latest quotations indicating that
women’s buff shoes, which sold at 80 cents,

lower,

this

coming season. A representative
National Granite Company has been
in town lately looking up a force of cutters
tii start work at Leadbetter’s and other
smaller operations about town, aud there
are prospects for a big boom in this line of
business as soon as the quarries are in working condition.

its seventh

the

wholesale price, on January 1, 1897, are
now only 77 1 2 cents; women's
brogans,
No. 1, which were quoted at 97 1-2 cents

This craft

Rockland a few
months ago, and her skipper will be recalled
as the captain of the “shell schooner’’ which
visited this port not long ago.

January 1, 1897, were 92 1-2 ceutson Januaiy 1, 1898; men’s buff shoes which were
$1.17 1-2 January 1, 1897, were $1.15 January 1, 1898; creed more splits which were
$1-00 at the beginning of January, 1897,

was

built at

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.

97 1-2 cents at the end of that year,
and men’a grain shoes which were quoted
at $1.07 1-2 January 1, 1897, were on Febweie

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

sruaiy 23, 1898, quoted at $1.00.

on

at
to

Washington, waiting

“After all,” observed the Philosopher,
“considering our mercurial nature in the
United States it is just as well that most of

to be distributed

diplomats speak only one laugugage. A
Spaniard, for instance, can call our repre-

our

the Government

experiment stations
and to other experimenters among the
fairneis, for tests during the coming season.

These seeds are

the

outcome

of

sentatives thieves and liars aud cowards,
and our representatives don’t find it out
until the remarks have been translated and
the Spaniard has cooled down and apologiz-

|

ed”

[Harper’s Bazar.

SOAP

..

ANY COLOR.

The Cleanest. Fastest Dye for Soiled
Faded Shirt Waists,
or
Blouses,

Ribbons, Curtains, Underlinen, etc.,
whether Silk, Satin, Cotton or Wool.
Ao AIUSS,
r*0 1 rouble.
Sold in All Colors by Grocers and Druggists, or mailed free for 15 cents;

from

Mr. Harmon is

DYES

and

OPERATION

—“

A

pensions has render-

Portland, Me.,

ONE

WASHES & PYF3

*a

of 31 North street,
$15 to $30 a month.

AT

Address,

now

THE MAYPOLE SOAP DEPOT, 127 Duane Street, Hew York.

totally disabled and requires the constant
care

of attendants: He is also

needy,

and

the committee, on investigation, found
He
his case a specially worthy one.
served as a private in Company K, Fifth
He enlisted
Maine Volunteer Infantry.
on the 23d of May, 1861, re-enlisted as a
veteran volunteer January 3, 1861, and
was honorably mustered out June 28, 1805.
.Congress is likely to be ready to adjourn May first, if the Cuban business
does not delay it.
But the outlook now
is that Cuba will be in the way.Dr.
Sleeper of Sabattus and Mr. Clayton
Farrington of Portland have been in
Washington on their way to Pittsburg,
where they are to make arrangements for
a
participation of Maine Masons in a
great convention. They called on Speaker lieed and other Maine representatives.
.The Loud bill to correct abuses of
the second class mail privilege was laid
aside in the House by a vote of 162 to 1 ID.
The bill had many good points that ought
to have been passed, but Mr. Loud was so
stubborn about allowing any amendments that the whole of it was killed.

|
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The purely vegetable ingredients that give
True's l*in Worm Elixir its wonderful
power of expelling worms, make it also the
best medicine known for curing all diseases
of the mucous membrane of the stomach and
bowels—one of the most frequent causes of
illness in children and adults. An unrivalled
tonic and regulator of the bowels and stomach. True’s Elixir has been i: household
remedy for 46 years. It acts at once upon
the blood, expelling impurities and giving
health and new life b> the whole system.
f*r i<
:{.)«•. Ask your Druggist for it.
»r. J. F. TIUTK & < O., Auburn, .He.
Write for Hook
Free.

THE

ELIXIR
ACTS
AT ONCE

GREAT

NATIONAL FAMILY
NEWSPAPER
For F&RMFRS
and VILLAGER

at d0 7 8 cents, which
just five cents a bushel more than it was
on April 1, ]sp7, showing an advance of
nearly twenty per o ni. in price in less

February 21, 1808,
is

than 12 months without the free
of silver.

The

aiifl .your

1

coinage

lepcrt in the KnightWatchman gives the price of oats in New
same

price of

in New York

oats

21

was

gain of nearly 00 per cent,
free coinage of silver.
Mess pork is quoted iu the

a

w

same

New York

was worth $8.00 per barrel
October 1, 1800, just at tlie time that
Mr. Bryan, mine-owner Stewart, the
on

IIox.

Knight-Watchman, anti other advocates
were assuring the farmers that
products
could not advance except through the free

Samuel L. Black.

The
A

Belfast

of

Free Librarj.

Second List Selected from the Riverside
School Library.

excellent a collection of books as is the Riverside School Li
brary. The fifty volumes embraced in the
edition are selected from the best literature
that has stood the test of the world’s judgment and proven worthy of exieteuce. The
books are edited with g^eat care, and contain brief but good biographical sketches of
“It is

the

a

pleasure

to sec

so

authors, aud, wherever needed,

full

glossaries.”

Andersen, Hans Christian, Stories
by. With a Portrait.S.
Ail

An

of Andersen’s short stories would

•>

s

an

advance

per cent, in lfj months.
is quoted by the Knight-

Beef, family,
Watchman
York

ou

as

$11.75 per barrel iu New

February 21,

It is shown

1898.

by

Bradstreet’s to have been $8.00 per
barrel on October 11, 1890, another inof practical*.y 50 per cent within 10
months without the free coinage of silver.
crease

Bacon, the Knight-Watchman
its

readers,

markets

on

assures

is worth in the New York

February 21, 1898,

5

3 8 cents

per pound, while Bradstreet’s shows that
on October 1. 1890, it was worth 3 1-2 cents

pound,

an

advance of

than 50 per
the fact that

more

quire two large volumes, but be was ail cent, in 10 months despite
unequal writer, and the collection here the country has not been given the free
most at-

given contains his best known and
tractive stories. The translator lias followed carefully the very simple style of Andersen, so that the book can be read by any one
who lias mastered the second reader, and by

coinage of silver.
Lard is

quoted

against 4.2 cents

at 5.4 cents per pound
the date of Mr. Bryan's

Ander- nomination, an advance of 25
who have mastered the first.
per cent,
lias been called the first child who has
contributed t<> literature, so thoroughly without the free coinage of silver.
does he undertand a
child’s imagination. I
Butter is quoted on February 21, 1898,
The preface gives .1 pleasant glimpse of the
at 20 cents per pound, against 15 cents on
man.
October 1, 1890, shortly before the people
Children’s Hour, The, and Other
some

of the United States

Walter Scott. With a Sketch of
Scott’s life, and thirty-three Il-

of silver.

lustrations. S. Sco. 1
This poem by Scott is almost always the
first one to be read when Scott is taken up,
and
the picturesqueness, movement, aud
melody of the verse make it one of the last
to fade from the memory.
A sketch of the
poet’s life takes special cognizance of the
poetic side of his nature, and many of the
illustrations are careful stories from the
c! eues of the poem.
Polly Oliver's Problem. By lvate
Douglas Wiggiu. \\ ltli Introduc-

tory Sketch, Portrait, and Illustrations.S. W tio p
A story for girls, showing liow a girl in
straitened circumstances bravely worked
out the problem of self-support.
Shakespeare’s Julius Cmsar and
As You Like Jt.
With Introductions and Notes. S. Sh 1 j
The text followed is that of the eminent

Shakespeareau

scholar

Richard

Graut

White, whose notes, always to the point,
have also been used and added to.
Silas Marner: The Weaver of Raveloe. By George Eliot. With
S El I s
an Introduction and a Portrait..
Silas Marner is one of the most perfect
novels on a small scale in the English language, and its charm resides both in its style
and its tine development of character. The
introduction treats of the life and career of
George Eliot, and the place she occupies in
English Literature.
Story of a Bad Boy, The. By
Thomas Bailey Aldrich. With

Portrait,

and many Illustrations. S. A1 2 s
A humorous and graphic story of the adventures of a hearty American boy living in
The book has been a
an old seaport town.
great favorite with a generation of boys.
March, 1898.

Kye is quoted at 57 3-4 cents, while it was
worth iu the New York markets, according
to

Bradstreet’s

at

the date of Mr. Bryan’s

nomination,

37 1-2 cents, an advance in the
IS months since that time of about 55 per
cent., and that without the free coinage
of silver.

Apples, greenings, w hich on January 1,
1897, were quoted in the New York markets at §1.25 per barrel, are shown by the

Knight-Watchman

to

the Baltimore market
an

advance of

over

13

•A little piece goes
further than double
the size of any other
kind because

have been $3.50 in

Bears the

^^The
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THE N, V. TRIBUNE ALMANAC, “S;,”"",:i:Sr

Constitution of the I nlted Mates, the t onslltutlon of the Mate n New Vor*. the It
comparison ol theoidand new rates; President McKinley's Cabinet and app»
Ambassadors, Consuls, etc: the personnel of Congress, names ol principal officers of the dir
>
States, commanding;* fficrrs ol the Army and Navy, with their salaries; Tables ot Public
Flection Iteturns, Party Platforms and Committees, complete articles on the Currency. Wold an

tains the

Turin K'li, with

ver, and
live and
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a

The standard American Alminae, auth

vast amount of other valuable Information.

complete, corresponding in rank with Whittaker's Almunut In hurnpt
P1UCK ’!■> CKNTS, POHTAUK PAID.
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made Irom only
choicest leaf, and contain most tobacco
to the pi ug. Its flavor
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fit you to Glasses.

LVIV: anti-

H. J. LOCKE & SON.

death
your

life door.

HALE'S

InewUit

HONEY

on

February 21, 1898,

age of silver.
The favorite reply, indeed the only reply,
which the silver men have been able to
make to the advance in prices which has

BELFAST LIVERY CO.,
RPIPAQT
OCl.1 Hv. J

MAINF
N L,
Iilnli

wouldn't

Opposite Windsor H-

TAR

Honey of Horehound and Tar is a
simple remedy hut it acts like magic iu all
cases of throat or bronchial trouble.* Sold
by
druggists.
Drops

PROPRIETORS.—.

and

Hale’s

Pike’s Toothache

D. B. SOUTHWORTH & SON,

HCREHOUND

neglect such
a
cough.
cure

in

one

-»TEA1S and TURNOUTS EVERY DERCRIPTION
FURNISHED TO ORDER, NIGHT OR DAY.

minute*

Coaches, Hacks, Barges
A HEALTH

BUILDER
t\T constructing

A

jff
a

building

you must begin at the
foundation. It is so with the
L. F." Atwood’s Hitters.
They make stomach and digestion right, and thus furnish
good material with which to
build. You will have a good
strong body in which to dwell
if you use L. I'.”
35c.
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Buckboards.

ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PROMPTLY PILLED.
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Bookkeeping, etc., thor*
I
oughly taught BY MAIL
k 1
or personally
Our system of teaching gives actual
A^r
i
I
daily experience in every branch of business, including A
■
Insurance.
I
Commission.
|
Transporta
Banking, Merchandising,
>.pl
\Y<tion, etc. Preparatory Department for backward students
1* \ l'
train for Practical work and always secure situations f<
woathy
graduates of our Business and Shorthand Courses Moderns
m< au
No vacations
enter any day
Expenses moderate I on t throw away
\V« •>
going to temporary schools when it will cost you less to attend tin- B1\>T
h ]••
a number of students who have left incompetent teacht rs in d;-.S
tell us that six months hurt is equal to a year in any oth* school
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competent assistants without charge. Refer to pronnneni patr-u in v v par? -d t!
The Inal best thing to at ruling the MOST CE1 1' HR ATE! > Bl’sl N I >S M '! n » ‘'.
a
a;
t
It
are urn-mi-..
is tc take our INSTRUCTION BY MAIL.
Brand d «
send t- n two cent stamps for live easy lessons in shorthand
Address (mention thiapaj^r) CLEMENT C GAINES. Pre^oent Poughkeepsie Neo
■

-■

FRED ATWOOD

,

Winterport, Me

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,

DR. MOTT’S

with the adoption of the protective
system and the opening of factories and
consequent increase in consumption—all
without the free coinage of silver—has
been that the advance in the price of wheat

—

Avoid imitations.

150 per cent, in a little
and w ithout the free coin-

come

was due to the
shortage abroad. But how
about corn; how about rye; how about
oats? Perhaps they will reply that the
advance in wheat incidentally affected
other breadstuffs and resulted in the adThen how
vance in corn, rye, and oats.
about apples, wool, and butter and cheese?
How about lard and bacon and beef and
mess pork?
Every one of them has advanced; in most cases from 25 to 50 per
cent, in the brief space of time since the
country rejected this panacea for jail ills,
the free and unlimited coinage of silver,
and determined to adopt that system which
furnishes the real home market protection.

CASTOH1A.

Kin(l 1,011 Have *l"a»s

TO

Send all orders to I'HK KKPtRLl; IN .Jdl llWI. Pl'B. Cl)

over

months,

OKDKILS
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Poems. Henry Wadsworth Long-

Cut It Small.
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re-

nearly fifty

Yet here is

The Republican Jourr

market

report of the Knight-Watchman at $10.25
That highest authority cn
per barrel.
prices, Bradstreet’s, shows that mess pork
in

SKM)

1-2 cents,

ithout the

favorite home paper

EOTH ONE YEAR FOR $2.00

York at do d 4 cents per bushel.
When
Bryan was nominated in 1800, the

Mr.

Biographical Sketch,

Three car-loads of rare and valuable
seeds and plants are now lying in the seed
rooms of the Department of
Agriculture

MAYPOLE

favorable report on the bill to increase the pension of Joseph I’. Harmon,
ed

•.

crease

WASHES

was worth 04 d s cents per bushel.
The market report of the Knight-Watchman gives the price ol corn in New York,

rejected the free coinfellow. With Biographical Sketch,
age of silver, an advance during that time
of 33 per cent., despite the fact that the
Notes, Portrait, and Illustrawhich will be embodied in a bulletin to
tions.. S. L 86 c
be issued later by the Department
free-coinage proposition was so rejected.
Mr. |
In this volume are
the most popa million dollars a
day during the entire Hansen states that many of the seeds ! ular of Longfellow’s gathered
Cheese, which at the time of Mr. Bryan’s
shorter poems, begin’month and Wert nearly $2,000,000 in exnomination was quoted in the New York
most familiar and easy, and
procured were carried long distances by ning with those
the more scholarly.
cess of the
markets at 6 5-8 cents per pound, is shown
expenditures of the mouth. Di- camel-back across the arid wastes of the proceeding to
Enoch Arden, The Coming of Arli -at ions are that March will do still
by the Knight-Watchman to have been
better, East before they came in contact with j thur, an»l Other Poems.
AlBy
*sthe.stocks of goods which were
8 1-2 cents on February 21, 1898, and withbrought modern means of transportation.
Lord
With
Infred,
Tennyson.
;n prior to the enactment of
the new law
out the free coinage of silver.
troductions, Notes, Picture of
Granite Chips.
are now
A considerable space is also devoted in
practically exhausted and heavy
Lord Tennyson’s Home, and Por•imports, especially in sugar, are expected
trait.S. T 25 e the Knight-Watchman to reports of the
Tin* Bangor city committee ou streets has
Lord Tennyson’s story of Enoch Arden Baltimore
during the next few months. The Febru- awarded contracts for 1,000 linear feet of
markets, which, of course, prachas struck deep into the heart of a generaaiy receipts under the new law were greater granite curbing and 100,000 granite paving tion of
leaders, aud the poems which are tically agree with those of New York iu
than in any February since the
inaugura- blocks, to be used next summer in the street grouped w ith it include four of the famous staple articles. These reports quote wool,
tion of President. Cleveland, and the cus- department. The successful bidders were Idylls of the King.
unwashed, at 20 and 22 cents per pound,
S. Condon for granite curbing at 28 cents
Fables
and
Folk
Stories, By
oms receipts were also
an advance of about 50 per cent,
iu the
larger than those per foot, aud Chatto & Condon for
Horace
E.
Frontis
Scudder.
paving at
M any
18 months since the Watchman and its asFebruaiy since President Cleveland $32 77 per thousand. These firms have
piece Illustration—Millais’s “Ciuand his free-trace Congress took
derella.”. S. Scu. f sociates were declaring that farm products
posses- quarries at Buck’s Harbor, South 'Brooks*
sion of the finances of the nation. The in- ville.
could not advance without the free coinage
Lady of the Lake, The. By Sir
Wilson for the trip, has secured a most
valuable fund of scientific information,
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The

Whisperings.
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STYLE.)

wheat

number of years and

may prove of value to the American tarm.
has
a special agent

'now, especially if they compare them
with those of the date of Mr. Bryan’s

Knight-Watchman

scheme.

|

Washington

a
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A Pleasure at Last.

|

which the calamity wailers have washed
with their tears during each succeeding
year that they have determined to trick
the people of the United States into aid-

I liavo known

Secretary Wilson's determination to ransact the globe for seeds and plants which

be

HOME DYEING

j

tion of these facts and conditions which
cannot be ignored, the Knight-Watchman
destroys the entire structure of argument

coinage of silver.
must

it does,

as

to

1.
The ship Tacoma,
has arrived at this port,
of
the
winning
longest ocean races on
record. The Tacoma and the ship Indiana
from Philadelphia in October last on
sailed
g
The Indiana was bound for
same day.
the
t
San Francisco, and she agreed to give a time
distance allowance to the Tacoma, as
aud
|
the
latter had to complete a course of 700
I
miles more than the Indiana in order to
reach her destination.
San Francisco, March 1. The ship In1
which lett Philadelphia in company
diana,
with the ship Tacoma in a race around the
Horn, arrived here to day. The captains of
both vessels wagered on the speed of their
j craft, aud the Tacoma’s skipper has eaptured the purse.
one

cluding important features of commerce,
markets, Ac., and here, in its presenta-

the face of
the globe
where caI tarrlial affections are
more preva1 en t. All
druggists in
N ew E n g1 a n d now
If you suffer from casell Pe-ru-na
tarrh or any of the innumerable ills that
are due to catarrhal affections, buy PeRemember catarrh is a
ni-na at once.
disease of the mucous membrane, or the
inner lining of theorgans of the body,and
so shows itself in a ny of the vital organs.
If you write to Dr. S. B. Hartman, of
Columbus, Ohio, he will give you such
advice and recommend such treatment
as he may think
necessary for you,
without charging you a cent. This is
indeed a subject worth investigating,
and when you have found that Pe-ru-na
has relieved your life of misery, you will
become one of the vast army who sing
the praise of this wonderful specific.

Samuel L. Black.”
This letter will leave no doubt in the
minds of the most sceptical, as to the
value of this wonderful remedy. Pe- j
known catarrh
ru-na is the greatest
Pe-ru-na is the discure in the world.
covery of l)r. S. B. Hartman, of Columbus, Ohio. Dr. Hartman is considered the most eminent specialist for
catarrh and all catarrhal troubles in
America. His great success is due to
Pe-ru-na.
Not only has Dr. Ilartman

■

“Silver

the

Ocean Race.

Philadelphia,

from
f

of the current
necessarily reports
features of the week’s developments, in-

pleased to say that ho is one of the
leading citizens of this city—a man of
the very highest standing and character
iu the community.
Respect fully,

adherence to Mr. Bryan as the
the paitv in

throat when he

a

silver trust,

Long
March
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some

am

campaign. !.el’s see. Isn’t this
id :!ey tin same who, in 1 £00, made a
Mi
>pe« el* •: ii> -.\vii < '■ mgressit-nal district
-.ay ing that he euiiid not endorse Mr.
Biyan r his theories, and did not agree
with many of the principles laid down in
the Chicago piatiorm? And isn’t lie the
•same Mr.
Bailey who got a very sure
dt

genuineness.

Dr. Hartman for

the

newspaper, the Silver

the mucous membrane. This remedy
has established itself in the minds of
the people as of the greatest possible

tl.i ]',»( 0 campaign. He eudors1'iie siHu and the Chicago plat-
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is looked

if the
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L. Black, Mayor y
Fanning, Secretary.
Hayes L. Jones, Stenographer.
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silver.

well aware,
there is no

locality

of

under the gold standard and how impossible it is for the farmers to prosper
without tlie free and unlimited coinage of

states are

Populist National Committee, are
predicting that the Democratic party in
l'90o w ill swing back to the gold standard.

that chief

are

Pe-ru-na in liis private
practice for forty
years, but to-day Pe-ru-na
is undoubtedly tlie best
known and most reliable
of all proprietary medicines
sold in tlie West and
South. Pe-ru-na has
heretofore been but
| little known in New
England, and as the
inhabitants
of these

the

C.,

Knight-Watchman.” This publication is
owned by silver-millionaire Stewart, the
most active and
persistent of the calamity
waiters, who never misses an opportunity
of telling the public what sufferers they

used

State

1).

necessarily presented by

organ

The Most Efficient of All Remedies tor Catarrh.

charm with

its

losing

March 7, 1808.
The farmers of the country will be interested in some figures which are incidentally

Washington,

but

can
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Our Washington Letter.

Ills, BilHOOD’S PILLS
iousness, Indigestion, Headache.
Easy to take, easy to operate. 25c.
cui*e Liver

Representing Over Twenty

Million Assets.

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
They overcome Weakness, Irregularity and omissions, ln| crease vigor and banish “pains
of menstruation.”
They are

“Life Savers’’
girls at womanhood, aiding
development of organs and
Douy. jno known remedy for women equals
them. Cannot do harm life becomes a pleasure.
$1 per box by mail,
Sold by druircistf*.

8^-STEAM BOILER INSURANCE ANl) INSPECTION. 4J Security Bonds tor Cashiers. Contn
ora, Administrators and Trutsees. ! Correspondence solicited. Real estate bought and sold

I A niCQ

LHUiLw

DR. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland. Ohio.
EUR SALE BY

R.’

H.| MOODY.

Iyr33

Who Have Used Them
Recommend as the BEST

PENNYROYAL PILLS.„

Immediate relief, no danger, no pain, f
Used for years by leading specialists. Hundreds of testimonials. Atrial will convince you oftheir intrinsic value
in case of suppression. Send ten cents for sample and
book. All Druggists or by mail $l.o0 bux.

KING MEDICINE CO.. Box 1930, BOSTON, MASS.

PILES!

PILES!

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding. Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
Dr. Wilacts as a poultice, gives instant relief.
liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio,
for sale by R. H. Moody.
Iy38

i

DR. KINO’S
Star Crown Brand

to

§

The taxpayers of the rity ot Belfast, are
notified that all taxes for 1S'.»7 are now dm
immediate payment is requested. 1 shall Imy other in Memorial building from S.de ba. m. daily, until further totiee.
M. C. HILL, Tax Collector
Belfast, Feb. 17, 1S5>8 tt‘30

Nl<
FIDELITY SAFE DEPOSIT CO.

Apply
4tU

to

FRED

ATWOOD, Winterport, Agent.

$1.00.

FI. \ TI:l* SKIRT S| FFOI
Kl
asti ni:r
»;r. fi.\( ki:t
needed U\
WAIST
RKTAINKR
women.
Mailed for 15 rts., (stamps 7

Agents wanted.
<>

<•

IltlO
Rexford Su|>jd\ ( n..
Rultineh Flare, Roston, .‘Ru--.

Beauty and Power."
The secret of a woman’s
power is in her complete
womanliness, both physical and mental.
This
does not mean per-
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Pu-rcv-'s Pb nsant Pellets.
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cure

and

less advanced

1

explosion, when the air was filled with
the shrieks of the wounded and groans of
the dying, some lunatic on the wharf

!

f-»ot-sore and weary; with faded and beuniforms of blue denim and
swords rusty with nobody knows what

his hands full to

is

mgsters on the front
-u their heads under

\

ling
"'heels.

-•

The hi

of this ;

\er

plainly beais the ear-marks
-ii hand from “Ole Virhis tall silk hat and white
-!ashv< the poor lame beast

*

it< painful hobble up
_\ >r is he the only

sound of blows is

i

ail1.

con-

very where and at all
Whip! whip! whip! whethied beasts go fast or slow. \
<

er-worked
■

a

to

drop

fatigue, the drivers

eon-

or

ready

of their business to apply
hug lash without cessation.
:

u

barbarous

cruelty to
continually obliged

animals

ne's heart ache and

blights

to

wit-

The local ear is so
.tuuscape.
to the sound of blows that it
hear them:

to

>

even

gentle

heed to the spectacle of
1 vast being lashed upon a raw
no

back,

having fallen from
heavy load, being
pounded by brutes in human

under

•n
■

1

t a

or

a

too

Society foi the Prevention

Animals! If Cuba ever does
the rule of Uncle Samuel, and
eneiic-ent society is established
’o

'hll

require years of tines and
uent and perhaps a
generation
effect much
t

change

sent

there is

any

case

man

for the bet-

in protestof cruelty.
The law
no use

is absolute

owner

of his

may kill it by any prolonged
he so desires.
mys the better class of Havani-

j »in

in the carnival festivities,
belles and beauties are out,
all the demi-monde—indecolette

the

white satin,

*f

m-o vexed

arms

pink, pale-blue,
heads, and

and

badly fitting gowns and

in

lace

comparatively

small number
•>ks and dominoes.
There are
t-men in the procession,
mostly
•i

I
:

!

j

!
:

j

j

!

Yet 40,000 new soldiers
arrive this week from

expected
Spain, and preparations
1 to

are

!

being made

receive them with the usual fuss and

! .feather.

Always when a new regiment
the houses of Havana are bedecked j
with flags, bands play, men embrace and j
kiss one another, after the effusive Spanish

comes

| fashion,

and shouts of "Viva Espana!"
fill the air. The newly-arrived officers are
wined and

dined,

sented with

a

and each private is presilver dollar.
Poor lads' It

is the last parse they will see for
many a
day, and more of them will succumb to
small pox, yellow fever and ealentura,
than will die
more

than will

the field of battle—far
home again.

on

ever see

There is

always more or less yellow
Havana, but at this time of year
it is not considered contagious.
In the
hospital de San Ambrosia, where I have
gone every day for a week to visit the few
fever in

wounded

of the Maine who yet remain here, there are at present only five
cases of yellow fever in its wards—much
below the usual percentage, it is said. As
to small pox, there is
to-day hardly a case
men

of it in the city; yet—“for the
protection
of the United States,” so says the ex-

tremely impolite

doctor in

charge

of that

branch of Uncle Sam’s interest—all
persons leaving for that
country must be vaccinated four days in advance of departure,
exhibit

satisfactory
vaccination.
Nobody’s

or

marks of

recent

word for it will
answer, nor the certificate of any reputable physician; each must go to the Consulate and expose him or herself then and

there, or remain in Cuba. If that sort of
thing is insisted on the year around, proper i
bloods” of the capital, who conveniences should be provided for the
juestrians; and one solitary victims, at least a private room to which
□
the saddle, in a surprising ladies may retire while taking off their
Kv-blue satin. The bull-figliters basques.
The office is a large, public
in full force and
astonishing room or the ground floor, with windows
■

the great .Mazzantini—said to
i'T rather the
worst) torrea-

open to the street, clerks sitting at desks,
and men constantly coming and
going, the

world—at their head.
There
carriage loads of them, fresli

only attempt

sport of the bull ring, where
day and every afternoon during
al week, twelve worn-out horses
hid bulls are butchered for the
:

y

of the rabble.
The picadores
adores—all swarthy fellows from
th of Spain, with their
back

"■at

bthtly
Ke

braided over wire into a
tie queue, which turns up at the
a
pig’s tail—wear the most ex-

costumes of their kind; yellow
md scarlet velvet, lace ruffles and
‘aid

galore,

white silk

hose,

gorge-

embroidered mantles of satin and
md numerous jewelled decorations
wards of previous acts of cowardUif-

nughtering
ling.

defenseless animals in

screen

at

behind

privacy being

which

one

may

hide.

a

little

partially

Yesterday I went out on the bay iu a
yacht, witli a party of Cuban ladies
and gentlemen, to get a near view of the
wreck of the Maine. Such a
melancholy
heap of old iron as is our ouce beautiful
war vessel, with a
single spar standing
upright, on which a ragged American Hag

steam

floats at half mast.
There are yet bodies
underneath it, probably 50 or more, and
the swarm of black vultures, the scavenger-birds of Cuba, which circle around it
and perch upon every available point, offer
gruesome suggestions. A diver was going
down as we approached, after the two
officers who

are

strong box, and
eral

lie near the
boat bore sevto receive any remains

supposed
a

to

near-by

coffins, ready
the procession was broken by that might be brought up. It is incon'-‘mint of Spanish soldiers
straggling ceivable how the big, beautiful war-vessel
!i
They are returning from an ex- could be reduced in the twinkling of an
lion into the
interior—tired, dusty, eye to such a pile of rubbish. The great
,J°w

himself

an

e

net

:f had
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<

disorders of the
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eee
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example
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Sawing wood, working
walking three times a day

in his garde::,
to and from :.s
of
business
these
form
place
part ct t':e
daily routine of Edwin R. Tripp, Po tmaster of Middlefield Centre. N. Y.
He
is past his seventieth birthday.
Nearly fifty years a blacksmith: thirtvtwo years Justice of the Peace: three years
town clerk, then postmaster; f Tty-six yea.,
a resident of
the town he now lives in
these are the bare outlines of a wet- life.
Mr. Tripp’s career is a type. His starwill be read w ith heartfelt s
v;a h
b
thousands. His hearty endorse::
v: Hr.
Williams' Pink Pills for Pale Peovle w..i
be echoed by tens of thousands.
He said:
"in March. lSa2. I was at
h d h
what i afterwards learned wa
locom
:
ataxia.
Two skillful doctors did cve-vthing the
could tor me. I steadily became worse. T
u table to dress
myself.
"Later 1 could not move even about i. •;
ioo n. but was carried in ire. chair.
"I gave up hope. Th. hvtc-.-p.rc.
no
encouragement. I did not ex pee. to i
I was more helpL
very long.
tha a a
baby. I sank lower and lower.
"In June the tide turned! Front
lowest ebb, it began to set toward he ilth
and vigor.

Fish and Game.
The inland Ash and
game commissioners are getting letters
them
of the killing
every day informing
of big game. The commissioners have not
sufficient funds to hire wardens to protect
the game, an l so rely upon the registered
| guides for aid. lT»-day 1000 letters were
sent out, calling attention to the helpless
condition of the game in the deep snows,
i and
asking all registered guides to help
in protecting it.
The commissioners say:
4
J It is to be regretted that this preaching
1 | is by our own people.
It was in deep snows
inconspicuous
flag
i that the big game was one*' nearly exCALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
terminated iu Maine.
appeared in the whole spectacular affair,
Every indication
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
The turn’ng point was a newspx per
; points to more sportsmen corning to
but the red and yellow banner
>paiu,—
NEW YORK, N.Y.
LOUISVILLE. KY
Maine
this
than
ever
before, providyear
article.
|
the ugliest on earth—figured l argely. Sureed there is big game.
Now let us work
as we never have before.
ly there were enough American flags in
Promptly let
I ME
NEWS Of
WEEK.
!
us know of any
poaching. Let us make
Habana, in the Consulate and in the
a
long pull, a strong pull and a pull all
houses of American subjects resident
M aim. M a rt}•:!.>.
The
citizens of
together.'*_Main has a most extensive
here to have at least covered the coffius: Bethel, the home of Judge Foster, are exhibit at the New
TIME-TABLE.
England Sportsmen's
aroused over the effort to have him dropand if it is true, as some believe, that
show in Boston, March 14 to 20. than
ped from the supreme bench. In answer she has had \t
On and after >ov. 14,1 >97, trains c.-rneetiug at
any previous exhibiour boys were the victims
of Spanish to the allegations by the \Y. C. T. U. and !
Burnham and Watervilie with through trains for
tion of this character.
The
display
hate, to decorate their corpses with the | others, his townsmen have sent a petition 1 from the
Pine Tree State covers 2,- and from Bangor. Watervilie. Portland and Bos j
to the Governor for his appointment.
Of
!
red and yellow was indeed a travesty.
*>00 square
feet
of floor space be- ton will run as follows:
-17 voters 1>7 signed it, 11 are absent and
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An hour ago the doctor of the Maine Drew were the committee.Commander
Uitypom:.
strengthen the
o 2i
1- 4,
Muithard has appointed Capt. 1. 1. Merj Belfast, arrive
brought me the information that another rick of
and pre- | * Flag Stat imi
Waterville assistant adjutant genersystem
w
nt <d
ot the men is dying t«*-day—George Bulger
rn
f
B.-t
l.'.miti
tickets
al. Mr. Merrick is well posted in G. A. K.
for the extra ; frmn Belfast and all -tat: -ns on Brain V..
pare
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When I visited him at:airs and will be an efficient and
of New York city.
a ! points Wo*t ai d N-.i :V.
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Nature.
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ry spring
west via all route-, f.>v sale !•> I
yesterday he locked up brightly and talked ; taule officer.Hon. ( M. Moses of Bid
Ol i> F. I VANS.
Belfast.
Agent,
deford
lias
been
overapp nted appraiser at I the system is thoroughly
liiii-.' .2. Manager.
for a moment-'i his sweetheart and brothei.
the Portland customhouse. Mr. Moses has
K. Bo<«ti:1<\ ii(’ii'! I ass. and TO ket Agent,
is a gem rat house- | F. Pnrtlaud
to both of whom 1 have twice written, and
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been an active Republican worker and hauled—then'
j
enquired whether letters might n't be : member of the Mate committee for Y *rk cleaning' going ou within. 1 he
for many years and being a thorexpected to arrive that day: then his mind county
impurities t iiat have U- n aeeunniman. his appointment
wandered and he begged me to pick the oughly competent
gotmust
be generally acceptable to Maine lating for a war must
1
retended to people.In the case of the Boston F.xgreen out of his bed.
Pm rid of, and the system renoj
comply and with a satisfied smile he lapsed celsior Co. against the Bangor «v Aroos- i vated and
pn pa rod tor t to siege
r""k Railroad for damages sustained
by
into unconsciousness.
I nless Nature is asto have been caused by sparks
of summer.
tire,
alleged
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task, the strain ou
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severe,
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too
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Co on, to lay a few flowers on the graves Milo, tin- jury being out all night brought | the
in a verdict for the plaintiff. Mar. 4th,
Some
breakdown is tin- result.
of our men in honor of Washington's birthawarding >>.0i'.t;.it is announced that
day. The place 1- oks doubly hare and Col. Edward Merrill <! Philadelphia, who ! people neglect to supply this asdesolate in the midst of the splendid mouu- last fall purchased the residence of Mrs. sistanee, and as a result they are
R. B. Scott of Washington, situated on
meats of that beautiful cemetery. —merely
overcome bv an enervating, deMalden
Bar
Hill.
Harbor, has also
a great pile of freshiv-turned grave*, with
Robin llood Trotting Park and a
feeling, their energies rebought
a few half-dug pits a*, one side for the
tract of sixty acres at the foot of NewKaro hotwt« n Belfast ami IV'imi reduced,t i> m
lax, appetite fails, and they are
$b.('0 to £2.2d.
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is logically the best tonic on the
K->r Winterport. via all lamin g'. We.
beautiful bouse in the suburb of Havana torily finish up operations.It seems to
and Saturda>s at al'oiu *viu» a. m or upon ar
health needs
market. The
rival of steamer from Boston.
c alled the Cerro,
(the Hill) and is now be practically settled that Judge Foster
will not be re-appointed to the Supreme
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building up, hence a tonic is needed
residing there with her secretary. It is bench, consequently
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Lewiston and so is the Hon. Frederick A.
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blood remedy that is
Powers of Iloulton, a brother of the Govgarden full of roses and tall palms. Not ernor—and there are others, many others. to contain no
mercury, or
least among its beauties is a batli-bouse .Representatives in Maiue of the luterother harmful mineral
in the grounds— a sort of Grecian temple, scnolastie Athletic association met in
Brunswick March 5th, the object of the It is Nature’s remedy, being made
circular in form, built up over a pool of
In ear lots or any part of ear supplied at short
meeting being to organize under the direcnotice. Also
roots and herbs gathered
clear cold water, with marble steps lead- tion of the Bowdoin
college association, from
It is the design. 1 to be called the Bowdoin Interscholastic
SELECTED
from Nature’s great storehouse. It
ing down into it.
association.
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tal, or an orphan asylum for deserving be taken March 20.The well-known all
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Since my visit to Jaru -o Miss Barton effects of an injury received at Mystic
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change
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speedy Bismarck and was
BLISS TRIUMPHS.
has been hired in which to store the owned by C. P. Drake of Lewiston.
fever and other prevalent
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summer diseases seldom attack a
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the stars and Stripes. Committees have
is
whose
thoroughly
system
person
II. C. PITCHER,
In Brief. The South Western Pasbeen organized among the citizens to
cleansed and
Mansfield** (Clock, Knot of Main >t.. IteltaO
carry on the good work systematically; senger Association has granted to tiie
and stranger than all, an actually clean Christian Eudeavorers of the United
toned up with
hospital has been inaugurated, a perpetual States and Canada all the concessions de- S. S. S. in the
astonishment to the people.
They include the sale of tickets to
One of the sired.
Nashville and return for the Chriswoes of this part of Cuba is the
scarcity
spring. Get S.
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convention at. one fare for
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('oriier ('ll urcli and Harkel Sliced.
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get it. Of course the Cubans attribute two new government torpedo boats, the
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the diying of the wells to the Spanish Gwin and Talbot, just completed by the
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were
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official
given
army; but the Insurgents are responsible Harreshoffs,
lor as much of it.
One of General Gomez’ speed trials March :'»d in Narragansett
under
favorable
conditions and both
is
that
Bay,
which
Fine farm in Northport. two miles in m ( amp
precepts
“Evervthiug
helps
the enemy must be destroyed; everything exceeded their contract speed, the former
Ground. 1 bd acres laml, nice buildings, large
which hinders and harrasses him must be making an average of 20. P knots per hour ... '"■
orchards, bdO bbls. apples last year. Gooil soil,
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and the latter 21.1.The children of matt* will cure
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never failing water. Will he sold \ery 1. w ami.on
it.
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easy terms.
inaceutical remedy,
/
whom I wrote in the previous letter, is possession a sash on which is written,
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j
N1 C
III LL,
dead.
I told you how we begged the “Presented to General John A. Rawlins,
lit* miller St., Helfnst
Spanish Commandants at Jaruco to have my chief of staff and contidential friend.
the dy ing man moved into a more comfort- This sash has been worn by me the entire
able cell and to allow friends from the time from the battle of Shiloh to the fall
U. S. Grant, general of
outside to bring him food, and how the of Vicksburg.
Nasal Passages.
officers readily promised all we desired. the army.”.The general officers of the
•
Allays Inflammation. Heals ami Protects the
But it did not need this incident to demon- National Woman’s Christian Temperance membrane.
Restores the Senses of Taste and Smell.
strate the value of Spanish promises!
The Union announce that it is their purpose No Cocaine, No Mecury, No injurious drug. Full
50c.; Trial Sized e., at Druggists or by mail.
Thirty years in the business at Liberty. The
only act of grace accorded the political to carry out the plan of their late leader, Size
LLY BROTHERS, 5(5 Warren Street, New York, i finest stock of all
j
grades to he found between the
prisoner—who had been arrested only on Frances E. Willard# with reference to the
suspicion of being a rebel and had never retirement of the Temple trust bonds.
j Penobscot and Kennebec rivers, from the cheap.
Miss
the
wood
to
Cornelia M. Dow,
casket
the finest broadcloth and vel
had any pretence of a trial—was permission
daughter of
| est
General Neal Dow of Portland, Maine,
to leave the door of the same noisome
! vet, white and black. Terms reasonable and sat
cell,
isfaction
from which he was not removed, a few who was appointed by Miss Willard as
l. C. MOKSK.
guaranteed.
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inches ajar. Nothing else was done to custodian of the Temple fund, will conpaying you from $50 to $100 monthly clear
Liberty, Me., .Jan. 10, IMPS dm2
above
expenses by working regularly, or,*if you
relieve his last moments; and after two tinue to receive all money contributed
want to increase your
present income from $200 I
to $500 yearly, by
years of close confinement, he died of foul
working at odd times, write tbo
GLOBE CO., 723 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.,
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stating
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Free.
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“I? told how a mm. who suffered as I
had suffered, had been cured by Dr. Williams* Pink Pills for Pale People.
"1; gave me fnh a d hope. I took two
boxes of the p-!l>: '.her, four more boxes.

Aly gain

health

stcac.

was

was a source
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return

mv

to

gratification.
boxes of the pills
well. At i rst I paid

cl

clouc
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In all I took eig
before I w..s eofv. 1
50 c:
r
1 v
b
afterwards I saved
money by getting ;;x boxes at a time,
52.50.
pa tg
1 or
core entire!
to Dr. Williams’
P- .:; r.
Fal-: People."
> clmoh
remarkable storv and add
to its
y:u!ne>s to •.n-*ers. Mr. 1 npp made
afiiaavu ;o
trui..:.ess belori Homer
li. uia.a local Neiar> Public.
.-ness,
'*vlpl.
suffering and despair
Mr. Tripp was restored to the healthful*
useful activity ••g v-tcd at the beginning
e‘ 'mis sketch. Hu- experience is like o'hers.
txia is one
f the
baffling ner o < Tsca>es with which
."• -J
o itend, its
cure bv
F’’Dr. Wukv. s’ Pink Ptils for Pale People
has reco r.e a. matter of almost daiiv occurrence.
So. her nervous 'roubles pie Id
much more readily to the
powerful tnfhie .:c these
vegetable pills exert in re.ooring
wasted nerve force and m punfving and
enriching .the bu*ocL
druggists eveiywhere sell Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills for Pile People.
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to find food fbr all in this overj
crowded and impoverished island. It is a

tin
i;"t

!

impossible

tti•
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keep

:

ol them are really pitiable objects. Of the
-pi.ooO Spanish soldiers win. are now in
the hospitals of Cuba, more than half are
there from weakness and exhaustion, the

keep

An Old Man's
Last Hope.

Maine Central R. R,

**

waves
pa>chal
languid dignity, while her

and refreshing to the taste, and acta
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,

and will place the same upon interest_
The will of the late Miss Frances E. Willard was offered for probate in Chicago
March 4th.
Most of the estate is left to
Miss Annie Gordon, but Miss Willard's
home in Evanston is left to Miss Gordon
and Mary Bannister Willard
during their
lives, and will revert eventually to the
benefit of the National W. C. T. C.
The
estate is estimated at $17,000, of which
$10,000 is in real property.,1. E. Cotter.
counsel for Bram. the man accused of
committing the murders on the Herbert
Fuller, is in Halifax looking up evidence
for the new trial. He says he shall investigate the report that there were bullet
holes in one of the bodies....The Spanish
cruiser Alminate Oquendo has arrived at
Havana.A London despach quotes an
electrical engineer—name not given—as
saying that he has personal knowledge
that eight or ten mines were located in
Havana harbor—Chicago capitalists with,
a
capital of $350,000 are trying to get
control of the Yukon river between St.
Michaels and Dawson City.Thebarkeutine Herbert Fuller arrived at Boston
March 17th. from New York, iu tow
of a government tug and dropped anchor
iu the stream about 10.30 r. m.
While in
that port she will be in charge of the United
States marshal of the district and will
be thoroughly examined by the jury dnriug the trial of Mate Thomas Bram.
charged with the murder of her former
captain. Charles Nash.
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laws of Spain in her present extremity,
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and 50.
They are treated like dogs by
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their superior officers, hard worked and
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the hospitals of this refractory island, are
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object, i honor of
Spain. But the soldiers themla>h. drawing a dilapidated ;
selves do not look it.
Undersized, unwith colored people.
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drilled and dispirited, their appearance is
in gown of yellow satin
not calculated to strike terror to the
mantilla, is bedecked with
hearts of any foe. On the contrary, many
lamb, and
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Both the method and results when
Syrup of Figs is taken; it is pleasant

Liver and Bowels, cleanses the system effectually, dispels colds, headaches and fevers and cures habitual
raised the ery of ■■Death to the Americonstipation. Syrup of Figs is the
j cans.
There are cranks everywhere,
you only remedy iff its kind ever proknow, and a nation cannot be made re- duced.
pleasing to the taste and acsponsible for them. Hut since then many ceptable to the stomach, prompt in
Spaniards have been heard to say exult- its action and truly beneficial in its
antly that now “the \ ankecs have no effects, prepared only from the most
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Spain. The masses healthy and agreeable substances, its
are too ignorant to
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actual fact that the majority i Spaniards popular remedy known.
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t INI. <*| Attornej's fees by
transacting \our business through m> office.
I’iitenis designed, patents nueuts, trade marks
copy rights, assignments, etc.
Address, with

stamp,
F:. A.

;tm*2

CUTTEk. Registered Patent Solicitor,
28 School St., opp. City Flail, lioaton, Maas.

Halldale. Mr. Frank Marshall and Mr.
Trundy of Acre Island were the guests of
Zadoc McFarland last week... .B. E. Rowe
is boarding with J. E. Hall....C. A. Hall
has hired Robert Eels for the season... .Asa
and Cora Sawyer visited in Burnham last
week.. .The warm weather and rain last
week took nearly one half the snow off. The
roads are getting almost impassableFrank Clement and wife visited friends in
Fairfield iaat week... .Clarence Sylvester
moved to Smithton last week.
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t

appear to bo syuono-

mous.

The

streets and sidewalks, of extending the sewer system, and of placing all
the city affairs on a business basis will
continue under practically the same adour

ministration

Judge
of

in the year just closed.

as

Foster

court

to

was

which
but it

have held the term

opened

at

Skowhegan
Monday that

Tuesday,
Judge Savage had been substituted. The
change caused much comment at Skowhelearned

was

the

generally construed as unfavorable to
Judge Foster’s re-appointment. The Bangor Daily News of Tuesday announced
that Col. W. II. Fogler of Kockland is to
succeed Judge Foster.
While the course of President McKinley
in these tiying times has commanded the

only

of our

people

own

paper pops up with the suggestion
that Mr. Bryan would have made a better President than
McKinley. The Bostana

dissents,

and

aptly

Centre Montville. Amelia S., wife
of Simon S. Erskine of Centre Montville,
died March 12th, aged 68 years and 10
months. She was taken sick the previous
Sunday evening, but no danger was apprehended until Thursday afternoon, when she
bad a shock of paralysis which affected her
left side. This was followed by another
shock Friday morning, when she became unconscious and remained so until she passed
Mrs. Erskine resided in Rockland a
away.
number of years ag<» and later in Morrill,
where she made many friends. She was a

We have no doubt that the possession
•i‘ the presidency would have sobered and
steadied Mr. Bryan to a considerable degree, bin, in the face of what has occurred since the election, we are inclined to
believe that there are a good many who
voted fur him and yet congratulate themselves that the country did not take the
risk of his election.
The cheapness of money excites comment. < me of the New York city savings
hanks has reduced its interest rate to bor-

kind hearted and obliging neighbor and was
respected by all who had made her acquaintance since she had resided in this place.

iroiu
i percent, and pays its
1 ej"is;t"is «"a;;; per cent. Some of tire
j'
,:;g.s banks will pay only :> 1-g
1 1 per cent,
ent.
Tin*
pc:
refunding

*."\veis

She

7 per cent, prevailing now against 0
10 per cent, one and two years ago.
Beginning with the first of March the
twosa\ings banks of Portland and the
to

Union Mutual Life Insurance Co. of that

city anopted live percent, rate of interest
on
real estate mortgages within the
a

and

which

in

now7

held
not

are

This rate

by

these

in default

abundantly secured.

are

The

all notes

war

situation is

condensed form

correspondent

of

by
the

thus

presented

Washington
Boston Evening
the

Record:

>

no

more.

Opinions differ as to the stand Spain
wil1 take; but meanwhile both countries

preparing

are

for war.

•country is concerned

we

So far as this
believe that to be

the true
been

policy; and further, that had we
better prepared at the time the emer-

gency arose the prospects for a peaceful
settlement would be more favorable than
“An

at

present.
better than

a

ounce

pound

Oapt.

of prevention is

of cure.”

Yachts and

schooner

Boats.

Sewall Patterson has
sold
Little Kate to Fred Gray.

his

The steam launch Guinevere, at this por*,
for sale. She is a safe, speedy and comfortable craft and oug it to find a ready market
Particulars of W. H. Bray, Belfast.
is

F. Brown of Pulpit Harbor has contracted to build fur Rev. Dr. Leighton Parks

church, Boston, who spends
Islesboro, a yacht of the following dimensions: Length, 28 feet, beam,
9 feet: depth, 4 feet. The yacht will have
2.0<>0 pounds of lead on the keel, and is to
he completed June 1st.
John Dailey of Camden is building a centre! ard yacht with large cabin for Mr.
of

Emmanuel

his

summers

at

Briggs of New York. She is to he «‘i3 feet
Mr. Dailey
over ail and 12 1-2 feet beam.
lias a model fur another which he will build
wheu this one is completed. Near the Dailey yard (.'apt Edward Jordan is building a
fishing boat for his own use. Willis Williams is building a racer, 32 feet over all and
10 1-2 feet beam and Allen Briggs is building for his owu
9 feet beam.

use a

Brilliant

sloop

27 feet

loug

and

this to the

zenith, forming complete

arches of the heavens in all directions. From
this, throughout the night, the light was
constantly changing and many persons remained out of doors a long time to watch
the display. The stars and planets shone
with unusual brightness and even the stars
of the smaller magnitudes were distinctly
The
seen through the Hashing of the light.
oldest inhabitants remember but two or
three similar displays.

wui

miss the
an

of

and

j

baby girl,

extended to Mr.
had never had a
child to bless their wedded life-Mrs.
Joseph Palmer, who lives with her grandson, Mr. Geo.
Palmer, has been sick the
oast week with la grippe; also the baby of
Geo. Palmer and wife.
All are thought to
be gaining.
Miss Louise Mayo started last
week for a visit to her sister, Mrs. Agues
Dingwell of New York. She will visit relatives in Portland and Massachusetts en
route-Miss Ethel Chase is taking music
lessons of Miss Nora Lufkin, our village
u usie tea.Jier.
The Monroe Cheese Co. met
Mar. 3th at Town House and made choice of
officers for the ensuing year as follows: W.
S. Parker, Monroe, President; F. H. Putnam, Monroe, Vice President; E. H. Nealley,
secretary and treasurer; Board of trustees,
Freeman Ricker, W. B. F. Twombly, Freeman Ritchie.
The milk was bought for the
coming season, from May 1st to Nov. 30th,by
E. H. Nealley, who has run the factory on
his own account for the last seven years_
Burden & Curtis have sold their merry-goround to Selden J. Gurney & Soil of Belfast, who have made arrangements to occupy the same ground at the fair as last year.
They have moved the machine to Belfast.
14th.

Congratulations

Mrs.

Nealley,

are

who

..

Winterport. The services at the Methodist church last Sunday morniug were of

deep

interest

and

four

Eight

persons

received into the

E11 iugwood’s Corner

were

baptized

church.

At

baptized and
the church.
Many more
oue was

taken into
will doubtless soon follow.
Miss Nellie
Thompson closed her labors with this society Sunday evening, and left for home on
Monday’s boat... Seven students left Monday morniug for the schools at Bucksport
and Castine, and Timothy Fellows returned
three

his school at Brattleboro, Vt_Miss
Jennie Grant entertained the Shakespeare
Club at her home Thursday evening_Mr.
Charles Clements of West Winterport began
a private school at the up-street school-house
Monday... .Mrs. J. B. Mason left for Boston
on Monday’s boat.
Her sister, Mrs. C. E.
Littlefield, accompanied her as far as Rockland.... A little child ot Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Wheilden was badly scalded Monday mornto

ing by upsetting
Mr.

and

Mrs.

a

C.

pan of boiling water_
R. Merrill arrived from

Colorado last week and are at the home of
Mrs. Merrill’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Snow....J. H. Thayer left home Saturday
to join a Klondike party. The best wishes
of his many friends fur success in his undertaking and a safe return go with him....
Frank Bartlett’s little daughter Marion is
very ill.... Mrs. Nathan Downs passed away
Monday morning at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Thomas Eaton, after a long illness.
.Mrs. C. E. Atwood, who was called home
from Boston on account of her mother’s sickness, arrived Thursday night.
...

Snowbound Klondikers.

Aurora Borealis.

brilliant displayjof aurora borealis that has been seen here for many years
was that of Monday and Tuesday evenings
Marc). 14th and 15th. Early Tuesday evening,
a circle of light about 10° wide formed completely around the sky about 15° above the
horizon.
Bright lines of light extended
The most

from

a

happy

We shall demand an indemnity and an
apology from Spain. Prompt payment
and action ;n the premises breeds peace;
refusal and delay threatens war.
If the
former course is pursued by Spain, thus
ends the Maine incident.
If the latter is
chosen, then the matter w ill remain unsettled until the supremacy of the United
States oi Spain is proven as a result of
the clash of arms.
If .>| aiii pays in indemnity promptly
and apologizes graciously then tlie Maine
phase of the qim.-.ion disappears, and the
whole proposition of Cuba presents itself.
This is where tin: supreme point comes.
The 1 'resident i bound to recognize the
independence of lie island. Will Spain
take offence at su jit a proceeding on our
pari? Undoubtedly. If she does, then
W.* have a right to recognize
war.
Cuba,
and Spain has a right to resent it.
In »ther words then, if Spain refuses indemnity and apology for the Maine, then
we shall have war. If we recognize
Cuba,
Spain will have war. How is it going to
If modern statesmanship
lie
averted?
can do it,
diplomacy deserves a crown of
laurel which will last until time shall be

Blood feeds the

nerves

Aud makes them strong.
1'he great nerve tonic is

Sarsaparilla,

Hood’s
Because it makes

The blood rich and

Pure, giving it power
To feed the nerves.
Hood’s
Cures

Sarsaparilla

nervousness,

Dyspepsia, rheumatism,
Catarrh, scrofula,
And all forms of
Impure blood
NORTMPORT

NEWS.

From Jan 1, 1892, to Jan. 1, 1898, there
72 deaths and 37 births in this town.

were

Rev. G. A. Andrews, who has been spending several weeks in town, went to Rockland last Monday.
Mrs. Nina Hobbs of East Belfast was the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Dickey the
first of the week.
The roads are bare is spots, and as the ice
and snow have got a move on traveling on
runners

is

anything

but

enjoyable.

Mr. S. S. Chapman, mate of sell. Mary B.
Wellington, left for Boston Monday to get
his vessel ready for her season’s work.
The supper given by the W. C. T. U. Wednesday evening, March 16th, was well attended and financially satisfactory to the

members.
were

the

happy recipients of a little daughter last
Friday, and Walter feels about as proud as
he

can

ami

live

C. O Dickey lost a very valuable
work horse last week, ami feels the loss
Mr

keenly as the horse was a good one he had
but recently bought from Mr. Oscar Hills.
At

the town meeting held March 7th the

following appropriations were made: For
town debt and town charges, $2,000; for
! highways, $1,200; for schools, $600; for the

Seattle, Wash., March 14. Steamer Cottage City, which has arrived from Alaska,
brought a number of passengers from Fort
Wrangel who have given up getting into
the Yukon country by way of the Stickeen
route. Among them was W.L.Brown of Massachusetts, who succeeded in getting about
30 miles beyond Wrangel with his outfit beMr. Brown
fore the snow stopped him.
says about 1,0C3 men are snowed in between
and
Glenora.
Wrangel
McKenzie and Mann, who are to construct
a railroad between Wrangel and Lake Poslin, have got their construction outfit 30
miles above Wrangel. They will probably
be left there until the snow melts in the

spring.

Mr. Brown started to the Yukon last fall
and after packing his outfit over the Chilkoot
pass, he decided that he could not get down
the river, so he sold his supplies and returned to Wrangel and tried the Stickeen
with no better effect.

and up to within a few
seemed as ha e and hearty as a
man of fifty.
He will he greatly missed iu
the vicinity where he so long resided. He
leaves five children to mourn their loss—J.
Edwin, Oliver R and John R. of Rockland,
Mrs. E. G. Stoddard of Boston, and Miss
Luella A., who kept house for her father
The funeral occurred Monday forenoon at 10
a. m., Rev. F. E. White of Rockland officiating. The remains were taken to Rockland
and interred in the Bay View cemetery.

ployed

a

Following ia an abstract of the business of
the Probate and Insolvency Courts for
Waldo County, March term, 1898:
Estate of Geo. W. Burgess, Belfast; allowance of $1,000 granted to widow.
Estate of James F. Smalley, Belfast; disabilities removed; ordered that a guardiau
is no longer necessary; property restored to

doctor,

Some People we Know and we will
Profit by Hearing About Them.

Announcement

This is a purely local event.
It took place in Belfast, Me.,

Estate of Nathan A. Cates, Unity; license
to sell real estate issued.
Estate of Robert H. Coombs, Belfast;
Clias. R. Coombs confirmed as trustee for
Alexander and Cora J. Leith.
Estate of Seth L. Milliken, Belfast.; warrant iu insolvency issued; Calvin Hervey

Not in Buffalo
You

New York.

or

asked to

are

the
well

Friday forenoon while down ou
shore of the cove
Mr.
Byron Elnoticed an object in the hay mov-

toward Islesboro.
He called the
of Mr. Nealley who at once concluded it was a deer, so they soon launched
a
boat and started for it. Deck Saywood
and El well pulled the oars while Nealley
sculled.
They worked hard and finally
came up to the animal well on to the Islesboro shore
Nealley, the veteran hunter of
La Grange, began to get ready to haul him
aboard, and after cautioning the men to
keep cool, he gave them the. word to
pull quick just iu front of him and
ship their oars and he would do the
rest. They did so, and at the proper time
Nealley grabbed for the deer by the hack of
his neck as well as he could, hut the deer
dove at the same time aud if Deck hadn’t
caught Nealley by one leg there might have
been a man overboard, sure. “All right,”
gasped Nealley as he blew the salt water
out of his mouth, “we’ll have him yet.”
Iu
a minute or two the deer came up hut a littie way from where he went down. They
soon reached him, and said Nealley: “Now
boys, to business.” They all three grabbed
at him at once and began to get the animal
into the boat. The deer took things easy
until they hauled him in, when he made up
his mind to square away and strike from
the shoulder. He sized up his man and let
go his right paw and the result was that
El well was minus a linger nail, or nearly so,
ing

attention

hung only by

single thread of flesh.
The deer next made a mighty thrust with
one hind leg which caught Deck on one of
the short ribs with force enough to crack it,
and for a minute or two it looked as though
the deer would get possession of the boat.
Hoofs, legs and hands were all mixed up.
Nealley got caught in Deck’s sweater and
before he got clear the deer made a lunge for
as

it

a

the other side of the boat aud with one forefoot ploughed quite a furrow along the back
of Neal ley’s hand. Thus, with three men
wounded aud bleeding, the deer was still
boss.
Finally the veteran hunter of La
Grange said, “boys, no deer ever got
with me yet and I’ll be dumb
away
if this

Now if we can get him on
bottom of the boat, we are
all right.” “That’s easier said than done,’
said Bryon. “Go ahead,” said Deck, and
we’ll follow you.” So with another rush
Nealley hugged the deer around the neck
while the other two fellows got a safe hold
of his legs and after awhile they had him
fast in the bottom of the boat. It was a
hard and lively tussle for a while and their
hands will carry the scars of the struggle to
capture a deer for some time. They got him
ashore without further trouble and placed
him in Capt. A. F. Elwell’s stable, whore
the public go every day to pay their respects
to as handsome a doe as one would wish to
see.
What the captain intends to do with
the deer is not yet known, and we are wait
to
hear what the Game Warden has to
ing
say on the matter.
his

one

it settled in my back and laid me up for several
weeks. The sharp pains were so severe at times
that I could not straighten up, and finally i sent
for a doctor. He said I had kidney trouble and
gave me some medicine but it did not help me
much. My mother saw Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised and got a box for me at Kilgore & Wilson’s drug store. I used them as directed and
my
back, has not troubled me sinee. 1 have always
worked hard at my trade,
blacksmithing, shoeiug
and general repairing, and it is
very wearing on
the kidneys. In the future, owing to the nature of
or
my work,
perhaps from a cold, kidney trouble
may again come on. I now know that Doan’s
Kidney Pills will check it. I will tell my friends
what they did for me whenever an
opportunity
presents itself. You may refer others to me.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents
per
box, for sale by all dealers; sent by mail on receipt of price by Foster-Milburn
.N.

final account of executor presented.
Estate of Seth Oliver, Searsmont; inventory returned.
Estate of Miriam W. Curtis, Searsport, inventory returned; petition presented for license to sell real estate.
Estate of Julia A. Kendall, Jackson ; first
account of trustee allowed.
Estate of B. M. Roberts & Co., final partnership account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Elias Skidmore, Liberty ; second
and final account of executor allowed.
Estate of Albert A. Moody, Belmont;
final account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Mary Mitchell, Unity; first and
final account of administrator allowed.
Estate of John E Woodcock, Searsmont;
first account of guardian allowed.
Estate of Charles Meservey, Morrill; trustee account allowed.
Estate of Claborn H., Dora A., Camero J.
and Burnett K. Wellington, minors, Liberty ; first account of guardian allowed.
Estate of Frank V. and Abbie M. Rolerson, minors, Waldo; first account of guar-

Go*., Buffalo,
Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name DOAN’S and take no sub-

stitute.

dian allowed.
Estate of Hattie M. Childs, minor, Freedom ; first account of guardian allowed.
Estate of RobertG. Campbell, W interport ;
first and final account of executor presented.
Estate of Benjamin A. Curtis, Monroe;
will presented, Chas. II. Bu/.zell, named ex-

LEON’S

ecutor.

Estate of Emery Knowles, Belgrade; inventory returned; petition for allowance

presented.

Estate of Levi Bullock, Lincoluville ; inventory returned.
Estaie of William L. Littlefield, Belfast, ;

Sarsaparilla,

)

Masonic
1 have been

Temple.

in the

engaged

Dry

Fancy Goods

and

busii

■

twenty years. I have during this time received a most satisfactory share of your patronage, and I now announce m\
tention of closing out my stock of goods and retiring from
business. My decision will give the people of Belfast and Wa!
County an opportunity that has never before been afford.
My stock is all clean, first-class and desirable, as I never dabi
in a cheap grade of goods, consequently 1 have no trash to
pose of. Having decided to discontinue my business, I shall
so in the most speedy manner possible, and that will be ac,
plished by offering goods at prices that have been unknow
the regular routine of trade. This is not an attempt to unde
i our competitors by lower prices, or to sell oil old goods to n
for

I room tor new.

simply and unreservedly

It is

a

returned.
non

compos, Li li-

berty ; resignation of Willis J. Kuowltou as
guardian accepted.
Estate of Wm. O. Barney, Searsport ; final

Tlie Dost i n tlie

>

accouut of administrator allowed.
Estate of Eliza J. Barney, Searsport; final
account of administrator allowed.
Estate of MaryS. Hall. Winter} ort; first
account of administrator presented.
Estate uf Janies Fowler, Jr.. Unity, seventh accouut of administrator presented.
Estate of Charles E. Nelson, Searsport;
petition presented for appointment of Amanda M. Larrabee, executrix.
Estate of Ezra Hanson, Brooks; petitiou
presented to n quire executrix to give bonds.
Estate of Mabel G. E'dingwood, Winterport ; first and final account of guardian pre-

market,

UNRIVALED AS A

CLOSING OUT SALE
of my whole stock of Dry and Fancy Goods, it will 1\
possible to do more than quote a few prices, which will star,
samples of the corresponding prices to be placed on all
goods for this Great Sale.

sented

---

Thomas C. Porter, Framingham,
Mass.; copy *>f will filed.
Estate of James A. Wilson, Belfast; wi.l
presented; Hannah A. Wilson named exeEstate of

cutrix.
Estate

DOLLAR BOTTLE

A

Frederick J. Durham, Portsmouth, Va.; first and final account of ad-

for

Lockwood Brown 9-4 Cotton, t2'c

INSOLVENCY

COURT.

W. S. Reynolds, Brooks; discharge granted ; certificate issued.
John F. Dyer, Burnham; objection to discharge overruled; discharge granted; certificate issued.
Joseph A. Roberts, Brooks; petition .or

discharge

25c.
Fruit, 42

A. A.

HOWES&Co.,

‘‘

in,

Pillow

“

9c

“

Atlantic, 42 in,

BELFAST, MAINE.

14'c1

“

Blea, 9-4

8c

Tubing,

discharge

1

How's

25c Cotton Surah, for
20c Silesia, for

Tk 25c Silkotine, for

Fruit of Loom, 44 Cotton,

|This !

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall’s
Catarrh Cure.

CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. -J Cheney
or the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly
F. J. CHENEY &

Lockwood40 in. Brown

Established inJ1836.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

SURPLUS,

“

DEPOSITS SOLICITED

honorable in all business transactions and finau

cially able

to

carry

out

any

obligation made by

Safe

deposit boxes for

their firm.

$8

Tkcax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Waldi.no, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system. Price 75c. per bottle. Sold by all
Druggists. Testimonials free.
West &

Our
and

new

vault is

rent

a

at $3,

$5, $6.50

“

36

$33,000

6c

Lining Cambric

5c Merrimac

“

! Some Cottons will be sold
low

unequaled in Eastern Maine
in security against fire

as

Shirting Print,

Belding Spool Silk,

as

“

an

year.

for

Etc, Etc,, Etc.

5>c

11

“

SELL

SI! YLL

9>c 20c Percaline for

Pride of West, 4-4 Cotton,

filed.

W

Small, Swanville; petition for
filed.
A. L. and F. 0. Newcomb, Monroe; first
meeting of creditors held; C W Wescott;
and John R. Duntou chosen assiguees.
John

Ill iy Lining Oept.

of

ministration presented; petition for distribution presented.
Estate of Julia A. Beau, Belfast ; petition
presented for license to sell real estate.
Estate of Richard E. Patterson, Searsport;
first and final account of executor present.

“

Twist, 2 Spools,

2c, per yard,

Melward's Needles,
Oil Tabling,

UNEXCELLED

and

burglary in the country.
Those renting boxes can have the exclusiv
privilege of taking their boxes to and from th
vault.

The Belfast Schools.
Schools will

good

close to-morrow, Friday,
vacation of two weeks. The
Pitcher school was closed last Friday on account of measles.

afternoon,

schools.
A meeting of the rural teachers will be
held at the office of the Supeiintendeut of
Schools Saturday afternoon at 1 o’clock. Besides the usual work of the meeting subjects
will be discussed as follows:
First Years in Geography, Miss Woodbury.
Mrs. Moody
History Work,
Suplementary Work in Reading,
Mrs. Adams.
Promotion in Reading,
Mr. Shore/
How Teachers Waste Time,
Miss Ethel Thomas
School virtue,
Miss Chaples
How to Aid Backward Pupils,
Miss Edith Thomas
How to Gain Time,
Miss White

Training

in

Vertical Writing

School,

Miss

Ladd,

*

Scott's Emulsion has been the
standard remedy for nearly a
quarter of a century. Physicians
readily admit that they obtain results from it that they cannot get
from any other flesh-forming food.
There are many other preparations on the market that pretend
to do what

SCOTT'S
EMULSION

Prepared by

POOR & SON, Druggists.

E. H.

but they fall to perform it.
The pure Norwegian Cod-liver Oil
made into a delightful cream, skillfully blended with the Hypophosphites of Lime and Soda, which
are such valuable

tonics,

makes this preparation an
ideal one and checks the
wasting tendency, and the
patient almost immediately commences to put on
flesh and gain a strength
which surprises them.

SCOTT

See that the

90c. and $i.oo, all druggists.
& BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

DURGIN, M. D.

Fitting of Glasses and Diseases of
Hie Eye and Ear a Specialty.
Office hours until »!a. m.
From 12.30 lo 3and 7 to 8 p.

SEARSPORT,

m.

MAINE.

i'fSBOms.

i'.:

" 111 lie in Belfast every
Tuesday from 1 to 4 p
Office over J. W. Ferguson & Co.. .Main street

that you have the

same

buyingj^^,^

DRESS GOODS, SILKS and VELVETS
SHAWLS, BLANKETS, GINGHAMS, SHIRTINGS. TICKING'
WHITE GOODS IN

VICTORIA and LINEN

LAWN, LONG
CLOTH, NAINSOOKS, MUSLINS, CHECK GOODS, DIM
TIES, ETC., DIAPER RUBBER SHEETING, INFANTS
GOODS, LADIES’ SUMMER AND WINTER UNDERWEAR

MEN’S WHITE SHIRTS and NIGHT SHIRTS, HOSIERY to

MEN, WOMEN and CHILDREN, TABLE LINEN and NAP
KINS, CRASHES, TOWELS, QUILTS, SHEETS and Pi
LOW SLIPS, DRAPERIES, LACE CURTAINS, SPOT MUS
LINS, SILKOLINE, CRETONES, HANDKERCHIEFS,LACES
EMBROIDERY

RIBBONS, LINEN DOILIES,

VETS,

TRAVELLING

BAGS,

CORSETS,

RUGS, PAPER, ENVELOPES,
cles

which

go

to

make

up

SILK, VEL

UMBRELLAS

and the innumerable
the

small

ware

ar

belongim

Comfort and Safety
A

sloop jaeht 24 feet over all, 8 feet beam, with
keel, inside load ballast, and fully found and
fitted, is offered for sale. Will sleep four on transoms, ami is a safe, sound and serviceable craft,
fully equipped for cruising. Will not be given
away, and jonly those willing to pay a fair price
need apply. For further partiei lars address
YACHT OWNER.
Journal Office, Belfast. Me
iron

DR. JOHN STEVENS,

'pHIS WILL

BE

A

^

STRICTLY CASH SALE,
and

no

SAMPLES cut from

goods.

*

*

«

Opera House Block.

does,

Be sure you
get SCOTT’S Emulsion.
man and fish are on the wrapper.

OUR HAIR TONIC*

Will not darken or color the hair, biit.it WILE
•SURELY remove dandruff, prevent itchin^ of
the heid. enrich soil of the
scalp, stop hair
falling off. For a healthy growth it is the best
tonic known.
TO CENTS A BOTTLE

:

General Debility
and Loss of Flesh

remember
pLEASE
chance in

*

HAIR.

Mr. Brick

The school committee will meet for organization Monday, March 21st, at 7 p. m.

will.

your

SAVE IT IN TIME,

Superintendent Brick lias at his office
lines pecimeus of free-hand map drawing by 8 years-old pupils of the public

Habit

care of

fora

some

side in the

The Lewiston Sun quotes from The Journal the recent cat obituary, “The Passing of
Ben,” but credits it to another paper.

-•

Any article that is endorsed at home,
That obtains resident advocates,
Is more worthy of coufi fence
Than a far-off foreign article,
Testified to by unknown people.
Mr. Benjamin Robinson of 6 Waldo
avenue,
corner of Bridge street, says: “I
caught cold and

months he

East

*

To the Public.

* *

investigate it;

Asked to believe a citizen’s word.
To confirm a citizen’s statement.

and Thomas B. Dinsmore appointed commissioners.
Estate of Charles Sargent, Monroe, license
to sell personal estate issued; inventory returned.
Estate of Jesse Smart, Troy, license to
sell personal estate issued; iuveutory returned.
Estate of John L. Ellis, Monroe, license to
sell personal estate issued.
Estate of Ann L. Gay, Morrill, first and

inventory

•

_

Smalley.

Estate of Annie Childs,

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Drink water

North port Camp Ground, $100, to be used
She leaves a brother and sister in
i under the1, supervision of Mr. Charles O.
Massachusetts and a sister in New York.
Dickey.
The funeral services were held at her late
Now is the time iu ship kiln wood, as it
residence Monday at 10 o’clock a. m., Rev.
A. D. Thibodeau of Morrill officiating. The | has reached the magnificent sum of $2 75
I per cord at Rockport. Good gracious, what
interment was at Morrill cemetery.
| a snap, friend farmer. If you are not too
Monroe.
Mr. B. H, Mudgett went to Ortired when you get home at night just run
rington last week tu attend the wedding of j
the thing over and see how your bank acj
his mother_Little Marie, the L2-months
count has accumulated this winter, after
babe of Mr. ami Mrs. Charles Fletcher, died
paying 75 cents per cord for cutting. 50 cents
of a brain trouble March 12th. She had been
per cord for hauling and one dollar per cord
a frail child from birth, but as she grew oldor freight, to say nothing of your own labor.
er was more healthful until she fell prey to
Very gratifying isn’t it?
the disease which proved fatal. Much symMr. Joseph M. Frohock, a highly esteempathy is felt for the parents, especially the
invalid mother-Mr. Samuel Chase, an ed citizen, who resides in the southern section of this town, passed away March 11th
aged gentleman living in town, died March
at the venerable age of *4 years. Mr. Fro14th at the home of Fairfield Emery, with
hock was always a remarkably healthy mau,
whom he boarded... .Mr. E B. Nealley is
the
father of a
born the and during his long and busy life rarely em-

to

apply to

Pure, rich, nourishing

Morrill.

farm mortgages have declined materially
in the west, especially in the wheat belt,

institutions

leaves

husband, who

companionship of a devoted wife; also
adopted daughter, Mrs. Riley Jackson

bonds of the New York Central command
a slight premium.
Rates on well-secured

will

nearly impassable

are

Nerves

Depend simply, solely,
Upon the blood.

.L

in town.

says:

corporate limits of the city.

Bucksport Seminary...

for

days_The roads

of political affiliations but of the
civilized people allove; the world, a Mon-

Herald

day

success

Everywhere.

Your

here.now. Several horses have been badly
injured and various serious accidents have
occurred. None of the country roads have
been safe to travel.... Miss Nellie Luce,
formerly of Waldo, has been visiting friends

re-

gardless

ton

same

Probate and Insolvency Courts.

nerves

Are needed for

was

Brooks. Misses Ina Forbes and Grace E.
Dow have gone to the Normal school at Castine for the spring term... .Rufus B. Lancaster cut bis foot quite badly while chopping
wood and has been laid up for several weeks.
_A. B Stantial is at home for a few days
He spends most of his time on the
rest.
road in the fertilizer business-Elmer G.
Roberts, who is at work in the life insurance
business, has been at home for the past few

is

not

Strong, steady

K. Perkins will work for F. S. Harriman,
Miss Richards leaving to attend school.

gan, where arrangements had been made
to tender Judge Foster a banquet, and it

approval,

Tell

given last Friday evening to a
full house, considering the bad traveling.
was taken at the door for the club
About
and as much more from the refreshments for
the sociable fund-The snow is fast disappearing There is considerable bare ground
and carriages are being used by some....C.
F. Snow is in Boston on a business trip....
Misses lues Maxtield, Alice Richards and
Etta Grant left Monday for Castine, where
they will attend the Normal SchoolMisses Jennie Black and Lucia Shut© left
Wife"

Monday,

will meet for organization March 21st.
There will be no
change of policy, but the work of improv-

ing

The drama

Sandy point.

city government, unanimously

new

elected last

*

Connty Correspondence.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Special

a

ttentuu

given

to

diseases of

nose

and

6m2

throat.

DR. W. L.
^Veterinary

*

WEST,

Pharmacy at Belfast Livery Co.

Residence and
Office

therefore customers
their

be

quickly disposed
should^make early dates

oi.

fur

shopping.

Surgeon.1^

Graduate and Medalist
Ontario Veterinary College.
Office and

«®“Many desirable goods will

Hospital 17 Congress street.
Residence Telephone 2Telephone 8-2.

A. P. MANSFIELD.

5UB5CR1BE EUR

T

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Masonic Temple,

Belfast,

Me.

j

BELFAST.

OF

RENEWS

HAIR

recently painted a very lifeMaria McIntosh’s pet

ti

Mrs.

hod Debating Club meets
■uesday evenings, at the office
ndent of Schools.
^

by the municipal officers
burning of the buildings of
•.v iron at City point resulted
'a jse unknown.”
«•

I'pper Grammar school
at Odd Fellows’ Hall
Refreshments were
ning.
vs and girls report a good

R. H. Moody has recently put up two
orders of medicine to go to Klondike.

City Clerk Murch has issued but
marriage certificates since Jan. 24th.

The Boston Tea Co. is moving to its new
quarters in the Marshall store on. Main

HUMORS

street.

Watch Burkett’s show window next SatA unique and attractive
display
will be made.

urday.

Itching, irritated, scaly, crusted Scalps, dry, thin,
and falling Hair, cleansed, purified, and beautified by warm shampoos with Outicura
Soap,
and occasional dressings of Cuticuba, purest of
emollients, the greatest skin cures.

Clarence M. Knowlton, who was recently
burned out at Citypoiut, has bought the Albert Gammans place, near by.

willows were brought in
ind Sunday the writer heard
The reader can
A crows.
inclusions as to what these

,sy

>

painting and decoof the Register of Deeds’
House, and will do some

veils are
ir:rr
urt

A

ther offices.

safe has

new

■i the Probate office, with brick
A
lit up from the cellar door.

built across the front
desks of the Judge

also be

the

for

in

The conductors,

Starks.

baggage

men,

en-

branch are, one by one,
*..rns for examination as to
and hearing. The Maine Cen-

the

to the safety of its passengers
trains m the hands of men

.illy and mentally competent

baggage car of the
given its semi-annual
repair shop the past

The

k.

was

the

■

Sold throughout the world. Pottkb I)ri<; and Che*.
Corp.. Sole Props.. Boston.
Cj* How 10 produce Luxuriant Hair," mailed free.

SKINS ON FIRE
C. F. Cobbett has bought of Walter H.
Richards the latter’s stock of sewing ma-

ending

March 12th: Gentlemen—Mr. M. M. Moore.

etc.

Pensions have been granted as follows:
Supplemental, Henry S. Grindle, North
Brooksville; increase, Rufus Reynold, Burn-

Jordan W. Coombs fell from the roof of
his new cottage at the Battery
Tuesday
afternoon and sprained his left ankle quite

ham, §14 to §17.

badly.

New England Telephone and Telewill soon lay a cable from Northport to Islesboro and connect Hewes Point
aud Dark Harbor with the long distance

The W. C. T. Alliance will meet with
Mrs. E. A. D. Burrington Friday afternoon,
March 18th, at 2 o’clock. Those interested

The

and

masters

Treatment will produce a clean, healthy scalp
with luxuriant, lustrous hair, when all else fails.

graph Co.

Kindergarten are invited to be present.
The fiftieth anniversary of modern spiritualism will be observed in
the W. •).
T. U. rooms on Main street, March 27th, at
2 o’clock p. m. Further particulars will be
given next week.

The

municipal

officers met

Monday

even-

ing and drew the following traverse jurors
April term of the Supreme Judicial
Court. Alvali S. Redman, Hazael McKeen,
James W. Wallace, William W. Cates.
for the

Commander Southard of the Maine G. A.
has issued General Orders No. 1. A. E.
Nickerson, Post 30, Swanville, is appointed
a
representative to the National Encamp-

Alonzo Dutch has put a large new ice
into liis tish market. It is in two compartments, zinc lined, and with double board
fronts, removable for cleamug, etc. It was
built by J. C. Durham.

R

chest
at the corner of
about 9 p. in.. Thurs-

gathered

!

streets

the

ment.

getting
Belfast harbor has not been been obstruct'
slung on a sled enquired
irrived.
But it was only a ed by ice the past winter except for a few
ttiug ready to start for Lib* days just after the gale of Feb. 1st, when
of

u

new-comers

had been sent down from
lame that it was neces■.
to his destination.
Four
laden with corn and other
.tins left Liberty about noon
!■' I last, and one of the drivers
d to arrive home about 5
■

ice made
The

lirst

A

down to F. G. White Co.’s wharf.
arrival of the steamer Castine

cleared it.

;

;■

as one

of

The menu,

season.

was as

a

history

local

of the

follows:

bachelor maiil calm and 1111Clams
maids are not,
Spring chickens
iia-sr effective weajmn, Tongue
ic
bachelor maids ask of no
aemselves,
Bread and butter
he soul of a bachelor maid,
Cake ami confectionery
probable ancestors,
(Ira-apes
Coffee
brew,

successful, socially and

is

The regular caucus of the city council
for the nomination of officers for the ensuing year will he held Saturday evening.
This caucus will be strictly private. The
City Council will
organize at 10 o’clock

Co.’s Ball.

-k

The fifth

an-

Hose Co. No. 2 was
Grange Hall. Friday eveu11h.
The lial 1 was filled to its
lty aud in a number of the
would-be dancers were obliged
itors for lack of room on the
aside

s*

do

••

.usio

by Whitten’s Orehes-

was

ofeasor as leader ami promptorder contained 10 dances
.! at the close.
Ice cream and
.1 at intermission. The dance
by the following members of

Director, Fred Sholes ;
Daniel H. Wagner, Fred
Haves, Asa Sholes. Probg-‘st dancer in the city was on
s
bail. It was Miss Loie
barely 30 years old. The
re from the Belfast
Printing
p n the last page the foliow•nt: “When in a hole about
g. send for us, and ten to one
Floor

h

ut.”
as

In

place

of the word

round hole in the

a

card,

the company §20.

i

Sell. Odell discharged
from Boston March 10 and
day for Winterport_Sch.
arrived March 11 from Portfor L. T. Shales Si Co_Sch.
kms.

;

port March 12 for supplier, Capt. Sylvester Phin--sting ready for his season's
g at Isle an Haut_The rnain

being cleared
Uie season’s

from ice

business.

and

Schs.

^“Sou, Paul Seavey and Sarah
or
to be taken on soon.
1

Capt. Blanchard, arrived at
March 12th, 08 days from Loure,

aik to
with

order.

She had heavy

high head seas, and lost

Speaking of the eompetibarges and schooners for the
H. M. Bean, the well known
f Camden, says: “The schoonau carry 2,000 tons of
coal, or
0 the barge any time. Smallt do it.
Thus the tendency is
arrying capacity aud lower
Barges will always be a vailservices where bridges interested craft, but otherwise the
1-pendent of steam towing,
*

«

ip,

can

Sch.

,,

i

u

maple

trees and this

year’s

Monday forenoon.

Belfast Voters. The Board of Registration in its revision of the voting lists this
spring struck off 14 names and added 2.3.
The total number of voters in the wards is
as follows: Ward
1,400; Ward 2,321; Ward
8,27.3; Ward 4, 11(1; Ward 5, 181; total 1302•

crop from

the sugar orchards promises to be abundant.

tate

In

land,

of Mr. Dunn: Seth L. Larrabee of Portand C. W. Wescott, cashier of the
Belfast National Bank.

New

Hampshire sugar-making has already begun. A. A. Howes & Co. and Ginn
& Field had maple syrup Monday that was
made in this vicinity.

The dance at Memorial hall last Tuesday
one under the
same
management, was very enjoyable.
Music was furnished by the full Belfast
Band and dancing was kept up Until midmight. During the evening ice cream, slier*
bert and cake were served. It is proposed
to have another dance in the near future.

evening, like the preceeding

Fish Facts.
The Waldo County Fish
Protective Association held a special meeting at the office of R. F. Dunton, Esq., Saturday evening. The object of the meeting
was to decide whether or not to sell a water
wheel and appliances put in several years

The Good Templars of this city will give
pump at the old hatchery. The
matter was left with the executive committee. an entertainment at their hall on
Friday
-Schs. Mayflower and Brunette and sloops evening, March 18th, at 7.80 o’clock. A fine
H. McDonald and Marguerite were iu
musical
and literary program will be renport
the past week, each with a large fare of dered by the
members, assisted by fiue lofresh fish. The McDonald also had several cal talent. A social will be held at the close
deep sea flounders-H. G. Bicknell has of the entertainment, at which home-made
begun the construction of a fish weir at I candies will be sold. A pleasant evening is
Murphy’s Point and will have it completed ; assured to those attending. Admission, 10
iu time for the salmon season. He will also
cents.
carry on a lobster business at the same
The Roads. A paragraph last week gave
place.
an account of the condition of the
traveling
The Klondikhrs. The letters on the Gtli j at that time. Since then the snow lias melted off gradually by the sun, leaving bare
page from Col. H. E. McDonald and Dr. E.
W. Gould of the Klondike party will be ground in some places and hard ice in
read with much interest by their many others, while it is not safe to turn a team
j
friends iu this city and vicinity. At the out by the roadside except in the
places
time these letter were received it was reshoveled wider for that purpose. The snow
as
is
ported
coming from auother member of
disappearing fast, but is going in such a
the party that Dr. Gould was sick and way that there is no danger of a freshet unwould be unable to proceed further.
This less a very heavy rain sets in. In some
has since been confirmed. Dr. Gould was cases where the roads are bare decidedly
not iu the best of health when he left
here, dangerous places developed, which called
and on the way contracted a severe cold for prompt and skillful treatment in order
which developed into pneumonia at Van- to keep the roads open and passable. A
couver.
He was taken to a hospital there few places were fenced out while the reand given the best of attention.
The mail carrier
His ticket ; pairs were in progress.
to Alaska was soid and other arrangements from North Monroe to Brooks was
obliged
made in his behalf before the party sailed ! to leave his team at Jackson Monday and
from Vancouver for Skaguay.
make the trip to Brooks and back to Jackson
Co-incidences. A few co-incidences have on foot. Monday the travel changed from
runners to wheels, and yesterday nearly all
been brought to our notice recently. The
chart of the Temple of Honor, showing the the city teams had adopted the latter.
In
emblems of the various degrees of the order, the suburbs and in the surrounding town,
has a grave with a tablet inscribed, “Sacred if one starts out on either wheels or runners
he’ll wish he had taken the other.
to the memory of George A. Russell.” The
deceased was the lirst member of the orNew Advertisements. A. P. Mansfield
der who died, but Belfast’s George A. Ruslias an announcement that wi'l interest and
sell was Recorder of Hemau Temple of
surprise the public. After nearly twenty
this
several
later. He
ago to

run a

city

lives.

ing:

The

more

years
recent cases

still

are

the

follow-

a western city Peter Welch was
murdered in the street. David Alexander was the coroner who sat on the
case,
and the murder was was found to have been
committed by Warren Marsh. Again, the
newly elected city government of Saco contains Mayor Samuel Lord and Councilmen
John Fern aid and Frank Deering. Persons
bearing all the above names live in Belfast.

In

found

years’ experience

in the

dry

and

fancy goods

business he proposes to close out his stock.
The few prices quoted w.ll serve as
a
guide to the great mark down in every department. It is to be a bona fide closing
out sale-Staples & Cottrell, 12 Main
street, have just received the Guyer hats for
the spring of 1808, and also have a fine line
of men’s, youth’s aud boy’s hats aud caps,
etc., in a variety of shades, right from New
York. Custom suits to order from 3 12 50
up... .Rubbers for men, women, misses and
children at the Francis Shoe Store at way
down prices-Spring goods at W. A.
Clark’s, Phoenix Row. Suits from the fa
mous
wholesale tailors, Stein-Bloch Co.;
furnishing goods of all kinds, aud all the
fashionable shapes in hats.
Spring opening
to-day-Howes & Co., are selling Leon’s
Sarsaparilla in the original dollar packages
for 25 cents per bottle. An excellent spring
medicine at less than cost... .Great bargains
in rubbers at W. T. Colburn’s, McClintock
Block, High street. Standard goods at the
price of low grades... .Chase & Doak, watchmakers and jewelers, give special attention
to their repairing department... .See advt.
of steam launch for sale.

Wedding

Bells.

by

STEIN-BLOCH,

in

the famous
whose label,

stock

our

were

wholesale tailors,

were

salist church on
pastor, Rev. C. H. Wells, who is improving
but still confined to the house.

denominational.

All

welcome.

are

Services at the Methodist Episcopal
Church ucxt Sunday will be as usual, with
sermon at 10 45 a. m., Sunday school at 12
in.,
Junior League at 3 30 p. in. Epworth League

meeting
regular

this, Thursday, evening;
meeting next Tuesday
evening, both at 7.15 o’clock. The Sunday
evening concert will include choruses,
duetts and solos by Mrs. Frost, Mrs. Webber
will

BoysandGirls

7.15 this, Thursday, evening there will
be the usual mid-week prayer meeting at
the North church; topic, “Mary and Martha
as Types of Christian Life,” Luke 10:38
42;
John 11:1-45. The Sunday services will be
follows: Morning worship with sermoD by
the pastor, Rev. Geo. S. Mills, at 10.45 a. m.;
subject. “Self Control.” Sunday school at
12 m.; meeting of the C. E. Society at 0.15
p. m.; topic, “What is a profitable Sab-i
bath '.’” Ex. 20:8-11; Is. 58:5-14; lecture by j
the pastor in the vestry at 7.15 p. m. Sub- 1
ject, The Youth of Jesus.
At

require

The Furnishing

The Hat

GOOD HEALTH

Department

Department

succeed with

to

IS

exhibiting a bewiideringlv beautiful
stock of

their studies.

has all the fashionable
and high-priced hatters' shapes, of identical quality, minustheir

Neck-wear,

'Colored Shirts, Un-

derclothing, Hosiery,
Gloves, Jewelry and

outrageous profits
with the only difference that Lamson 8c
Hubbard is the name
in the “tip.”

many novel accessories to man’s wardrobe.
Copyright 1897 by
Bloch Co.

The Stein

WHEAT
GERM

meeting Sunday of the m >:nh •:*« o f
the First Baptist Church, the committee to
which was referred the letter of Rev. J. F.
a

Tilton, resigning the pastorate, reported the
following resolutions, which were unanimously adopted:
Whereas our pastor, Rev. John F. Tilton,
has decided after prayerful and careful con-

sideration that lie has been called by the
Great Head of the Church to labor in another field,
Resolved, That we, the members of the
1st Baptist Church, Belfast, Maine, accept
his resignation in the same spirit in which it
was

hignest attainable excellence
clothes-making, they bear.
Money back for these elothe.s if you want it.

in School

be

prayer

and Miss Ginn.

At

the guarantee of the
in

The weekly class

OUR STORE

freshness

lent it

always bright, has this week the
by the assemblage of the beautiful

added grace of
STRING goods,

opened to public view for the FIRST TIME TO-DAY.

JOHN W, SLEEPER,

Manager Retail Department,

William A. Clark,
Phenix

Row, Belfast,

Me.

For Breakfast

offered.

Resolved, That we express to him our
gratitude for and our appreciation of his
faithful and efficient labor among us for

more than six years.
We have seen with
joy the work .for God and man in different
directions prosper under his influence. In
the contributions of the church both for
home expenses and benevolences and iu the
number assembled in it for worship his
Christian success lias been evident.

confidence
his usefulness iu
the larger field to which the Master has
called him. We trust that the Good Shepherd will guide both him and us in the future even as He has iu the
pastResolved, That a copy of these resolutions
he presented to our retiring pastor, that
they be placed on our church records, and
that they be sent to Zion’s Advocate and
our local
papers for publication.
Christian

Endeavor

Following

is

a

Birthday Party.

copy of the invitations to

a

birthday party given by the Baptist Y. P.
S. C. E. at the Baptist vestry Wednesday
evening, March 16th:
This

birthday party is given to you;
We hope you will come, and promise, if you do,
An agreeable time, some good things to eat,
And. besides many others, a musical treat.
As we could not secure the number of candles.
To let your light shine, we send this

fandangle.

Put

safely within it as many round pennies
As years you are old; we hope they are
many!
Your light will be bright if you send it, or
bring it,
While we keep it dark, if you wish, what is m it.
Let not your age keep you away, for we all expect
to be old some day;
And the older you are the more welcome you’ll be,
For it

means more money for paint on our church,
don’t you see?
The Endeavors all with greetings hearty, feel sure
you will come

To your

own

birthday

Soprano solo,

Tenor solo,

Cornet solo,

party.

Mrs. Pitcher
Mrs. Webber
Mr. White

Birthday Offerings.

Mr. Morrison
Miss Ginn
Bass and Alto Duet,
Mr. and Mrs. Pitcher
Refreshments.
Ice Cream
Cake
Alto

is

GOOD FOOD

RUPTURE
Of Men, Women and children, carol
by the hidelity Method.
Xo cutting operation, no detention
from daily duties.
We guarantee a cure in every case
we accept tor treatment, anti no money
is required until cure is complete
Physicians incited to call and investigate. Over 15,000 cares already ef-

because

it is

fected.

Consultation and Examination Free.

Rich

Belfast Office, Johnson Block,

E. L. STEVENS, M. 0.,

in

Operating Surgeon,
Office Hours, I to 4; 7 to 8 I'. M.

Gluten,
ROOM PAPERS 5,6,7 and 8 cts.

most

Cereals

All mounted

PROQRAMMB,

Alto solo,

on

Secret

contain

much starch.

H.000 Rolls Wall Paper and $,000 Window S iades,
noted low prices, Yours truly,

at

our
••••

CARLE <£ JONES.

GROCERS SELL IT.

Major R. H. Howes of Canton Pallas
attended the annual reception and ball of
Canton Somerset in Coburn Hall, Skowhegan, last Friday evening Kendall's Orchestra
furnished|music and a tine supper was served at the Haseltou.
Odd Fellows are haviug a run of work
this spring. Penobscot Encampment conferred the degree on two candidates Tuesday evening, and has others ready. Waldo
Lodge has voted in a number of candidates
who expect to continue through to the Can-

Spring

25c. to 75c.,

too

Societies.

Tarratine Tribe, I. O. R. M held a social
meeting for work Tuesday evening. There
were six candidates from Brooks and four
from Belfast. Refreshments were served.

Patent

Fixtures,

solo,

WE
mvF

^

The

ton.

Howard

Owen, formerly editor of the
Farmer, is at work on the history of
Bethlehem Lodge, F. & A. M., of Augusta,
in which he has been largely assisted by
Judge H. S. Webester of Gardiner. The
Lodge is one of the oldest in the State, and
some of its old records are incomplete.

OUR SPECIAL ATTENTION TO OUR

Repairing Depariment

Maine

Liberty. Ralph I. Morse of Bates college will give the Memorial address here
May 30th-Mrs. Kaie Neal has returned
from Bangor, where she spent a few weeks.
-Mr. Whitcomb, father of Dr. Whitcomb,
is dangerously sick with pneumonia_A.
L. Norton is better_All the ladies in this

village continue to be crusty, and will so
continue each morning so long as the coasting is good. There was a high carnival in
Dr. Clough’s field Tuesday morning_During the recent warm spell the buildings in
the village began to raise their heads above
the snow and most of them are putting on a

a a a a

If you have not been
satisfied elsewhere, THY I'S.

CHASE

THE HOMELIEST MAN INBELFAST

As well as the handsomest, and others are invited
to call on any druggist and get free a trial bottle
of Kemp’s Balsam for the Throat and Lur.gs, a
remedy that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all
Chronic and Acute Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis
and Consumption. Price 25c. and 50c.

W

< warrant our work to
CHIll i.CT SATISFACTION.

tfc

DOAK,

WATCHMAKERS AND JEWELERS,

BELFAST.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
L A, KNOYVLTON, President.

FRANK

R.|VV!GGIN,

Cashier.

Deposits Solicited

INDIVIDUAL

DEPOSITS:

natural appearance.

The Bangor Daily News thus closes an
Lufkin-Mudgett.
Married Wednesday
evening, Mar. 9th,by Rev. James Rarnage of obituary of the Loud bill: “So ends ignominSouth Brewer, Mr. Rawson Lufkin of East iously the Washington attempt to shackle
Orrington and Mrs. Amanda J. Mudgett of the American press.”
Belfast. The ceremony took place at the
home of the groom in East Orrington before
their relatives and near friends. Refreshments of cake, ice cream and punch were
served. They received many valuable and
useful presents as tokens of the respect in
which they were held by their friends, who
wish them many years of happiness.

us

omitted last Friday
at the Uuiveraccount of the illness of the

The services

j

|

for

evening and Sunday morning

At a meeting of the creditors of R.
Resolved, That we heartily commend
Wesley
him to the church to which he goes.
We
Dunn, insolvent debtor of Waterville, held bear
witness that as a man
he is upright
at the insolvency court room in
Augusta and genial; as a citizen, he is loyal to the
March 14th, Judge Stevens was requested to public welfare; as a preacher, lie is instrucevangelical and earnest. We look forappoint the following assignees upon the es- tive,
ward with
to

The frosty nights and sunshiny days of
the past two weeks have stirred the sap in

do the business and
James M. Seaman,
1 '•
uinbs, sailed from Apalarb with a cargo of lumber for
c that time no
tidings have
f her, The captain and the
C. Scott, belong in fslesSteamer Notes. General Manager N. L.
I mate and engineer, Robert
J
of the new Manhattan Steamin Bangor, and the remain- Newcomb,
ship Co., is sending out letters to the
foreigners. The vessel I
merchants ol Bangor and northern Maine
blown off, but it is feared !
regarding the line of steamships which the
serious lias happened to
company is to run from New York to ports
was built at Damanscotta
in Maine and the Maritime provinces. The
valued at about §25,000, on
circular makes particular reference to the
‘S a partial
insurance. The
New York, Rockland & Bangor
1 at nearly §100,000, is
line, with a
fully indirect service from New York to Rockland,
3 Geo. B.
Ferguson aud EdCamden, Belfast, Bucksport and Bangor,
o ren
were taken Monday from
vessels hauled up at the rail- where connections will be made with the
aud are being fitted for thesea- Bangor & Aroostook and Maine Central
'l
railroads for all points in eastern and
np33— Capt. Geo. W. Pattershall
Maine. The company’s
local
Boston Monday to bring home the northern
Seavey for repairs. She will bring agents for this line are A. G. Hunt, Rockargo to Belfast-Sch Gen. Cogs- land; J. H. Sherman, Camden; Fred G.
tfUl,y bought by Capt. T. M. Nich- White, Belfast; S. E.Hall, Bucksport; F. J.
" rive*1
at Bucksport Saturday, mak- Stowe, Bangor.Steamer Sylvia has arrived at Rockland from Boston, where she
"in from Gloucester in
exactly 24
I J'e
Cogswell is a fine looking two-! was laid up during the wiuter, and will soon
!
‘0 tons and was built in Essex in resume her trips between North Haven and
is built of white oak. This ves- Rockland.William McKie, the Boston
‘ke the ]>lace of the
wrecked sch. shipbuilder, who built the steamer City of
'minds aud will be a valuable ac- Bangor for the Boston & Bangor Steamship
l(’ tbe Nicholson
fleet_The ship Co.’s line, has gone south to buy the frame
,ra<:e* built in Bath in 1875, has beeu for the new steamer which this company is
to build the coming season. It is expected
<‘oa8t parties for $32,000....
Warren went to Rockport March that the keel for the new boat will be laid
°ad lnue for New
York_Sch. Ga- next week... .It is said the steamer for the
t>ee“
thoroughly repaired
^ Je Went to &ockland during New York, Belfast and Bangor line will be
yesterfor or<l
put on the route about April 14th.
■

next

officers of the Fire Department are
interested to learn if they have a one-legged
lioseman. After the lire at Citypoint when
the janitor arranged the rubber boots in the
hose room he found one odd boot.
They
would iik>- to have their comrade report, that
the city may pension him for the loss of his
limb.
The

the

of

A handsome modern residence is to be
built on Pearl street, on the lot between T
B. Dinsmore's and the Walker house, for
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. tiamman, work to
begin
as soon as tin- frost is out of the
ground. H.
J. Morrison will be the builder.

Charles R. Coombs lias found the cane
lost at the tire and advertised in The
Journal last week. It is a sword cane which
his father, the late Capt. R. II. Coombs,
carried around the world, and is highly
prized as an heirloom.

1

nit"

the

executive committee of
the Waldo County Teachers' Association
was held at the office of the
Superintendent
of Schools in Belfast, March
loth, to make
arrangements for the spring convention, to
be held May 20th.

Tka. The novel j
Down in Belfast they don't go through
by the ladies of the Uuiver- !
the formality of any contest over city officers
Memorial Hall Wednesday this year. The old board has done
the work
h, produced considerable so well that nobody thinks of making any
<• amusement.
The supper changes in it. There are few American
cities where such a condition of things
both well patronized aud
prevails. [Waterville Mail.
Maids'

!.

meeting

made

There will be no morning service next
Sunday at the Universalist church, but Sunday school and the young people’s devotional meeting will be held as usual.

at6; sacred concert at 7.

in

line in this section.

The Best Clothes

Services at the Baptist church next Sunwill be as usual.

day

The North Church Current Events Club
will meet next Monday evening with Mr.
and Mrs. D. P. Palmer on Church street.

(Qticura
chines, attachments,

The Churches.

Special attention is called to the meeting
to-morrow, Friday, evening at the Uuiversalist church. It is expected that the Rev.
J. F. Rhodes of Fairfield, well known to
The entertainment by the Social Whist Belfast people, will speak. The subject is
Club will take place to-morrow, Friday, “A Matter of Doctrine.”
evening at 8 o’clock, at Memorial Hall.
Meetings will be held as usual in the PeoSpears Comedy Company is booked for the ple’s Mission every evening this week exBelfast Opera House for March 28t!i, 2!)th cept Monday and Friday evenings, at 7
and 30th. Further particulars next week.
o’clock; also on Sunday at 2.30 and 7 p. m.
Bible class at 1 p. m. Mrs. M. C. Clapp
List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
has charge of these meetings, which are unBelfast post office for the week

nice

s

two

[

28, 1804.
136,353.##
July II, IS#5.
$123,685.38
Peb.

July 21, 1891.
*3#,180.2#
Dec. 13, IS#5,
$160,838.17

Dec. 1891. 1 [March 5 1865
$76,180.59
July 11, l.s«6, raDec. 17, 1896
$1 72,063.16
$183,866-60

P*83,’#78,3S

Dec. 15, 1897,

$202,143.72
figures are taken from our sworn\statements
Currency, Washington, on the above dates.

These

of the

to the

Comptroller

DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable on demand, draw
interest parable Jana
ary 1st and July 1st. Deposits ilnrm* any month draw interest from the Hr.-t of the next month
This department offers much greater security to depositors than
Hanks. Inasmuch asevery
Savin**
deposit is a loan to the hank, and all deposits la our Bank are •piarantnSl hy twine tl„ amount of oitr
capital atocK.
This Bank bein* the latest established Bank in Waldo Countv, our vault has all the latest i,,,,,™'
meats in Fire and Bar*! tr-Pro,f w irk. thereby
ti>
..Kerin*
titan *,,y
1
any ocnor
bank in this county.
We have SAKE DEPOSIT BOXES at $3, $5 ami $8 per year. All our boxes are
with exrra
equipped
extra
1
locks, so they uiay be taken to an 1 from the Bank if desired.

,,renter'security

def>ositors

o'ther

in Vancouver.

The Klondikers
Col. H.

McDonald's Interest ing .Letter to

!•:.

the lalitor of The Journal.

Feb.

Vancoi vem, B.
When 1 left borne I think I
let

as greeu as it is iu your city in May and
and some wild flowers are being picked

reaching

here now.
Still, from the streets of Vancouver you
behold the mountains not

write and

things
that

on

on

27, 1898.

promised

to

you know how I found
the west coast. I will lirst state
Boston

party

our

was

away covered

with

joined by Mr. John Stephenson of Ban
goi. Me., and Otis Goodwin of Boston.

three miles

p. m. Thursday
readied Montreal in the morning and left

f >rmed that twelve years ago where stands
the-Metropole Hotel, iu which 1 am now

We left Boston
there at 2 p.

by the

m.

promised

were

9

at

treal. but did not get
miles west of there,

I’. K. R.

C.

tourist

a

nearly

until

one

We

from Mon-

ear

150

at about 10 p.

m.

WORKING WOMEN WHO SUFFER.

To day I am writing by an
an overcoat.
open window and feel a little uncomfortable with my heavy underwear on. Last
night at 10 o’clock the mercury registerThe grass on the lawns is
ed 55 above.

T.iis

comparatively

is

city

writing,

of the

some

largest

Should Get Mrs. Pinkham’s Advice—The Whole Truth
to her Because she is a Woman.

snow.

constantly

Iu fact, I
grew iu British Columbia stood.
i; was then a forest.
It now has a popu- \
1 ttion of 20,000, and has many fine build-

entering iags, with beautiful wide streets, and withthe ear to lind children enough to start a out doubt is destined to be a large city.
good school. They ranged in age from The C. P. K. road owns the Vancouver
ten months up to seven years.
The next Hotel, one of the finest in the city; also
morning on counting them up 1 found the Opera House. In fact they are! the
twenty-two only. It must be a prosper- moving power here. There are many
ous section of Canada.
Our car was ar- more things 1 might speak of, but fear to
ranged the same as the Pullmans, only not weary your patience. Will try and write
fitted up so nicely.
We managed to pass you another letter from Lake Bennett.
tl.»
me pleasantly by playing wind miAll of our party wish to be remembered
ll we reached the R >ek\ Mountains. Here to kind frieuds at home, and assure them
\

it>11 lid

we

of

judge

oil can

the

surprise

our

seeuen

on

grand

so

that card

of the question.
There
playing
were mountains on either side of the road,
tow t ring in many places above the clouds.
out

was

We

were

much

disappointed

A
>.

ing dear weather while passing through
region. We followed the Thompson river nearly seventy miles, winding in

II. K. McDojsALi).

I>li.

around the mountains.

At

small

a

called I iutou, the Thompliver empties into the famous Frazier

mining
son

town

K.

OOl

\V.

We
many of the Chinese at work.
"f'if delayed about ten hours in the rookies by snowslides and reached Vancouver

TO

H.

WUOIHOI'K.

I..

Vam oi vti:, H. C.,
Feb. _7, 1898.
Agreeable to my promise, will write to
keep you posted on my movements. We

stopped

day, here
1 visited the “Cathedral Notre Dame; we
also stopped at Wiunepeg, the brightest
j
Montreal

at

over

river, where placer mining has been carlit d nu for years by
Mnamen by the use
of the rocker.
''.Idle passing along this Canadian city I
liver, as well as on the Thompson, we the mountains
saw

l.I)

w

out;

and answered by

women

e--.

lOlUlOrt
V*

a

■

trained nurse, of Allston. Mass., causing the usual suite ring and annovance until using Comfort Powder, by
in her stocking-, it soothed, relieved, and
cured, as it always will. 26 and 50 cents. Druggists.

She

was a

Friend.

with

remarkable child in some
more than eight

similating theFoodandReguiating the Stomachs andBowels of

|

one

they

see

the

best;

apt

Child
that

as

to

divine.

a

kind,

Clarified Sugar
ICiinhryrten Flavor.

to

was

do

to

unobtainable.

the

bookishly inclined aud
and delighted to be in
She

was

was a

She

Worms Convulsions,Feverishand LOSS OF SLEEP.

ness

FacStnule

a

Signature

of

Always Bouglu

NEW YORK.

was

good scholar

the school

room.

companionable and enjoyed visitEXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

| ing her friends.

Early

>

perfect Remedy forronstipa>ion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,

kind act, and was generous to a fault.
She had a contented mind and was never

coveting

in

the

bloom

of

life

she

was

A Sketch of Ephraim Stimson,
delayed
was subject to severe punishment, fled
Wednesday night, Feb. 10th, about 8 veyed.
taken with a lingering disease, and while
to Richard’s home in the woods.
One
o'clock On alighting from the cars we several hours by an avalanche, the snow
many would have been sick in bed with
Brother of Kiehard, The First Settler John Bell, probably, was with him.
4
in
some
to
10
feet
beplaces
deep
lying
were besieged by a swarm of hotel runof Searsport.
The inhabitants of Belfast were in about it much of the time she kept about.
It.
side the train. In fact, it was about 4 feet
The death of Mrs. Huldah Bowen in the same situation as Ephraim and agreed is not often that
nels, all crying at the top of their voices
persons of mature years
on the house tops.
This
was
at
9
deep
and each one proclaiming their house the
Register of Deep Water VesselsSearsport a few months ago brings to a man to abandon their homes. For have the endurance she had. A strong
j
some unknown reason the Stimsons failed
The following noon we were bowlbest.
We settled upon the Badminton P. M.
to
mind, that she was a grand- to
will power kept her up.
She was not
SHIPS.
but
it
was
arranged
accompany them;
of
the
banks
the
Frazier
ing
along
river,
House and were soon comfortably quardaughter of Kiehard Stimson, who was that they should move down to the house confined in bed until the great change
Abner Cobarn, M L Park, sailed from
where the grass was green, no snow, and the
tered there.
pioneer settler of Searsport and Bel- of Samuel Houston, about half way from came. The death angel came in haste, Hong Kong Dec 4 for New York.
Thursday and Friday foreus of spring.
Belfast
to
We
and
a
from
am
A G Hopes, David Rivers, sailed from LivC
boat,
noon were spent in
everything
reminding
Searsport
fast.
procuring prices for
Perhaps a sketch of the man may den
and made no delay.
would take them away.
The day beerpool Feb ‘2S for New York.
then to Seattle, be of some interest to
out Ids.
At 1.30 p. in. Friday we took went to Victoria, B. <
the public, although fore the
A
While my youthful friend is enjoying
J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from New
day appointed a party of twelve
York Dec ti for Honolulu.
the steamer for Victoria, arriving there and then back to Vancouver, as we can it has been gathered in fragments and men under command of one
Sergeant unalloyed bliss in the beautiful home
A N. Blanchard, sailed from
our
as
low
as
in
Bangalore,
outfit
here
the
United
iibm.it
di the evening.
Here we found buy
may not be as complete as if there had Jenkins came from Camden by lard to above, her young friends and school- London Dec 20 for New York.
They mates are
it almost impossible to get housed for the States, save bO per cent, duties, and get
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
been a full record kept of him. Kiehard drive the cattle away from Belfast.
engaged in the pleasures of life, New York Dee lb for Hong Kong;
stopped over night with the Stimsons on
better transportation to Alaska. Busi- Stimson was
spoken
born in the town of Peter- the Houston
night, and the nextjday we left by steamer
place. The morning being which soon fade away. They bloom for .Liu 1, lat is S, Ion dl VV.
!
ness here is rushing.
Humors
of
various
foi Seattle, arriving in the evening.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at Yokoboro, 2s. H., about 1740. Of his youth, somewhat foggy, Jenkins took his musket a season, but soon decay.
hama Eeh 10 from New York.
and went to the shore thinking that the
Here we found a live Yankee city, and kinds are afloat, so that one does not 1 have never been able to
I seldom tliiuk of my youthful friend,
get any account, boat
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
know what to believe.
The only safe plau
might have trouble in finding a land- without a
soon had line quarters at Hotel Northern.
that he was somewhat noted as a
except
verse
iu
Mrs
Barbauld’s beauti- from New York Nov do for Shaughae.
iug. As be neared the shore he saw a
is to go on your own judgment.
At
Emily Reed. D C Nichols, sailed from New
The office of this house is capable of acskillful guide and hunter.
In 1704 the l boat coming around Moose Point with ful poem on life
coming to my mind. York March 5 for Z mzibar.
Seattle when we went to the cilice for
commodating one hundred people, and to
Go\' Robie, Nichols, arrived at New York
heirs of Gen. Waldo, wishing to open up three men in her. Supposing it to be The verse seems to be
of
itself:
complete
mail there were three lines of people
the Camden boat, he met them at the
Eeh 2d from Hong K mg
say the Klondike craze is on here is puttheir lands in Maine for settlement, em"LiiV, we’ve been long together;
but
to
be
three
refuat
the
Henry B Hyde, T P Colcord, arrived at
for
their
turn
three
delivshore;
they proved
ting it mildly. No matter where you go waiting
Through pleasant and through cloudy Honolulu Jan do from Sail Francisco.
ployed Stimson to assist Joseph Chad- gees from Bagaduce named Armstrong,
in some instances
the
line
windows,
weather,
ery
will
hear
else
talked of. The
you
Josephus, 1‘ R (lilkey, arrived at New
nothing
wick, who was then a surveyor in Maine, Cookson and Turner. They had with Ti's hard to part when friends are dear,
\ ork Mar<-h 1 from M inila.
hotels are crowded to overflowing and extending into the street and for half a to locate a road from
field glasses seen the people of Belfast
Twill
ause a sigh, sometimes a tear,
in
Georges Kiver,
Mary L Cushing, I N Pendleton, sailed
block.
One odd sight here i> the flocks
down the hay and had come to j Steal away, give little warning,
from New York Jan 14 f-»r Hong Kong.
you are besieged by runners from busiThomaston, to Sandy Point, near the going
Say not good night.
took
gather
of
crows in the streets, roosting on the
plunder.
They
immediately
May Flint, E D P Nichols, sailed from
ness houses on
Whether in
mouth of the Penobscot Kiver.
every hand.
Hut m some brighter clime
The Jenkins
New York Nov 27 foi Hiogo; spoken Jan 2d.
prisoner. II« probably deceived
houses as the doves do in the Last; and
Hid me good morning.”
the hotel, on the streets, in the
lat
d.4 S, Ion is VV.
road
from
them
as
to
the
number
of
Belfast lower bridge to
men
at the
eating
present
J V LI A (J. M l'DUETT,
Puritan, V N B am hard, sailed from Sail
houses, or in your loom, you are not safe at the docks sea gulls sitting on the rail- Sandy Point, with some few changes, is house and did not let them know that any
Ei-iiicisi
Nov 2 for lluli.
Stockton Springs.
hut the Stimsons were there.
within a few feet of one. This
Perhaps
from them.
R D Rice, Carver, sailed from New York
the same as located by Chadwick and
They arc* worse than the ings, flying
if
that
1
coul
they
thought
they
capture
is the result of a law imposing a line of
Feb. 10 for San Francis.
evei lasting
mosquito of Alaska. You are
r.L>T
Ol
ILL
Stimson.
Ephraim they would he rendering the
Reaper,'O C Young, cleared from PhiladelAt Victoria we saw
flooded with circulars offering for sale for shooting at one.
For his services Stimson was to have
King some special service. They started j To cleanse the system in a gentle and truly phia D-c *.( for San Franeno-o; spoken Jan
a large flock of M illard ducks in the dock
towards the house, Armstrong leading,and I beneficial
(at 2b, Ion 40 W
evei ything that a live Yankee could
2o,
one hundred acres of land, anywhere on
sugwhen
the Springtime
manner,
Near the summit

we were

The
Kind;
You Have

J

A

forgiving disposition.

always ready

’

I

Jit (art) mate Soda
l derm Seed

she was, she seemed to realize
heir was human, but to forgive
She

I

Pppt rnunt

aud the last

(piite

are.

I

llrkdli Soils
Seed

due iy

believe.
She had

Signature ^

Jkctpc of Old DrSAMUELPlPCEER
Pumpkin Steel
Mx Senna
J

say it.
It was wonderful to see the organ of
friendship developed as it was with her.
It was uphill business to turn her against
a friend.
We often sec people who like

story they hear they

.

ness

or

ten years of age she had more good sense
than many of riper years, who claim to
have (piite a share of intelligence. She !
seemed to know what to say, and when to

the last

Kind You Have

Bears the

Promotes Digestion,Cheerfuland Rest.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral.
Not Nabcotic.

re-

Children.

Always Bought

AVegetable Preparation for As-

intelligence.

When not

spects.

OWfaPr dusting

T

beaming

nance

A Woman Best Understands a Woman’s I"s

Tender feet troubled Mrs. C. A. Howe,

that is possible for
man to do, and then only a faint idea of
the vastness of this country would be con-

Youthful

j The

week.]

next

For Infants and

few short years ago, when she came to see
me with a smiling
face and her counce-

only.

Ask Mrs. Pinkham’s Advice

The scenery over
grand in the extreme.

ever saw.
was

My

IOASTORIA

I

I often think of my youthful friend, aud
sometimes I almost fancy that I hear her
footsteps as I used to hear them only a

Lynn.

seen

could write all

One

[Concluded

—

letter from home is

in not, hav-

this
and

a

troubled with

jj
fz
(hj

always welcome.
lettei directed to Skaguay, Alaska, C.
A., will leach our party up to April 1st.
Very truly yours,

that

be Told

cold hands and feet, was
extremely nervous, could
not sleep well, was troubled with
frightened
dreams, had heart trouble
and a feeling as though
my breath was going to
|
stop, also had leu cor- -J
I
rhoea. I tried to get
help but all remedies I
failed, until I wrote to
you. I cannot thank
you enough for your
kind advice, and I wish
to tell every one the great \
good your remedies have
me.—Tamm A C.
done
Hoover, Wolfsville, Md.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for a quarter
of a century has been helping women to be strong and well.
The following statement from Miss II. Patterson, of 2531
Lawrence St., Philadelphia, Pa., should interest all working
women who are troubled with female complaints:
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—I must write and toll what your medicine has done
for me. I am a working girl and have to stay at my work all day. I suff ered
greatly with bearing-down pains and backache. I was advised by a friend to
1 am cured. I
try your Vegetable Compound. 1 did so and can say positively
have recommended your medicine to all my lady friends, and would advise any
of my sex suffering from female weakness to give Lydia E. Pinkham s Compound a trial, fori know it will cure.”
Mrs. Pinkham invites all women troubled about their health to write to her
at
Mass., and secure her advice free of all charge. All such letters are

that

trees

can

The suffering and pain endured by some
working women is almost past belief.
Here is a letter from one of the multitude of women who have been restored
to health and usefulness by Mrs. Pinkham’s advice and medicine:
Deab Mbs. Pinkham :—I feel as though your advice had lifted me from the
grave. I must have been very near it. I suffered terribly at time of menstruation, was

I am in-

new.

the two places now owned by Mrs. Susan
Towle and A. F. Matthews, while Bell
settled near Richard. The settlement being outside of the limits of any incorporated town, aud in proximity to what is
known as Bog Hill, and Ephraim Stimson
being somewhat of a prominent man, to
honor him it was named Mount Ephraim.
This was probably the first inland settlement made within Waldo county, excepting some scattered settlers, who had located in some of the towns in the west
part of the county.
A. F. Matthews.

_i

CASTOBIfi
THE CENTAUR

COMPANY.

NEW YORK CITY
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s

The finest flour

;/

that miller can make
from the finest

..

...

there

wild-car schemes of every
kind "Jl’eied, and almost every day some
The first
q- u-shaip men are taken in.
g'

>'

are

Seattle

day

in

met

three of

had the

we

(i’lmore, who

the Ifelfast

delighted

was

boys.
us

to

to

met

Ilazeltine gave his
party w hile there,

our

all the

to

old friend Ab-

our

Mr.

whole attention to

in'.roducirg

fortune

townsmen, Mr. lien Haz-

our

eltiue. Mi. Town and
ner

good

leading

business

n en in the
outfitting line. The writer
had the pleasure of dining with Mr. and
Mrs. Haze.;ine, enjoying a very pleasant

Mr.

evening.

Ilazeltine still has

the

Klondike fever, but has not fully made up
his mind whether he will go or not.
We spent nearly
on our outfits.
A

week getting prices
few things, such as

a

boots,

shoes and tobacco, w’e could buy
much chea per in the States, and so bought
wliat we needed in that line, packed them
in our trunks, put them in bond and left for

Vancouver.

We had

trunks

our

through.

officer asked

trouble in

no

getting

j
house i

The custom

few questions. My trunk
the first one, contained nothing but

being

us a

I told

wearing apparel,

so

T he rest ol

boys

boots

the

straight story.

a

trembled in their

their turn came, as all of them
more or
less of dutiable articles.

had

as

However, none of our trunks were opened, everything went smooth. The Canadian
officials here are all working
in conjunction with the dealers for the trade.
♦Seattle and Vancouver

are

two

of the

largest outfitting

cities on the coast, and
each city is using all the strategy it can
command to outdo the other.
I he great advantage the Canadians
have

over otr

people in the States is the

thirty

per ctnt. duty all have to pay on
their outfits who go into the Canadian
territory. Were it not for that everything
would be about equal.
We are buying
outfits of the Hudson Bay Co., one of
the oldest and most reliable firms here.
The outfit complete for our party of nine

feeding

dial

the

on

the steamer,

from

them eVvicing fear.
Our party
consists of
the Belfast boys, Gordon
none

of

McTaggai't

Pittsfield,

of

Uorinna, .John

W.

Bun ill of

I.

Stephenson

cold, and

a

we

where
nett.

a

who

Islander

for

go over the pass to Lake BenOur outfit we have placed with the

Bay

Co. here.

chat with
is

a

stopping

showed

this
of

a
bag
weighed

us

of which

Last evening

I

miner from Klondike
at

house.

He

nuggets,
5

some

He
says it is a great county, and thinks
there will be rich strikes there this year.
When you get this if you answer at once
over

ounces.

direct to

Skaguay, and I will
going in; also send Boston

get it before
papers, but

after that do uot send papers as it costs
one cold plunker
(*L) to have a letter
in

taken out. I wish you were
with us, for no one would enjoy the trip
better.
Yours,
Ned.

brought

or

Women love a clear, healthy complexion.
Pure blood makes it. Burdock Blood Bitters
makes pure blood.
Mi

n

of Weakened Power. Exhausted

Vigor.

will

weigh

round

cost in

about six tons and will

sum

about

$1,600.

We

save

by buying here just the duties, nearly
$500. The freight from here to Skaguay
is $13 per ton measurement, which means
about $23 per ton net in
shall

probably buy

a

Skaguay.

We

pair of horses and

our outfit over the pass.
One good
horse will draw one thousand pounds on
a sled and make the round
trip from the
wharf to Lake Bennett and back in 4 1-2

pack

days; so

you see it will consume considerable time.
of the most difficult

One
to

do

to secure

w as

Alaska.

nearly

things we had
passage to Skaguay,

Every steamer is
two

trouble

weeks

ahead,

booked

full

Weak

men

suffering

from

nervous

debility,

weakened power and exhausted vigor, can
take new' hope. Dr. Greene, 84 Temple
Place, Boston, Mass who is without doubt
the most successful specialist in curing this
class of diseases, offers to give free consulnow'

by

weakened, vigorless and
nerve-exhausted men. You have the privilege of consulting Dr. Greene by letter describing your complaint and he will, after
carefully cousideribg your condition, send
you free a letter fully explaining all your
symptoms, telling you everything about vour
complaint so plainly that you will understand
exactly what ails you. Write to him at once
and get back your strength and vigor.
tation

mail to all

but after much

Colby University.
The seventy-eighth annual catalogue of
Colby University makes an attractive pamphlet of seventy-live pages. The work of
the college in its various departments is
clearly outlined, and an examinatian of
the courses of study will show how ample is the provision that has been made
for the students.
With the new chemical
laboratory to be erected during the present
increased
facilities
in the department
year
of chemistry w ill be afforded. The whole
number of students in the college is 211,
of whom 138 are in the men’s college and
73 in the women’s college.
A new feature
of the catalogue is the prominence given
to the preparatory department, as the college includes the academies at Waterville,
The
Hebron, Houlton and Charleston.
Phi Beta Kappa orator this year is President Harper of the University of Chicago,
and commencement occurs June 29.

finally

succeeded in getting
passage on steamer Islander, one of the
best vessels in the trade. She was to leave
here March 2d, but we are informed this
we

morning that she will
March 5th.

Six of

not

our

QUICK CURE FOR

COUGHS AND COLDS,

get away before
party took first

PYNY-PECTORAL

class,

and three second class tickets paying $50 for first, and $35 for second, a good
round sum for the distance.
Now

This
but

a

being
a

few words as to
the rainy season

have bad

very few days of sunshine—three
out of nearly two weeks.
When

days
pleasant

one can

go

The Canadian

comfortably

without

Remedy for

all

THROAT AND LUNG AFFECTIONS.

Vancouver.
we

surveying the lots
Belfast,
fliey began

>
>
>

Large Bottles. 25

ots.

DAVIS & LAWRENCE CO.,

Lint.,

Prop*s Perry Davis* Pain-Killer.
FOR SALE BY

A. A. Ho

vis

& Co.

and boundthe west

on

•side of

Halfway Creek, now known as
Mill Brook, and ran off lots of one hun-

dred acres each.

Stimson took the first
which went from the mouth ol' the
creek, up one mile, thence west fifty rods;
thence south parallel with the creek to
the shore.

His lot includes

nearly all of
that part of Searsport village lying west
of Mill Brook.
He immediately built a
log house, on or near where Chesley
Matthews now lives, and probably moved
his family here in 1768.
When he moved
here, his sister Elizabeth and brother
Ephraim probably came with him, although the first! ever learned of Ephraim
is where, he, Richard, and other inhabiof Belfast, in 1773,
| tants
General Court to be

\

petitioned the

incorporated

town, and lie may

have

not

two years later; but lie
settled in Magabagaduce

come

now

Castine. Elizabeth
with

acquainted
nearly

one

after became

Colson,
the

were

all the Colsons

for

a

Bagaduce,

or

soon

Icliabod

They

married him.
of

in

married and

or

now

and

ancestors

in

living

town.

When Stimson moved

our

men

aries of

in

Skaguay, lot,

we

Hudson’s
had

booked for March 2d

are

the steamer

waited until some township was laid out.
In 1768 and 176*9 he and Chadwick were

Bangor engaged

of

and Otis L. Goodwin of Boston, a drumWe are a
mer, who is my roommate.
jolly crowd and all well excepting having
on

the i'»ute he might choose.
IJe probably
did not make an immediate choice, but

here,

Lieut Josh-

ua Treat was living at Marsh
Bay, now
Frankfort, where he had settled in 1759.
In 1766, Zetham French and some others

had

begun

a

settlement at

A few others had settled
This included all

county.

From

settlements

on

near

Sandy

Point.

Fort Powual.

the settlers in Waldo

Penobscot

Bay

the St. Lawrence

to the
was

primeval forest, scarcely explored by
foot of the white
ed

on

his lot

a

a

the

Stimson only livfew years, when he sold to
man.

Jenkins,

who

allowed to
rv his
him. About the same
time Richard Stimson, thinking Jenkins
was gone longer than necessary, took his
musket and went in search of him. When
about half way to the shore he met the
party. When within a few fret from them
Armstrong aimed liis musket at Stimson,
ordering him to surrender. Stimsou instantly dropped the breech ot his musket
on the ground and stooping as if to lay it at
Armstrong’s feet sprang and caught him
by the legs and threw him >n his hack.
Then, catching him by the thr >at, he shouted to Jenkins “blow him through.'’ Jenkins instantly discharged his musket at
Armstrong’s head, the bullet passing
through the brain. Death was instantaneous.
When Stimson held Armstrong,
Cookson made a pass at him with his bayonet and it went through his arm and penetrated his side about one inch.
As soon
as Jenkins discharged his musket he turned it and aimed a blow at Cookson’s head.
He dodged and it came across his shoulder and the breech flew about fifteen feet
in the air. Cookson immediately recovered himself and with Turner retreated to
their boat.
Armstrong was buried near
the spot where he fell.
The next day
some of his friends came and burned the
Houston buildings, disinterred the remains, and removed them to Bagaduce for
a more decent burial.
Armstrong belouged in or near Wiscasset.
His sympathy was with the British,
and when he learned that they had established themselves at Bagaduce he went
there and organized a party of young men,
and made it a business to furnish fresh
provisions for the troops. They would
visit the scattering settlements along the
coast, and if a man sympathized with the
colonies they would rob him of his stock,
or anything else they wished for.
If he
favored the British they took it and paid
a nominal sum.
The British would take
all the plunder and pay them a good
own

was

musket,next

R

<

to

comes,

use

the.

true

and

perfect remedy,

I Syrup of Figs. Buv the genuine. Manuj factured
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
j
! only, and for salt1 h\ ail druggists, at 50 cents
I per

!j

bottle.

itchiness of the skin, horrible plague.
Most every body afflicted in one way or
another.
Only one safe, never failing cure
—Doan’s Ointment. At any drug store, 50
cents.

I
For the Entire

Family.

Although the leading ohj et/of Farm and

Home,

which

our

readers

may procure in
connection with this paper, is, of course, to
acquaint the cultivator of the soil with the

best methods of farming, it realizes that the
of the farm largely depends upon
the management of the household. Accordingly, much valuable space in each issue is
devoted to the wife, mother and daughters,

Thomas, C

G Nichols, arrived at
Fell, b fr-mi N«-w York.
Sachem, Sew all Nichols ;,t II mg Kong
Jan 27 for Singapore, New York or Boston.
S D Carlet-m, Amsbury, .** liied from Singapore Dee 2d for New Y uw
passed Anjer
Jan 4.
St ;Paul, F VY Treat, at New York for

not

forgetting

the

boys

girls, who are
soon to become—at least we hope
they are—
farmers and farmers’ wives. Replete each
issue with a great variety of original articles >11 the farm, garden and household, by
the leading rural writers of the day, Farm
and Hume is not only indispensable to the
farmer, but meets the requirements of the
entire family.
We cordially recommend it
pure in tone and well
and entertain the farmer
as

and

devised to instruct
and his family.

Every family

should have its household
medicine chest, and the iirst bottle in it
should be Dr. Wood's Norway Pine Syrup,
nature’s remedy for coughs and colds.
__'

CARTERS

Vttle

Tiver
■ pills

James Nickels, or Nichols. Nickels came
from Londonderry, N. II., with the pioneer settlers of Belfast in 1770, and drew
a lot near the upper bridge wi tlie East 1
side of the river.
Probably not liking
the situation he bought, or pre empted,
all the land between Halfway Creek and
Long Cove Brook, one mile back, containing several hundred acres, and settled near
Positively cured by these
where Hon. .1. C. Nickels lived. Stimson
Pittle Pills.
moved back into the woods about lour
They also relieve Distress from Dysucpsia,
miles, and built a log house on the north
part of the farm now owned by J. S.
Indigestion and Too Ilearty Eating. A perHere lie cleared up a small
Nickerson.
fect remedy for Dizziness,
Nausea, Drowsi.
piece of land, but followed trapping and
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
hunting mostly. All game native to
Bain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
Maine
was
and
sea fowl
abundant,
They
would gather at times in the neighboring
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
ponds in such numbers that they could
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
only be counted by the acre; trout could
Small Price.
be caught in Goose Pond by merely dropping in the baited hook. He had a good
market for his furs at Fort Pownal and
while the settlers in Belfast
j Bagaduce,
would buy what meat he had to dispose
But
war
came at last.
of.
Fort Powual j ^ In about an hour after
Armstrong’s
was
destroyed, and in 1779, a British j death the boat from Camden arrived and 49 Westminster St., Providence, R. I.
took
of
Gen.
army
possession
Bagaduce.
took the Stimsons away.
Whether they Wants all kinds of Raw
Furs, Skins, Ginseng
MacLean, the British commander, issued remained in Camden or went back to PetSeneca, &c. Full prices guaranteed. Careful
a proclamation, calling upon the inhabierboro is not known.
In 1780 Gen. Maccourteous
immediate remitelection,
treatment,
tants to take the oath of allegiance to Lean issued a
proclamation granting amthe King of England. Among those who nesty to all settlers for past misdemean- tance. Shipping Tags, Ropes, iurnished free
Write for latest price circulars.
6m38
did so was Ephraim Stimson. When the ors, and that they might,
occupy their
American forces invested the place Gen. homes unmolested if they would remain
NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
Lovell, the commander, issued a counter- as neutrals. Ephraim’s wife having died
gives notice that she lias been duly appointmanding proclamation, saying that as the previous to his leaving Bagaduce, he went ed Executrix of the last will and testament of
oath was compulsory they were under no back there and was again married. He and
EZRA HANSON, late of Brooks,
obligation to abide by it and called upon Richard with Icliabod Colson and John in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
demands
having
the estate of said deall to renounce it and join the American Bell, in 1780 or
’81, settled near Richard’s ceased are desired against
to present the same for settleforces. Ephraim did so and took part in former home.
Ephraim settled on the ment, and all indebted thereto are requested to
the siege, having no doubt of the success Benj. Merithew farm, Richard on the
place make payment immediately to John B. Walton of
After the retreat of where W. M. Merithew now
of the Americans.
lives, known Belfast, my authorized agent.
KATE M. HANSON.
the Americans, Ephraim, knowing that he as the Whittum farm.
Colson took up
Stone ham, Mass., Feb. 8,1898.—3wl0

SICK HEADACHE

Providence Fur Company

EXECUTRIX’S

raise:—

can

Hor.g Kong

reduces the finest
bread that cook

Japan.

bake.

can

ot Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at San
Francisco Dec 17 from Seattle.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, s ided from

New York Nov 24 for Hong K
g : sp. ken
Dec 27, lat d N, lan 2 VV
Tillie E Starhuck, Eben Curtis, sailed
from Honolulu Feb Id for New York.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, sailed from New
York Nov 14 for Yokahama: Batavia March

1

1

i.

barrels

Vi

rs

.1

by grocers

ryvWicr*

WM. A.

COOMBS,
Coldwater, Mich.

d, leaking.
Wm 11 Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, sailed
from Manila Nov Id for New York; passed

y

Anjer

Nov 2d.
VV' .} Rotcii, Sewall C Lancaster, arrived
at San Francisco Jan 2d from New York.

success

price.
Cue of the early settlers here, who lived
in Bagaduce at the time, used to tell that
he was in the carpenter’s shop at the fort
the day before the above affray occurred,
and while there Armstrong came in and
began to boast to some of the British how
well he was doing, and said he: “The people in Belfast have gone and 1 am going
over there to-morrow morning and expect
to make a good haul.”
The boss carpenter said, “If you go to Belfast I hope to
God that there will be enough left to
shoot you; for you are too big a coward
to enlist and light like a man, but go
sneaking around stealing poor people’s
property; you are no better than a h ighvvay robber.” Armstrong did not make
much reply, but went and met his end.
After the war closed Robert Porter
moved here from Peterboro; and the JStimson’s mother, who was a widow, and her
two unmarried daughters, moved here
with him.
One of them, while in Bagaduce, became acquainted with Turner,
and married him.
The other married a
Kempton and both settled on Isle au
Haut. Stimson would never forgive the
one that married Turner, as he considered she had married an enemy of the country, who had sought his life. But Turner after the war always led an honorable
life.

R

heat that farmer

BARKS.

Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at
Santos Jan 28 from New York.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at New
Yor
Feb 23 from Port Eliazbeth.
Edward May, sailed from Honolulu F< b
14 for S.m Francisco.
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Boston Feb lo
for Buenos Ayres for orders.
Erie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
New York Dec 22 for Auckland N Z, spoken
Jan 4, lat 31 47, Ion 40 24.
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Santos Feb
19 for Barbadoes.
Harriet S Jackson, Dodge, cleared from
Pascagoula Feb 2t> for Philadelphia.
Herbert Black,W H Blanchard,sailed from
Apalachicola March 7 for Buenos Ayres.
lolani, McClure, sailed from Hong Kong
Nov 3 for Baltimore; passed St Helena Jan
25
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, cleared from !
Boston March 5 for Buenos Ayres.
Matanzas, sailed from Havaua Feb 19 for
New York.
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, at Trinidad,
Cuba, Jan 28 for N of H.
Penobscot, E G Parker, at Lyttleton Jan
17 for Dunedin, Newcastle and Hong Kong.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Santos Feb 19 from Savannah.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at Rio
Janeiro March 2 from New York.
Serrano, U G Waterhouse, at Hong lvong
Jan 27 for-.
St Lucie, J T Erskiue, sailed from New
York Jan 30 for Rio Janeiro.
Thomas A Goddard. W S Gridin, arrived
at Buenos Ayres Jan 27 from Boston.
Willard Mudgett, A C Coicord, arrived at
Port Elizabeth, C (i 11, Feb 13 from New

BRACE UP!

>

SPRING AIR CALLS FOR A
GOOD SPRING TONIC. TAkf

j

They contain
pounded by
roots

mercury, hut ar*
from hark*. berrie
>>1 the vvt»ou>of M

Full Pint Bottle 50 Cts
Try

a

bottle anrl

set

the

circulating.

POOR

&

healthy

1

SON,DRI „ai.

AFTER PNEUMONIA
when the system m demoralized an
tered. when every effort should be
to enable the weakened organs ton
their natural functions, and to regie
the patient lost strength and flesh
will fmd an invaluable aih in

Y'ork.

F|

ANGIER’S

"etroleui^

SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkev, arrived at
New York Feb 25 from St Thomas.
Glad\s, II B Colson, arrived at Iiarbadoes
March 0 from New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
Darien, Ga, March 2 for Boston.
John C Smith, Kncelaml, arrived at New
York Feb 11 from Brunswick, Ga,
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at New
York Dec 28 from Bangor.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from New
March (> f»*r Jacksonville.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at New
York Feb 23 from Fernandina.
Li F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Rio Janeiro Feb 2ti for Baltimore.
R W Hopkins, Hicbboru, arrived at Boston Fob 28 from Cienfuegos.
Sallie 1’On, W H West, cleared from New
York Feb 1<> for Pernambuco.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Carteret Feb
23 from Fernaudina.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
New York Feb 28 from Brunswick, Ga.

no
us

and leave*.

EMULSION

H^pophosp'

It is antiseptic, and not only d
but fortifies the system against I
disease. It is craved b\ V lun
element she needs to enable b< r
new healthy tissue and make pie
blood and firm, sound tlesh.
If you are interested in our Knui
send us your name and address awill mail you free n copy of our i
entitled “Building a New Body."
by all druggist-?. r»v. and $l.oo
Angier Chemical Co., Allston Pistrict, Ho-

SUKFKlt Wll'll A
HACKING COCGII
TICK LK in the I'll lll>

V

I

■

WHEN OllW

Stop drugging yourself

with quack nosGet a well known pharmaceutical remedy that will do the work.
Catarrh and Cold in the head will not cause
suffering if Ely’s Cream Balm is used.
Druggists will supply 10c. trial size or 50c.
full size.
We mail it.
ELY BROS., 50 Warren St., N. Y. City.

trums

or

cures.”

Rev. John Reid, Jr., of Great Falls, Mont.,
recommended Ely’s Cream Balm to me. I
can emphasize his statement. “It is a positive cure for catarrh if used as directed.”—
Rev. Francis W. Poole, Pastor Central
Pres. Church, Helena, Mont.

CASTORTA.
Ttie K|n(l
Have Always Bought
Bear, the

Cherry Cough

Cure

WILL STOP IT IN ONL DAY.

/■> cents per bottle,
POO It & SON, Bella*!

TO LET.
The store in Johnson Block

by H. H. Johnson & Co.
Belfast, Oct. 14, 18‘J7.

formerly
Apply to
C. O.

oc<

POOH.

Bucksport Seminary Graduates.

most famous women in the world

j

Recommend Dr. Greene's Nervura Blood and

Remedy as the Greatest of all Cures.

Nerve

nous Women, Like Clara Barton and Belva A. Lockwood, Who
e the Leaders of Women, Tell You to Use Dr. Greene’s Nervura

Surely Cured. In the Spring You Need the
Aonderful Strengthening, Purifying, Invigorating Effects of
Greene’s Nervura.
Take it Now, For it is the Best of All
Spring Medicines._
You Wish to be

’resident of the Red Cross
Dr. Greene's Nervura.
mmendatiou can a niedi,t

>

convincing proof,

more

Dr
it’.ve assurance that
M.'Oii and nerve remedy
than the recommendation
of the world wide known
it-ved and honored, Clara
; the Red Cross Society !
iid famous Clara Barton,
•:
1;
Class Society, and her
■« •n.mendation of the
!
disease, Dr. Greene’s
nerve remedy, will he
inds upon thousands of
k, out of health, weak,
sut'tVr from
headache,
tig t. or other painful and

affections

nervous

or

eil blood,
>»

ays
Dr.

Greene’s Nervura
and although the
;i
-nr hands hut a
short
,1 !lie remedy, has all the
t: -ned for it.
We shall
io(, with the expectation
:
to endorse it still more

remedy

Barton,

Clara
A
Cross.

Nato nai
Washington, D. C.”
;■ .m

iii<

mi, foremost woman of
Dr. Greene’s Nervura.

■

rd

powerful

so

great and

>o

recognized among women as their mightiest Abstinence Society, Mrs. S. Louise Barton,
leader and champion in all woman s move- of 4 Union Park St... Boston, Mass, says:
ments which mark this generation, is raised
“I am glad to give mv testimony in regard
in the interests of women; when this repto the great worth of Dr. Greene’s Nervura.
resentative of her sex to such an extent Two years ago my husband and
myself,
that she has been twice nominated for Presiboth slowly recovering from a severe illness
dent of the United States by the Equal found ourselves unable to sleep, and becomRights Party, publishes the facts to the ing, by reason of this, so nervous and weak
world that she owes her present good health ! as greatly to retard our recovery. By the
and strength to the use of l)r. Greene’s I advice of a friend (after
trying various
1
Nervura blood aud nerve remedy.it comes other remedies) we
began to take Dr.
as a positive proof, a revelation of the way
Grt eue’s Nervura. It acted like a charm,
to health to the thousands upon thousands
giving us refreshingslumher and also return
of people who droop and lauguish under the
ing strength. I had been troubled with
burden of ill health over-taxed strength,
dyspepsia and found, to my surprise, that as
nervous disorders and the weaknesses, pains
m\ strength returned I was being cured >f
and aches of female complaints.
l leave relied on it ever
this disease also
Mrs. Lockwood says:
since when wearied with my brain work,
I have used Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood
and : .und it the best thing 1 have ever
and nerve remedy, and am pleased to say
tred.
that it has improved my digestion, relieved
tin sleeplessness under a great nervous
Mrs. Henry Ward Beecher, wife of the
strain, during which 1 believe that, sleep greatest, preacher ami divine that ever
would otherwise have been impossible, and
lived, knew and told the wonderful good
seems in every way to have built up general
Dr. Greene’s Nervura is doing.
health. The attacks of faintness to which I
Mrs. Henry Ward Br« ii»*r, whose name is
had previously been subject have entirely
revered and honored by everybody, wrote
disappeared It increases the appetite, to the people out of deep regard for humantends to cheerfulness and general good
ity ami an earnest desire to restore the weak,
feeling and leaves no ill effect.
tired, feeble, nervous ami sulYt ring, again to
“1 can freely recommend it to all persons
health and strength: "1 have given some of
afflicted with nervous disorders, or that
Dr. Greene's Nervura t » several friends who
I recomtried feeling which is so common.
I thought would he benefited bv it.
They
mend it also to nervous people, aged people
speak highly of it, and feel they have been
and lo all persons in delicate health.
much benefited by its use. These people
«

Bki.va A. Lot kwooo, A. M. A B. L..
Secretary American Peace Bureau.”

wo-

among

of a recognized
iier sister women

.iterance

t
Massachusetts Total
Vic«- President
Abstinent »• Society Cured by Dr. Greene’s
Nt tvura.
Vice-President of the Massachusetts Total

.dig to
'mankind

i't
the voice of Belva A.
Was: ugton, 1 >. C.. win) is

Correspondence.
d fr
l.

to

J

last week

ai

Putnam

how

s*-e

liis

wife

is

Favorable

hospital.

the

Bangor

in

was

friemls here.... Elmer

her

earn by tire, lias not
rebuilding it present.
Staples, who had his barn
h

-r

s

tit

heavy

snow

on

the roof in

nearly repaired

lias

t

(
Order
also extended an invitation and made
a very liberal differ in regard To Denslcw
at the village. The Israelites wish to
1
hall
<
extend
thanks, but owing to the bad travel1
and severe colds were unable to accept.
ing
Mr. ami Mrs. 0. O- Hatch visited friends
1m Prospect, recently.... Miss Bertha Part1
owns a Persian cat named
Babylon
ridge
1
lias taken short rides frequently, and
that
last Friday he got into Mr. Kneeland’s
cart and rode some distance to the
1
grocery
....

house, and was takeu care uf by a little
boy there, but got on again and rode hack.

next

people

Miss
gave him some help.
friends turned out and gave
A tine treat
>1 unlay eveuiug.
..

ail

had

pleasant

a

Crockett closed a very
successful term of school m the Clark district,

Prospect,

time.

tting a visit to Boston aud
Mr* Alfred Elliot is thought
“.ime from her shock.
Grangers at Branch Mills,
had a lively time during the
test was planned to increase
Horatio Nelson ami
“hip.

The

many

ceased was the daughter of the late Capt.
Otis and Mary Harnman of Stockton Springs
aud lived there until her marriage fifteen
years ago, when she weht to Mr. Blanchard's
home at the Narrows. She leaves a husband, four brothers and one niece, Miss
Alice Crocker, who with other relatives and
friends tenderly cared for her during her
illness. She was a school teacher, a fine
musician, a member of Stockton Grange, and

party
they could, aud the

as

beaten

To

was

was

furnish

an

resulted in
■1 ones’ side and they celebratv
last Thursday evening at
The

contest

About one hundred and
trtuok "f the supper and reme..
The topic of conver-

very active in all entertainments.
left a vacancy in her home which

She has
never can

The funeral was held Sunday
at her late home with a service by
C. W. Fisher of Bangor, conducted by

filled.
afternoon
be

is the prospect of war.
visited friends in Albion
.John Black went to Bos*
work for his uncle, Thomas
ink Nutter of Camden visit-

>T"ies
■

last week.

Sandy point. M. Cora, wife of Mr. Eugene
Blanchard, died March 2d after an illness of
about four months of a complication of diseases, aged 40 years and * mouths. The de-

0.

ic-se sides and each

Addie

....Miss

n

Mr.

Haley
Winterport, undertaker, aud
was
largely attended. The floral pie» es
were a standard wreath with Sister from the
Grange, a mound, a wreath and cut flowers
from relatives ami friends.. .Mr. C. W.
Fisher from Bangor preached here last Sunof

Mr.

Palermo last week, return.The Ladies’ Union Sewat Mr. James Knowles’ Tues\I 11.• h 1st, and received about
Mardeu went to Baugor
’>

day morning aud evening. Both services were
largely attended.. Miss Mary Neal of Searsreturning
mont is visiting her sister,Mrs. Fred Grant.
of
snow
is
on
the
ge body
C. F. Snow lately had a cargo of grain armany young trees are badly
rive.from Boston_Messrs. Curtis ami Keny the weight of snow. In
aud Master Harrie Partridge caught
there is eight feet of snow. ney
.»u

bought

>d

last

visit,

a

a

cow

last

week of

of town officers
hotly contested, aud there

The election
w

as

question
bice of

as

to the

first

our

validity

selectman.

of

117

flounders March 2nd-The Esbic

the first

Literary Club will give an entertainment at
the Hall Friday evening, March 11th. The
| Drama “Tell Your Wife’’ will be
presented
i
! with the following cast of characters: Dr.
!
Joyce, James .Stowers; Mr. Pulsifer, Ivan
Grant: Morton Ellwood, Newell Perkins;
Jennie Joyce; Mrs. Nettie Griffin; Hannah
J Ellis, Lucia Shute; Edith Harrington, Ethel
I[Mansfield; Alice Ogden, Alice Richards,

ist, ail for F. M. Adams aud 58
ferriani. The check-list showed
had voted. Notwithstanding
tests were made the moderator
After the entertainment ice cream and cake
Adams duly re-elected. There |I
w ill be served in the room below.
discussion

The

“."iier.

regard

in

new

favor, and

to

law

the

seems

voted to
ter with the selectmen.... Mr.
aud family from Massaclius ting his
brother, Mr. F. M.
Silas Storer aud wife returned ty from a two month’s visit to
in Boston and Warren, Mass,
h of Camden is visiting her
1. uisa Wine-henback.The
ittle

it

was

Appleton.

|

has been with

j

in Albion
Mrs.

I three years

or

The remains

weeks, has returned home.
has been an invalid
more, passed away March .‘Id.

who

were

taken

to

Liberty

for in-

terment, the funeral occurring Sunday.
Rev. Mr. Jenkins of St. George, who will
hold meetings at the Baptist church this
week, went to Liberty Sunday and officiated
at the funeral-Rev. A. T. Dunn, who lias
,.f x
L. Simmons, last.
labored with us in the interest of the Maine
mug, looked as though a good
Society for several
had exploded in it. Perley j Baptist Missionary
■.

horse
mled

there

Friday evening
Vickery’s

sociable at

a

got loose aud went
tr"

as

is seldom

on

weeks,

such

Shop I

seen.

has returned to his home in Water-

I ville....

Wednesday

of

the

order

Goldenrod Recandidate.
The

evening

behah Lodge initiated
work

a

was

performed

in

a

creditable manner by the degree staff
i-stoue, tools and a score of I of
the lodge. After the meeting refreshments
uto the general smash, while j
were served in the banquet room
of the
profusely from a cut in one ; lodge-The recent entertainment
given by
kton

Springs.

covering
'"r,
k

one

of

horses,

Mrs.

lrom her recent

ill*

Freeman Partridge’s
had his foot

badly

The young men in this vigreatly interested in music at
hugene Partridge plays the viovrp, tlute, fife and Jew’s harp.
>rrridge plays the violin, harmoni'i.
Simie Littlefield plays the
'■' 1 has
lately made a banjo of ex-;
,lfTruman Lathrop is learning
'he violin.
Willie Jacobs plays
r> and
accordeon, Eddie Jacobs
urine, Herman Partridge has
'met, and Clifton Ellis is an
irummer-Mr. Frank Crockett,
selectmen, has been in the vil1

:,g

•A

reports this week_Mr.
is training a fine Blue
and expects her to make a recout

s'aples

vy

t

years-Saudypoiut parties
hall to the Israelites to repeat
and farce
recently given for the
1 the
Sunday school,and the Masonic
''

‘•or

1

most

Georges Valley Grange was much enjoyed
a good sized audience.
“The Coons” in
their songs, dances and funny jokes kept
the audience in good humor during the
evening. By request of many, who could
not attend, the performance will be repeated-Leonard Worthing is seriously ill. Dr.
Millett of Searsmont attends him-There
has been several cases of scarlet fever in our
village, but no precautions have been taken
to prevent the spread of the disease. The
board of health attended to one case, but
the restrictions were removed in two or
three days, and members of the family who
were sick went and came as they pleased.
-Rev. W. A. Newcombe of Thomaston
was here Sunday, Feb. 27tli, and preached
in the Baptist church-Mr. U. G. Gushee,
who has been closing out the stock of goods
in the store of the late E. D. Gushee, went
to Frankliu, Mass., and returned last week
with his wife, who will remain with Mrs. E.
D. Gushee for the present. Mr. Gushee will
return immediately to Frankliu. Leroy McLain will attend to the sale of goods in the
store.. .O. W. Currier visited his sister in

George by

personally

or

attend to

household affairs.
without

a

phine
passed

Connor,

from this to

James

f

F.

than

property

lieving pain in bladder, kidneys and back,
in male or female.
Relieves retention of
water

quick
Sold

almost immediately.
If you want
relief anil cure tins is the remedy.
by A. A. Howes and Co., Druggists,

Iy28

Belfast, Me.

LTp to Date. “Your wife is a forehanded
little creature.” “Forehanded? The day I
at home on account of the big snow
storm she made me get out the lawn-mower
and oil it.” [Detroit Free Press.

prominent business man of Buffalo N.
T.. says:
Munyon’s Rheumatism Cure

a

Take Time

by

the Forelock and

bend in Your Orders

Early for

An Old

and

Over Huy iears.
Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.

Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been used for
fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists iu every
part'd the world. Twenty-live cents a bottle
Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
Definition.

Tommy : “Paw, what sort of a
fighter is a ‘cyclone tighter’?” Mr. Figg:
“I don’t know much about lighters, but I
suppose he is one who goes blowing around.’’
[Indianapolis Journal.
Itch ou human, mange on horses, dogs and
stock, cured iu 80 minutes by Woolford’s
This never fails. Sold by
A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.

all

Sanitary Lotion.

1st

In
tion

explanation of the debilitated condiof his clothing Fogg says his wife is so

..THE EASTER NUMBER
(»F

THE

a

Mr. and Mrs. Couant and h ster, and the remarks and other exercises by the pastor
were all very appropriate and feelingly rendered. She was lovely in death, and the
flowers,silent tributes of loving friends,were
abundant and beautiful. Her age was ">8

lor, received each member or guest upon
arrival. All the dentists and druggists
were
invited, with their ladies. After
the reception the business meeting of
tiie society was held in an adjoining
room.
The following ofbeers wrere elected; Pres., Dr. F. J. Tiylor; vice president, Dr. T. N. Drake ; set,, and treas., Dr. E.
P. Goodrich ; executive committee. Dr. T. M.
Gritim, Dr. F. A. Porter, Dr. E. P. Goodrich.
All the Doctors of the
place were present
except Dr. W. C. Marden, who was out until
nearly two o’clock w ith a patient who was
critically ill, while his own wife and baby
were sick at home with the
prevailing epidemic cold. Dr. C. A. Moulton of Hartland
was among the invited guests.
A fine sup-

served,which

per

w’as

as

much

as

doubt,
of mind. Quite a

was

the feast

enjoyed,

ut

lengthy aud interesting address was deliverby Dr. F. J. Taylor-Mrs. Mary A.
Patterson writes from Denver, Col., that

ed

there has been but very little snow there
past winter, and what they have had did
stay long. She thought she should set
face homeward sometime this month,

the
not

her
but
will visit in Massachusetts, New Hampshire
and in Pittsfield, Me.
__

Constipation

Causes fully half the sickness in the world. It
retains the digested food too long in the howels
and produces biliousness, torpid liver, indi-

Hood’s
had
sick
etc.

taste, coated
gestion,
headache, intongue,
^
I I Im
Hood's Pills
somnia,
™
cure constipation and all its
results, easily and thorot ghly. 25c. All druggists.
Prepared by 0. I. Tin:> I & ('■».. Lowell. Mass.
The only Pills to taku
:ii Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

^LJp

_

I I

ter De Lome has got himself into a pretty
box.” “Is he being tried for heresy?” asked
Mrs. Northside, as she took the paper and
turned to the dry-goods advertisements.

|

[Pittsburg Chronicle-Telegraph.
Hail Death with Joy.—“I was

a

great

sufferer from Heart Disease. The disease
was so great I was confined to the bed for
days. 1 often thought I could hail death
with joy. No physician could give me relief. i procured a bottle of Dr. Agnew’s
Cure for the Heart, the first dose gave me
almost instant relief.
bottles.
I never felt

I

have

taken

four

better in my life.”
Mrs. Margaret Smith, Brussels, Ont. 73.
From

ASSETS DECEMBER

Keal

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

00

00
15

amount
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New York Herald.

Net amount of unpaid
claims
Amount required to safely re-insure
all outstanding risks. ..!.
All other demands against the company, viz: commissions, etc.

Agents.

Total

7 »
00
11

Personal

Instai. t Relief and Sure Cure.—No matwhat form or how long standing, Careadily succumbs to the influence of
that magical Catarrh cure- Dr. Aguew’s
Catarrhal Powder. Volumes could he registered and writteu of true and honest testimony in cases where it has cured when all
other treatments have failed
Dr. Agnew’s
Catarrhal Powder acts quickly, is easily applied, is harmless aud pleasant. 74.
ter in
tarrh

Mistress: “Your name is Magiunis, you
But what is your first name?” Maid:
say.
“Mem?” Mistress: “What is
your first
name? Mary, Bridget-” Maid: “It’s

me

second name ye’d be after. That is Mary.
I was a Maginnis before I was a Mary, don’t
ye moind.” [Boston Transcript.

Salt Rheum, Tetter, Kczema. These
distressing skin diseases relieved by one application. Dr. Agnew’s Ointment is a potent cure for all eruptions of the skin. Jas.
Gaston, Wilkesberre, says: "For nine years
I was disfigured with Tetter on my hands,
Dr. Agnew’s Ointment cured it.” 35 cents.
75.

"You have

wonderful climate,” said the
English visitor to a New Yorker one balmy
day in Feburary. "Really it is like spring
here to-day.”
"Yes, "replied the American, complacently. "We have more spring days iu February than we have in spring.” [Harper’s
Bazar.
a

Never Worry

them and go about
your business—they do their work whilst
you are doing yours. Dr. Agnew’s Liver
Pills are system renovators, blood purifiers
and builders; every gland ami tissue in
the whole anatomy is benefited and stimulated in the use of them. 40 doses in a vial,
10 cents. 7G.
Take

4.464,212

20

1 000,000 00
3,117,995 48

..

Aggregate amount of liabilities, including net surplus.
.£8,582,•."•7 i!8
FI H 1.1) & WIlST, I tel fast.
\gen1-.
MON & NATION *L INS CO.
f
Kdinburgh, Scotland Incorporated in ls-_*4.
Commenced business in
s. m isso.
Martin
Rennett. Manager.
Capital p.uu up i-.,
edi,
> 1.500.000.00.
(SCOTTISH

O

CO.IPANV of Hartford.
Incorporated in dune, 1867. Commenced business in January, 1872.
Charles )>.
Taintor, Secret a 1o.
Whiting, President; James
in
cash,
$500,010.
Capital paid up
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1807.

ASSKTS III
KMRKU 31, 1 3d7.
Real estate owned l»\ the companv,
unincumbered...
."..s
01 ,."iS7
Loans on bond and mortgage tirst
liens).. —;_
l.tsgc.s
Stocks and bonds owned bv the company, market value. 1,73t>,37.'
Loans secured by collateral
2.so
Cash in the company 's principal oilier ;unl in bank........
425.030
Interest due and acermd.
-41,47-1
Premiums in due course ot
,•
tion.
271,237

Real estate owned by the company.un*
incumbered.
58,‘dfO 13
Loans on bond and mortgage• 1st iiens
2t 17,350 o
Stock and bonds owned by the com1.705,088 '3
pany, market value...
Loans seen ed by collaterals..
1.750 Ou
Cash in the company’s principal otlice
and in bank.
120.-133
Interest due and accrued.
is.220 38
Preumiums in due course ot colleetioii
177.551';
...

..

ns-ets

at

Aggregate

'7

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

3d

...

od

1
>

I!
;
02

all the a. mirted assets ot
the Company at their
actual value. >4 o5d,487 40
1.1 A Hll.I HIS PI
Mill k 31,' so7.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims
2S5.S5S 43
Amount required to safely re insure all
outstanding risks!. !.s30."i;o 14All other demands, against the
Nil.
company, viz commissions, et<

72
P

ot

..

IT WILT,

is K AS

Total amount ..t liahilties.e\< ept capital stock and net surplus—
Line ro
5uo.noo on
Capital actual 1\ paid up in cash.
735,27s-ii
Surplus beyomi capital..

I-'RESll AM) FK A U It A N'T

As Till- FIRS!' RKFATH OF SBKINUT1MK.

St

M»AV, MARCH 27,

to

Mem<>rahle Last Christ

The

High

Art

a

cluding

Worthy

2,124.‘.>27 57

Nil.
Capital actually paid up m cash
Surp'us beyoiui capital .1.031,550

amount of liabilities, innet surplus..*2.340,371 07

Waldo Uountv Agents: I 11.1.DA
Helfiisl, Me.

the
mas

amount o( !labilitu>. except
capital St..ck and net surplus

A.uu.rebate

I'HE DATE OF ITS ISSUE.
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i.do
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net surplus
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Supplements

A BSTRAC’I
IITI->T< IIInTI:i; II KI
l\sl i; \ M i: co
Vt
of New York.
Incorporated 1857. < ..m- A i:j\a iNsrRA\ci: comp am. h m
<
on tin* ;* 1 <t
C"im
dav ot Deremiht,
nenced business m 1 -..«. (>co. K. (Taaf,.r.i, I’m
i7. in. to
to t In-State oi .Maine.
111<-• ir|
dent: .lohn <> rnderlnll, Secretary. Capital paid
i.«i
hi:i. <>
uieneeil business ISIS. Win. i;
be
ip in cash, $300,000 00.
"
II. Kilt-. Sot rotate.
Caro-.,:
ASSK I's DKCKMBKIi 31. 1897.
>1,1100,(11 Ml.
Rea! estate owned by the company, un:
\SSKT' I*to K.Mlsi
incumbered
$219,000 On
Loans on bond and mortgage. (1st lien>
‘.01,0.30 00 Kea) es;ateMwue-1 io
stocks and bonds owned by the comunincumbered
.o
pany, market value. 1. li i',000 00 ;1 1.0.111-1 oil liMlh
Loans secured by collaterals.
... hi)
2.500 00
1 i*• ns.
Lash in the company’s principal otliee
ST
Us uioi
",
and in hank...
*3.214 »'7
1". H r». 2'.* 7 <»
company, marketva! m
Interest due and accrued
rals
7.0om '>7 Loans secured n.\
ii.i'.ooiio
Premiums in due course of collection.
2.">2.bos
(’a-b in tinn111a11\
principal
Mtliee a ml in bank
784,811 Mil
Interest due ami icerued
7<>l»l2
Aggregate of all the admitted assets 1
the company at their actual value.
I
in due course ol ool'.ee:..;i;2 44 Premium*
tion
<122,782 SO
I.IAHIf.I I'l KS Dl'i’EMIU’K 31, 1*'7.
•« >

W

SO

in..s-l.o5d.4S7 40

Number.

ill Be Marvels of

Beauty. Both
Composition ami Color.

as to

AMONG THE ARTISTS WHOSE WORK WILL
APPEAR IN THIS SUPERB EDITION
WILL BE

..

■

.--

.1

ASHE,
KELLER

m

Charming Subjects Charmingly

Treated.

..

<

1

■

....

>

1

..

in i:

LITERARY

Have Been Chosen With Taste

FEATURES

and Discrimination.

■

..

THE GREATEST INTEREST WILL HE FELT IN

A Novelette
It Will Be

by

D’Annunzio.

Thoroughly Characteristic ami
Distinctly Original.

OTHER AUTHORS CONTRIBU LING TO THE
HERALD S EASTER Nl'M BER WILL BE
SUCH POPULAR FAVORITES AS

JAN MACLAREN GEORGE R. SIMS
and FLORA ANNIE STEEL.
WILL

HE

DELHJHTED

WITH

A MOST WINSOME TALE BY RICHARD VON VOLKM AN-LEAN DER, entitled

A Beauitful
[.7.ictpr carai
r-ir
taster

These

are

EXQUISITELY ILLUSTRATED.
Has Been Composed Expressly
f<>r This Numberbv that Master
ot Melodv< Vl< T(,'k h km-.fi: r.

but a few of the many good
await the readers of the

EASTER
IT WILL BE

things that

NEW YORK HERALD.
A

45

i
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j

.......

Total
ital

amount of liabilities, except
stock and net surplus

Capital actually paid
Surplus beyond capital.

id
tlie c.iiiii any
actual value....

i
1

Aggregate amount of liabilities, including net surplus...... $2,531,362 44
iV WI’JST, Agents, lieUa-d. U
J
rim*:

ins. < o. ot
Hamburg, Cermany. Incorporated in 1*M.
Commenced business in *1854. K. (). A Held and H.
('. Buehenherger. Managers.
(Capital paid up in

Hamnrmti:>n\

>l2.n.S'.»,ti81» '.»>*
Ml. 1807.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims...
3<»0..V.)o 17
Amount required to safely re-insure all outstanding risks
M,117,1(17 M-A
All other demands against the
K’.s,C.1M 11
company, viz: commissions, etc.
1 l.VUII.mKS I»K« KMBF.K

bo

1,231,534 83
300,000 00
999,827 61

JOURNALISTIC GEM.

ASSETS I) KOH Mil Kit 31, 1897.
Stocks and bonds owned by the company, market value.$1,415,04125
Cash in the company's principal otliee
and in bank
1.2.370 01
Interest due and accrued.
1,000 on
113,009 42
Premiums, in due course of collection

>

Total liabilities, exeejd capital
.stock and net surplus.
Capital actually paid up in ea-.li.

at

assets of
their actual value..$1,589,480
31, 1897.

A--reflate

including

amount of unpaid hisses and claims
Amount required to safely re-insure all

IN YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE IF
YOU WOULD NOT BE DISAPPOINTED.

SEND

To the Honorable Justices of the JSnpreme Judicial Court next to be hold*

outstanding risks..

Total amount of liahilii it
except capital stock and netsurpius.

Surplus beyond capita!.

The

avers that she does not know his present
residence, and that it cannot be ascertained by
reasonable diligence.
Wherefore she prays that a divorce from the
bonds of matrimony may be decreed between her
and the said Charles F. Haley; that the custody
of their minor children, Earle Banks Haley, aged
six years, and Joseph lveene Haley, aged four
years, may be given her. and that her name may
be changed to the name she bore Lel'ore said

but she

JosKi’ii

Williamson, Attorney for libellant

STATE OF MAINE.
Waldo ss.
Si ckeme Judicial Coi ht, |
January Term, 1898. |
the
pon
foregoing libel, Ordered, That the
libellant give notice to the libellee of tlie pendency thereof by causing an attested copy thereof and of this order thereon to he published
three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper, printed at Belfast, in the County of Waldo, the last publication thereof to he
thirty days, at least, before the term of said Court
next to lie liolden at Belfast, within and lor the
County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of April
next, that the libellee may then and there appear
and show cause, if any he has, why the prayer of
the libellant should not be granted.
Attest—T1LESTON WADLIN, Clerk.
A true copy of the Libel ami Order of Court
3w9
thereon.
Attest—TILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.

Newton 8. Lorn & Co.,
SAIL MAKERS.
And Successors to J. W. Frederick &

Co.,

AND DEALERS IN

Tents, Awnings, Cart Covers,

Belfast, Me

111

>8

lielfa-t

-.

Burgess Press,

7n

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me,

887,502
702,177

70
9*

::

^

CARDS,
POSTERS,
BILL HEADS,
x'x
V.X* LETTER HEADS, V.X*
j PROGRAMS,
;!
!
| PAMPHLETS,

xU |
1

A,i,l all kin,Is of

Legal Printing
neatly amt promptly clone. 7tf

JOBBERS OK

CRAIN,

Bonds of Surityship

FEED,
SEEDS and

issri:i>

r.v

GROCERIES.
Importers* ot Suit.
Dealers in

i The Union Safe

Anthracite and

Deposits Trust Co.

OF POKTLAND MAINE,

the finest quality of
TO

^_

■

p

(il'AKDI A

LOd.lS>

Waldo atm State of Maine, by their mortgage
deed dated the 22d day of February, A. I>. 1887,
and recorded in Waldo County Registry ot Deeds,
book 213, Cage 221, conveyed to 1 V.MKS S.
EATON of said Stockton, a certain piece ot land,
with the buildings thereon, and bounded as I«»llows, to wir: beginning at the corner of the town
road at the southwest angle on the west side of
Capo del.ison; thence northerly, by the east line
of said roa l twenty rods; thence easterly, parallel
to westerly line of said road eight rods; thence
southerly, parallel to said first northerly line
twenty rods, to northerly line of said road ; them e
westerly, by line of said road eight rods to place
of commencement, containing one acre.
And whereas the said James S. Eaton did, on
the sixteenth day of February, A. 1). 1898, assign
and transfer said mortgage to me, the undersigned ; and whereas the condition ot said mortgage
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, l claim a fore
closure of said mortgage.
March 1, 1898.
JOSlAH PARSONS.
3w9

GEO. F. EAMES, M. D,D.D.S.«

ADMIMSI' r \
ASSIGN

MASS.

Hours, 12 to 2. Others hours
by appointment only.
October, 1896—ly 45
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CON IRA<

TORS,
ot

J. H. & W. H.
tn.72

At

He 1 fast

BANGOR j
BUSINESS
COLLEGE |

he

trust, ran

QUIMBY,

Savings Hank.

reaches t.ht»

ELLIS

SYSTEM
..of..

A VITAL Bl SIM'.ss

.and..

ISAAC I’ll AVAN
SYSTBM

of PlIONiHSKAIlIV -t lie host system ever devised. Fine rooms, modern improvements,
best ten ders. NKND FOK CATALOGl:K.

H. H. LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
I*. O. ADDRESS,

tf7

FREEDOM, MAINE.
TRY GRAIN-0!

TRY GRAIN-0 !

Ask your Grocer to-day to show you a package
of GRAIN <>, the new food drink that takes the

place of coffee. The children may drink it wit hinjury as well as the adult. All who try it.,

out

like it.
Mocha

GRAIN-O has that rich seal brown of
Java, but it is made from pure grains,

or

and the

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

iors,

KKS,

and to holders ot any position
obtained upon application to

Newbury Street,

(Near Corner of Fairfield Street)

NS,

KXKc-rroKs,

The Nose and Throat.

Duck, Cordage, Paints, Ac,

No. 31 Front St,

m

300.042

SWAN & SIBLEY CO

BOSTON,

Ship Chandlers, Ship 'Brokers,

\

On

...THK...

IN o U4 0
as

WliSl

80,bbo

of liabilities, inat Belfast, within and for the Aggregate amount
cluding net surplus..$1,589,48" os
County of Waldo, on the first Tues11
ril'.l.l) \ M INT. Agents. ISellaM.
day of January, A. I>. 1898:

marriage she has conducted herself toward
as a faithful, chaste and affectionate wife;
yet the said Charles F. Haley, wholly unmindful
of his marriage vows and covenant, on the twelfth
day of May. A. D. 1893, utterly deserted your libellant, and has continued said desertion since
said date up to the present time, being more than
three consecutive years next prior to the tiling of
this libel; that about three years ago, she heard
that he was in Des Moines, in the State of Iowa;

00.000 mi

4.4M;; 71M<>

JOB PRINTERS,

b*

en

said
him

4.

amount "f lialulitii
net surplus...si

llllll A

1.1 a in lit I ks i»Kr ii.MUKK

Net

M.r.f-.* .M7»> <;*J

beyomi capital.

Surplus

Aggregate of all the admitted
the company,

as-

their

at

s. is

cap-

up in cash.

A}: -rejrate <>f all tbe admitted

cash, $300,000.00.

“The Little Flumbacked Girl.”
IT WILL BE

1

Net amount of unpaid losses and lain
l"s.74''
Amount required to safely re-insure ill
1,071.544
outstanding risk*.
All other demands against the com51.24"
pany, viz: commissions, et*

Standpoint: “I'm free to
Blacksmith
admit,” remarked Farmer Corntossel, “that marriage.
I won’t never get through demandin’ more
Dated at said Belfast, this seventh day of De“But
in
are
comfortable
A.
D.1897.
prosperity.”
you
2^“ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
cember,
ESTELLE K. HALEY.
circumstances. What do you mean by prosperity?” “There’s jes’ the difficulty. It
33, 35, 37 Vrnnt St., Belfast, Me,
means somethin’ different for everybody.
STATE OF MAINE.
Ef you’ve got a mortgage, ‘prosperity’s’ get- Waldo ss. December 7, A. L). 1897.
ltf
TELEPHONE 4-2.
tiu’ it paid off. Ef ve’ve got it paid off ‘prosThen personally appeared the above named Es- 1
perity’s’ ownin’s a cabinet organ. Ef ye’ve telle K. Haley, and made oath to the truth of the
Notice of Foreclosure.
got a cabinet organ, ‘prosperity’s havin’ averment in the foregoing libel as to the resilience
of the libellee. Botore me.
enough to be able to trade it for a grand pieITTTIKKKAS. MAUV PARSONS ami JOSlAH
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON,
annc—an’ so on.” [Washington Star.
V? l’AK >NS of Stockton, in the County ot
Justice of the Peace.
a

480,876 97

amount

Surplus beyond capital

9

their actual value.*2.3-10,371
31, l8‘.'7.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims.
$ 101.505
Amount required to safely re-insure
all outstanding risks.
u5u.ooo
All other demands against the com2,087
pany. viz: commissions, etc

3,666,749 49

of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus
Capital actually paid up in cash.

INSURANCE
f\RIENT
U Connecticut.

of the company

316,585 74

..

Aggregate amount • >1 liabilities, including net surplus.$10,057,220 *. 3
FIELD & WEST, Belfast,

68

31, 1897.
losses and

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

liabilities, except

of

1897.

by the company,un.§1.106,2**0 00
bond and mortgage, first’
....

Aggregate of all the admitted assets
of the company, at actual value_£8,582,207

assets

value,$10,C57,220 93
31, 1897.

capital stock and net surplus.$ 4.454,623
3,000,000
Capital actually paid up in cash..
2.602,597
Surplus beyond capital..

31,

owned

Loans on
liens)...
85.860 00
Stocks and bonds owned by the .nipany, market value.‘.6.534,231 00
Loans secured by collaterals
None.
Cash in the company’s principal office and in bank— .‘.
227,272 41
Interest due and accrued.
70,las 66
Premiums in due course of collection.
558,455 61

Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims..$
422,935 0<
Amount required to safely re-in sure
all outstanding risks. 3,954,7% 70
All other demands against the com76,892 09
pany, commissions, etc.
Total

estate

incumbered

t-0
49

..

long, tedious illness which she bore
with great patience. Sin was greatly belov- diffident that she has not the courage to
K. HALEY of Belfast, ill sail! County,
look a needle in the eye. [Boston Transed by all who knew her ind wili be missed
whose maiden name was Estelle K. Banks, reESTELLE
script.
libels and represents that she was lawspectfully
her
and
a
circle
of
by
friends.
family
large
It is economy to profit by the experience fully married to C HARLES F. HALEY of SearsThe funeral services weie held at her late of others. Thousands have been cured
in said Countv, at said Belfast, on the third
by mont,
day of March, A. D.,‘ 1891, by Rev. RollinT. Hack,
Hood’s
home on Park street Friday afternooL, conSarsaparilla, why not you?
a minister of the gospel duly authorized to solducted by Mr. Coons, pas* or of the Uni ver“Well, well,” exclaimed Mr. Northside, emnize marriages, that she and her said husband
nal ist church. The singing by the choir, as he handed the paper to his wife, “Minis- resided together after said marriage in said
Searsmont as husband and wife; that ever since
after

collection,

of

Auirrejjate of all the admitted

THE LITTLE FOLK

over

course

INsl RANCH C 1V,P »NY «>1 New
in
is
('•■mnieneed
F. C. Moore, »’*«-si<U i.: K. I, int apita: paid,
up in rush, si.ioo,-

Incorporated

business in 1853.

ning. Secretary.

158.870 81
898,384 88

..

Aggregate of all the admitted
of the company at their actual

**

cured me and also several of my friends
to whom I gave some of that
great
remedy. Before your agency was established on the coast 1 was compelled to
send East for supplies of your remedies,
and have always kept them on hand for
the benefit of myself and friends.
I
carrv a pocket case in my valise when
traveling in case any of my chance acquaintances should need assistance.
I
have frequently given away some of the
remedies to people In distress.
I have
great faith in Munyon’s remedies.”
Rheumatism is known as the stuhhornest of diseases.
It will not succumb to
kind of medicine except the right
any
kind.
Munyon has the right kind, and
cures, ninety six per cent, of all eases
SMbn.it te l to his treatment.
Munvon's
Rheumatism Cure is guaranteed to he
absolut* !y harmless and a strong tonie
In building up the weak and debilitated
Prof. Munyon puts up a separate cure
tor each disease.
At all druggists, mostly 25 cents a vial. Personal letters to
Prof. Munyon. 1.505 Arch Street, Philadelphia. Pa., answered with free medical
advice for any disease.

stayed

For

...

Premiums in due

and ASPELL.

Distressing Kulney and Bladder disease
relieved in six hours by “New Great South
American Cure." It is a great surprise on
account of its exceeding promptness in re-

AI.
pDNTINDNl
\J York.
000.00.

Interest due ami accrued and all other

s

Keller In six Hours.

Counor,

ligher life Mar.

a

by the company,
unincumbered.$ 541,084
Loans on bond and mortgageilst liens) 2,386,743
Stocks and bonds owned by the company, market value. 5,257,190
Loans secured by collaterals.
35,000
Cash in the company’s principal office
and in hank.*.
779,947

1

Heal estate owned

Dealer.

to visit relatives and friends.Mrs.
Maria Nickels is among the sick ones: also
Miss Annie Howe, a compositor of the Advertiser force_Mrs. A. J. Loder and her
sou
Ray, are on the sick list-H. E. Ordvvay, telegraph operator, lias been laid by a
few days with a bad cold_H. F. Libby
has Knight another St. Bernard puppy of
Boston parties-Mrs. E S. Newhouse of
Boston, a former resident of this town, was
here a few days recently. She lias sold her
farm, which is situated about two miles out
on the Canaan road, to J. C.
Humphrey, and
her trip here was for the purpose of doing
the writings for the transfer.Jose<

more

j

Commenced business in 1792. Charles Platt. President; (ireville E. Fryer, Secretary. Capital \ aid
up in cash, $3,000,000.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1897.

Successor

The March of Science. “The eclipse ci the
at India was successfully copied by the
kiuetoseope man." “Good. It won't be
long now before we can enjoy earthquakes,
cyclones and holocausts without getting of
an
orchestra
chair."
[Cleveland Plain

Brackett is recovering from her
recent illness—Miss Cora Waldron 1ms
been very seriously ill with congestion of
the lungs and pneumonia,but is some better.
..Miss Laura Morrill has gone to Boston

wife

TNSL'RANCE COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA
1 oi Philadelphia, Penn. Incorporated in 1794

IS

sun

en-

Mrs.

M.

Bamum, Chronicle Building San
Francisco. Pacific Coast Agent of the
Queen and Crescent Route, and formerly

1: Will Be in

100 if
you have a child who soils bedding from incontinence of
water during sleep.
Cures
old and young alike.
It arrests the trouble
at once
>1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Me.
Druggists, Belfast,
Iy28

Pittsfield. Mrs. Jane Bennett of Plymouth is visiting her sister, Angelia Brackett.

A. M.

Or. K. Deletion** Anti Diuretic

get along
housekeeper
the most of the time.
One of the best
times (if the season was the masked ball
given Friday evening, March 4th, in Riverside hall by Cyrus Perry. Sixty-one couples
danced to the music of the Warren Quintette, George Singleton, leader. The music
was the best dance music we have been favored with for a long time, and everything
passed off in the best manner until four
o'clock Saturday morning when the festivities came to an end.
deavor to

FIELD & WEST,

Rely

Munyon.

on

$100.

for the presher borne to

Fred will

Men and Travelers

Railway

graph.

last week..
Mrs. Galen Keen,'j
been sick a long time, is much better.. .Mrs. Fred Hart will live with her

Ripley, in Hope
returning occasionally to

Mrs. E.

“There is something very attractive about
the word 'dollar,
remarked Mr. Bellfield
“People like to talk about ‘dollar wheat,;
for instance." “True," replied Mr. Bloom
held, “and 1 notice that the House of Representatives manifests
preference for dollar dollars."
[Pittsburg Chronicle Tele-

May be worth to you

Jacob

Williams,

UN THE RAIL

Storer.

Freeport

ent.

Mrs. E. A.

Nash. I> N. Handy. Laselle Partridge, Mrs.
B F. Swan, G. H Sawyer, N. W. Brown,
Bartlett Brooks, Miss Maud E. Muzzey,
Miss A Mabel Grey, M. E. Grey, Mrs. C. W.
Cade, Mrs. A. C Talfrey, Mrs. F. M. Goodwin. Mrs. M. H. Parkhurst, Miss Mae E.
ILmkins, d A. Coggins, Albert H. Hopkins.
Charles H. Weloh, William B. Ford, Guy
C
Emerson, Miss Flora B. Wood. E. A.
Town lev,
Miss
Blanche
Moody, Oscar

who has

uncle,

Meservey,

E.

Atkins, Miss C. I. Hathaway, Miss Sarah S.
Parker, Mr. and Mrs. 8. C. Goodwin, W. II.
Hall, Miss Grace Hall, C L. Knight, Mont.

by letter.

years—Friday eveuing, Feb. 28, the Sebas-.
ticook Clinical society held its first annual
banquet at the Lancey House. The society
Mrs. J. G. Wentworth, who is
composed of the local physicians. Dr.
her sister, Mrs. Edith Kane, and Mrs. E A.
Porter, stationed in the par-

few

a

Kane,

very responsible witnesses as to tic beneficial character of tin* uirdiciue, and 1 am
ready to vouch for the honesty of their approval of Dr. Greene's Nervura If m-eded
in my own case I certainly should use it
Remember also that Dr. Greene, 'M Temple
Place, Boston, Mass., can he consulted free,

are

authority

no

The fourth annual reunion and banquet of
the Bucksport Seminary Association, held
in the United States Hotel, Boston, Friday
evening, March 4th, was an occasiou which
brought together 100 graduates of this Maine
institution. There was a reception from G j
Mr.
to 8 o’clock, followed by the banquet.
Walter D. Buck presided over the after-dinwere
made
to
the
ner exercises.
Addresses
assembled company by the ex-president of
| the seminary, A. F. Chase of Kent’s Hill,
Me : auti Miss Amanda Wilson, professor of
I Latin and French at the seminary, who
read ail original poem; the Hon. J. F.
Knowltou, clerk of the supreme court of
Maine, and president of the seminary, W.
! A. Hutchinson. The speeches were of a reinin scent nature. The following officers were
j elected for theDr.eomiug year:
President,
George A. Crawford, Bos! ton; first vice president, Hon. J. F. Kuowlton, Ellsworth, Me.; second vice president,
Prof. Morris W. Prince, Carlisle, Pa.: third
vice president, Mrs. A. A. Wales, Dorchester; fourth vice president, Hon. J. E. Burke,
Lawrence; fifth vice president, Miss Phebe
Hooper, Wilbraham; corresponding secretary, Miss E. 0. Gre^, Beverly; recording
secretary, Miss C. 1. Hathaway, Freeport;
treasurer, L. E. Partridge, Boston; executive committee, Oscar Storer, Miss Belle
Smallidge. W. B. Ford, Miss Maud Muzzey
and Robert J. Sprague, all of Boston.
Among those preseut were President and
Mrs. W. A. Hutchinson, Ex-President and
Mrs. A. F. Chase, the Hon. and Mrs. J. F.
Kuowlton, Chaplain and Mrs. D. H. Tnbou,
the Rev. and Mrs. Edwin H. Hadlock, the
Hon. J. E. Burke, Dr and Mrs. G. A. Crawford, Walter D. Buck, Miss A. M. Wilson,
Mrs. B. Read Wales, Mrs. Sarah C. Bradford, William M. Crawford, Edwiu H. Hadlock, B. K. Hadlock, M K. Nash, Miss Ada
M. Fernald, Mrs. H. R. Gray, Mrs. A. M.
Nicholson, Miss Maud Nichols, Dr. and Mrs.
Stilson, Miss B. Smallidge, Miss May Fifield,
I. H. Coggins, J. W. Annas, Mr. and Mrs. M.
E. Grey, Miss Emily C. Gray, Mrs. H. R.
White, B. R. Reynolds, Miss Maude Hodgdon. Miss Anna Iludgdon, A. W. Penney,
Charles A. Chase, Leonard Moulton, H. L.
Stinson, Mr. and Mrs. A. H. White, Miss
Edith Burnham, Capt. Talfrey, Miss Edith
Sawyer, Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Saunders, Mr.
and. A. J. Saunders, the Rev. and Mrs. C.

J distress.

delicate stomach receives it without
1-4 the price of coffee and 25 cents per
Sold by all grocers.

most

package.

SEARSHORT
G. E. Marks shipped
Boston the past week.

NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.

LOCALS.
cargo of

a

How ard Mosmau of
was in town this week.

North

brick to

re-

Gross sold his hay to Boston parties, !
shipping it by schooner Mary Wauson.
Jeannette B. Rice is attending the
spring term of the Normal school at Oastiue
Mrs. A. N. Blanchard left by steamer
Monday to join Capt. Blanchard at New
Miss

i

|

goes of
Mary W

stairs

Portland and Mrs. L. L.
the guests of J H.

were

Charlotte Chase recently exhibited to
apples picked Oct. lSW, iu a perfect state

of preservation.
Freeman

J. Dow and John B

u> serve as

travers

jurors

Black were
the April

at

of court.

a flight of
quite seriously

down

was

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

Eugene
employed

Methodist society served clam stew,
cake aud coffee at their vestry town meeting
day ; netting over sixteen dollars.

returned with his
Olamon, where he has been

in

lumbering.

and Mrs.

Mr.

E.

much
wheelsLancaster’s express aud the
have

on

and Mrs. Horatio Woodcock and
little daughter spent March 10th with Mrs.
Minerva Packard-The first crow of the
men way

Prescott D. H. Carter of Yonkers, N.
Y., with her son and daughter are in towu
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. M.
Bennett.
Mrs.

Frank E. Curtis arrived home from New
York Saturday and will have charge of the
grocery business during the absence of his
father.

ing of March
coupies were
music

Mrs. Zilpha Duane, who has been spending
with her daughter, Mrs. W. E.
Grincell, returned to her home in Harwich,

Curtis, Clifton Curtis and
Captains
Alvah C. Treat leave this, Thursday, morning for Alaska. They will make their first
atop in the gold regions at Cook s Inlet.
F. A

New York March 1st; W. H. Con-

at

Clement X: Adams.
are

wanted by those who

took food

to the supper Thursday evening,
s lver plated knife, dessert
consisting of

BI,(-‘on,

dishes

glass iai,
can

where the

Any

e:e.

leave them

exchange

at

can

one

having stray

Clement &

Adams'

assessors

of taxes and

overseers

of

j
j

j

lowest.

The

this section March 1st,

in

spring

is fast

approaching.

her work-W. A. Bartlett was in
town Saturday and Sunday_The boys are
having fine times fishing for pickerel.
Simon Conner caught about a dozen nice
ones Sunday-Mr. Isaiah Bletben is a little
better-Prof. Lothrop of thfe M. C. I
to do

Pittsfield, was in town Saturday and Sunday, the guest of Mr. aud Mrs. G. R. Libby.
Belmont. Ralph Achorn left Monday for
Castiue to attend the Eastern Maine State
Normal School-Mrs. Emma Morrill and
Mrs. Viola Morrill were in Morrill Friday,
visiting relatives-Mrs. Sadie Knight of
Lincolnviiie was iu town Saturday visiting
her brother, Mr. C. O. Jordan_Bert
Lamb and sister Lillian were in Searsmont

for

Jersey stock_
and pack peddlers

s nne

8th,

was well attended.. .Anyone who has
good roadiug horse to sell would do well
to call on Edward Wagner as he wants to
a

1'‘

route for the

Klondike.The High School

Juniors held

an

spected

interesting

buy.
Tkoy.

the anniiai town meeting, Mr.
E. R. (lowing was elected treasurer, and
Wilmont Grey, collector_Mr. and Mrs.
Llewellyn Webb, and Leon Bagley left
Monday for Montana_Owing to the had
traveling there was a small attendance at
the pound party at David Piper’s last week.

exhibition Fri-

death, comiug in less than
two years after that of their oniy son, brings
an overwhelming burden of sorrow
upon
Mrs. Peirce, who has the sympathy of every
one here.
We clip the following from the
Bangor Daily News of March 11th.

j

1

1

sang

feel that

we

passed a very pleasant evening_Mrs. A.
R. Myrick is improving, hut is not yet able

CORRESPONDENCE.

Swai'Ville
Our community was suddened by news of the death of Wm. H,
Pierce <>f Bangor. His wife was the second
daughter of Clark and Sarah Warden of this
place, and he was well known aud much re-

Congregational supper and concert, j
as we predicted, passed off finely and will
rank with any of its predecessors. Capt.
Clifton Curtis, with his large and efficient
corps of assistatts, was on hand early in
the day to receive the food contributed by
the ladies, sending out teams to all parts of
the village. Tables were assigned by lot, and
most of the afternoon was spent iu setting
and resetting the tables, considerable rivalry
existing among the sub-committees in their
arrangement. At 5 o’clock everything was
arranged. The attendants were in position in
full uniform, consisting of white caps, coats

$115.

people

day evening.

The

chorus

young

Schwartz
..The V. W. C. T V. held a
Willard evening last Monday night.
Clarence Adams, Melvin Mills and Henry
Storey left last week for Seattle, Wash., en

Dutch, fire wardens; Annie Nichols, A. E.
Trundy, G. A. Bowen, school committee;
Ficra E. Roulston,superintendent of schools;
J. H. Kueelaud, collector of taxes. It wras
voted to raise i1.300 for common schools;
f«
a free high school,
$300; for support of
P< or and other town expenses, $2,000; for
the highways, $1,500; for winter
breaking,
$.,300; for tow 1 indebtedness, $500; for
Sears’ library, $25; for Memorial Day, $50;
for repair of school houses, $250; to memlers of Phineas Pendleton Engine Co., $3 00
each, not to exceed sixty-three men ; to members of Penobscot Engine Co. No. 1, $2.00

amounted to

our

E.

j

I). S. Goocell, town agent: C. O Sargent, tow n treas irer: C. E. Adams, auditor
of accounts; Mial Sargent, road commissioner: A. L. Mosman, G. E. Marks. J. C.

food

of

Friday for two weeks’ vacation ....The Jud*t.tage4Stonyhurst," is being remodeled
into a cottage of colonial design by Mr. Wm.

son

poor

and aprons, and when the doors were opened and the ladies admitted, a careful inspection was had of the tables and surroundings
and every thing|was pronounced by them fully
it was expected trouble would
up to date,
come when the dishes were to he washed and
the tables reset, but every arrangement was
80 carefully made that the resetting was accomplished with very little confusion, and
m fifteen minutes from the time the tables
were cleared the first time word was sent to
the upper hall that all was in readiness for
the second table. About l>40 were fed, and
enough food was left so that a dinner was
given the next day to more than one hundred
and thirty people, followed by an auction
sale of food that would have fed a hundred
more. As no annual supper is a successjwithouta sale table, of course one was provided,
and B. O. Sargent occupied the northwest
corner of the hall surrounded by goods suitable for the ladies, both useful and ornamental, which he offered at prices that defied competition. Though his sales were small
it was not because he didn’t advertise his
wares. Several of his placards were
unique.
One announced i“sail table. All kinds of
wimens fixius.” Another read “Bustles, 1898
models ; Hoop skirts, 18G6 model.” Another,
“Wimens hoes, all sizes.” Another, “A
large assortment of summer girls beaux. A
beau, 25c; not a very good beau, 16c.
>uy the best.” Another, “Ladies bonnets
strata from Paris.”
The lovers of good
music were richly entertained by the Belfast Orchestra concert; and most heartily
encored the “kitchen chorus,”
though
whether from their manly appearance or
music we were unable to learn. We observed, however, the applause was loudest when

delegation

was seen

and

Sunday, visiting their aunt, Mrs. Josephine
Room paper canvassers
Donnell-Irving W. Fletcher of Boston,
have been plentiful the. past week.... After I who has been in town the past week visiting
relatives, returned home Monday.... Townthe warrants had been posted tor our annual town meeting it leaked out that our rirst send Bros., our musicians, are having more
i selectman had made the warrants and signed calls than they can attend to.
Monday
'j the names of the other two to a document | evening, March 7th, they furnished music
I they had never Seen New warrants have ! for a dance at Isles boro; Tuesday evening
been posted and our town meeting will be at Mystic Grange Ilail and have to furnish
music for dauces at East Knox, Searsmont,
held March _'lst.
Camden
A new dry goods store has been Lincolnviiie, Montville, Belfast and other
towns.
As musicians tney are
opened at the stand of 'lie old Boston Store surrounding
excelled by none in the State of Maiue.
by Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kingman.
Mias
| Man N Hopkins is clerk.Schools closed The dance at Mystic Grange Hall, March

the

each. It was voted that the discount to
those who pay their taxes on or before July
1st, should be G per cent., and 3 per cent, on
ur before Jan. 1st.

attendance and the best of
furnished by Truudy and York.

cently looking

be made.

The annual town meeting last Monday
was one of the most harmonious held here
for years
Very little oratory was indulged
in, the Utizens confining themselves strictly
to business, wl i h, although there were
forty-six articles in the warrant, was oinpleted before noon. The following officers
were elected: E. J. Wentworth, moderator;
J. H. Sullivan, town clerk; J W. McGilvery, J. G. Pendleton, J. A. Colson, select-

even-

Seventy

.Waldo. Willie Marden bas lost liis horse.
....0. W. Barnes loaded a ear with hay last
week fur Dr. I. M. Luce, Merrimac, Mass.
-C. A. Levanseller was in Rockland re-

Capt. Frank I. Pendleton, the 11th;
Bangalore, Capt. A. X. Blanchard, the 12th.
Mrs. E. A. Sargent, Miss Julia B. Sullivan,

ner,

Several articles

the

in

COUNTV

ar-

Anyone who found a white silk handkerchief with blue, striped border at Union
Hall alter the Congl. supper last Thursday
evening will receive thanks of the owner by

on

success.

The quarterly meeting of the Church of
God was held at the Porter schoolhouse
March od, 4th, otli, 6th. It was a very interesting session. Among the able speakers
present were Messrs. Gordon of Knox, Andrews of West Frankfurt, Dawson of Monroe and Blake of Searsport.

Mass., Monday

enjoyed.

was a

Swanville last Friday night to attend the complimentary ball given by J. A.
McKeen in honor of his recent marriage to
Miss Lizzie Parker of Monroe.

the winter

was

a

4th

went to

parsonage.

Miss Fannie Smith and Miss Hal lie Roulston
entertained the Whist Club at the G. A. R.
Hall last week. As usual, a very pleasaut

was

Quite

Collection next Sunday morning at Congl.
church in behalf of church building fund.
Missionary reading Friday afternoon at

Ships Josephus, Capt. Phillip Gilkey,

the Grange hall

The ball at

Ethel E. Rice entertained the junior
Whist Club at her home Monday evening.
The little ones join iu pronouncing it the
best yet.
Miss

season

Robins have also made their appearance.
Unity. Miss Louise Thompson is failing
and it is feared she can live but a short
time-Stephen and Edwin Rand and Miss
Nellie Hamilton started for Montana Monday-Dr. and Mrs. Thomas are very busy
packing up to move to Watervilie and intern! to go in about one week. They are
to care for his aged father, who is 80 years
old-Mrs. H. B. Rice is still on the sick
list-Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Rolfe entertained the Progressive Whist Club at their home
March 11th. There were five tables. Sandwiches, cake and coffee were served and all

orders.

stage.

leaving

|

last week, the guest of Mrs. RodWitherspoon-Mrs. Charles Hem-

ney

W. L. Scribner of Monroe, who is extensively engaged in raising horse raddish, was
in town recently taking orders.
L. F. Marden, representing Carle and
Jones, Belfast*, dealers iu wall paper and
curtains, was in town recently taking

W F. Ellis recently tore down the blacksmith shop iu Mechanic’s Hollow; thus is
another of the old landmarks removed

evening

YORK.

Rock port

Clemeuts went to

E.

Swanville last week to visit her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. David Moody.

The

among them

at

is

Nickerson has

from

horses

Admission 10 cents.

Very mauj of oar people who
driving on the shore road are

Hills of

Blanche Nickerson.

gramophoue entertainment will be given
at the Methodist, vestry this,Thursday .even-

rived at

CO., NEW

East Searsmont. Mr. Frank Rankin of
Lincolnviiie was in town March 10th_Mr.
Samuel Morse of Belfast was in town Sunday, the guest of his brother, Lewis B.
Morse-Master Joseph Douuell of Belmont is visiting his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur P. Heald... .Mrs. Gertrude
Donnell was in Belfast last week visiting
relatives-Mrs. J. G. Packard and son
Raymond were in Union March 3 1,the guests
of Mrs. Frank Whitten_Mrs. A. M. Ingraham of Belfast was in town March 0th.
Mrs. Amanda Mahoney speut iast week
in Camden with her sister, Mrs. Marcel Ins
Goddard... Mrs. Henry Mahoney was in

Miss Riley of Haverhill was iu towu recently visiting her cousins,Misses Lettie and

A

the

fell

Union
visiting
J. \V Mathews’. She will attend the Normal
School at Castiue.
Minnie

Miss

Capt. Phillip Gilkcy aud wife are making
a short visit at home, while his ship is loading at New York.

ing.

Thayer

the other day and

James L. Dow, who has been on the sick
list for some time, we are glad to report is
improving.
Mrs. H. T
Scribner has returned from
Belfast, where she visited her sister, Mrs.
Nettie Hoag.

Mrs.

drawn

au

Mrs. E. B.

Absolutely Pure

leaving us quite fast and the
early spriug looks favorable.

is

snow

anson.

Paine of

L

S. York has moved to Frankfort, in
house formerly occupied by H. S. Black.

prospect of

Nickerson has just received two carcorn by schooners J. H. Paine and

Paine of Bangor
Lane last week;

men,

Edward and Mattie Matthews have gone
Castiue to attend the Normal School.

The

week,

A. J.

the

>

The funeral services of the late William
Peirce were held Thursday afternoon at the
family residence on Everett street, aud
there was a very large attendance of the
friends of the deceased. The services were
conducted by Noble Grand W. 0. Raynes
and Chaplain Otis P. Frost of Oriental lodge
of Odd Fellows. The Odd Fellows met at
their hall in Exchange block at 12 30 o’clock
and marched from there to the house. The
members of the Bangor tire department assembled at the central fire station on Harlow street at the same hour, andj proceeded
t
the residence of the deceased in a body.
Rev. G. B. llsley, D. D., of the Columbia
Street Baptist church, officiated at the
funeral, and A. C. Morton saug several solos
in a beautiful manner. The services were
very impressive throughout. The members
of the board of fire commissioners, John F.
Woodman, Frauk Robinson aud Charles D.
Page; Chief John Mason, and A. F. Libby,
S. A. Brown, and S. A. Fellow’s, assistant
engineers, w< re present at the service,
together with many members of the Odd
Fellows lodges in this city and Brewer, and
of the Ancient Order of United Workmen.
When the body was taken to Mt. Hope,
following the services, the firemen aud Odd
Fellows marched in procession to the top of
State street hill, where the column was dismissed by Marshal L. W. Gilman, with the
exception of the tire-men of Hose 1, to

pall-bearers were as follows:
From Oriental lodge, A. M. Ward and J. F.
Cook, from Hose 1, A. H. Parsons, aud W.
J. Charlton; representing the Daughters of
Rehe.kah, F. H. Small and J. W. Leonard.
The quarters of Hose 1, on State street,
were draped
in mourning in honor of the
deceased. The display of flowers at the
funeral was magnificent, including many
designs from the orders to which the
deceased belonged, together with cut flowers
from friends of tiie family. Oriental lodge
sent a large design of the three links; Hose
1, a beautiful design, The Gates Ajar, aud
there were tributes from the Daughters of

!

j

same reason

there

were

no

services

the church last Sunday_The mads are
very good if the teams all happen to be going in one direction, but where teams
meet, unless it chances to be at some door
yard, it is almost impossible to pass each
other.... Mr. 0. H. Leavitt of Dixmout has
been in town the past week engaging milk
from the farmers, for his cheese factory the
coming season. He is to run the factory
at. Dixmout corner formerly operated by J.
j
W.

Harding-Fred Bagley

Portland to have

hospital.
successful,

It is

his

eyes

hoped the

has

gone to
treated at the

treatment

will he

general favorite and
a very energetic young man_Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Hollis of Bangor visited relatives in
town recently... .Dr. H. Benson
of Newrport was in town last week....Benuiah
Harding has been quite sick for a few days.
It is seldom that he yields to sickness, and
it comes rather hard on him to be housed up
even for a brief time-March 14th,
tulips
were peeping through the ground in Mrs. B. i
F. Harding’s garden, heralding the near ap- 1
proaeh of spring. I fear, however, they wrill
make the acquaint ance of Jack Frost be,
fore the first of Ma y.
as

Fred is

SHIP

a

port.
Mar. 12. Sch. Volant, Pendleton, Rockland.
Mai. 14. Schs. Mary Farrow, Morrissey,
Boston; Senator, Hutchins, Portland; Imogene, Duncan, Rockland; P. M. Bonnie,
Burgess, Vinalhaven.
Mar. 15.
Schs. Julia Decker, Spear, Rocklaud; E. L. Warren, Tainter, Rockport.
Mar. 1G. Sch. Gazelle, Rich, Rockland.
AMERICAN PORTS.

York, March 8. Cld, sch. Susie P.
Oliver, Winslow, Jacksonville; 0, ar, sch.
Sea Bird, Rolerson, Newport; 10, ar, ship
W. H. Conner, Manila; 11, ar, bark Matauzas, Havana ; cld, sch. Georgia Gilkey, Fernandina; 12, ar, ship Bangalore, London;
schs. Jennie A. Stubbs, Dorr, Humanoeoa;
Scotia, Davis, Jacksonville; Anna Pendleton, Brunswick; passed Hell Gate, bark
New
York
for
Nichols,
Lucy A.
Boston, to be dismasted and converted into
a coal barge; sch. Wm. E. Downes, Newport
News for New Haven; cld, schs. AStna and
Celia F., Jacksonville; 14, schs. John C.
Smith, Brunswick, Ga.; Susan N. Pickering,
New

Fernandina; Georgia Gilkey, do.; Tofa,
Philadelphia; Maud Snare, Jacksonville;
F. C. Pendleton, Brunswick.

Boston, March 9. Sld, sch. Susan N. Pickering, Fernandina; 11, ar, sch. Gov. Ames,
ticles at Comet Grauge Hall, Wednesday,
Newport News; cld, sch. R. W. Hopkins,
March 16th... .The Head-of-the-pond soci- Norfolk; 14, sld, bark Mabel I. Meyers,
receipts able will meet with Mrs. Amson Ellingwood 1I Buenos Ayres; ar, sch. D.D. Haskell,Tivernext Friday afternoon and evening.
ton, R. I. (at Weymouth).

the

^grocer’s
boy regard
Chase &
Sanborn’s
Seal Brand

Coffee.

^

monished

to

bring only

Chase & Sanborn's Seal

Brand,

he

now

that it stands in

a

realizes
class

by

itself.
The

best

people

to

whose houses he is sent

demand this brand.
No matter what he may
forget, no matter what he
may
never

in

bring
makes

bringing

wrong, he
a mistake

another kind

of coffee when Seal Brand
is ordered.
All grocers sell

pound
cans.

and

it,

in

two-pound

tin

$12.50 OP

STAPLES & COTTRELL, %%%

PLASTERS

Ask your dealer about them.

Rubbers!

PROBATE NOTICES.
At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
March, A. D. 1898.

at Belfast, within and
on the second Tuesdav

tor
of

Two

AN DAM.LA UK A BEE.creditor of CH A RLES
E. NELSON, late of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that she may be appointed administratrix
of the estate of said deceased.

AM

Rubbers!

great bargains in Boston Rubber
strictly first quality goods.

Shoe Co.’s

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of April next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner sliould'not be
A

true

copy.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register

At a Probate Court held at-Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
March, A. 1). 1898.

j

We also have a full line of Boston Rubber Goods ;
all styles, which we are selling lower than th

/CHARLES A. WHITTIER, administrator of the
V. estate of MIRIAM WHITTIER ( RTIS. late
Of Beareport, in .-aid County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition praying that he may
be licensed to accept an advantageous olfer for
certain real estate therein described and to sell
and convey the same at private sale.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at Belfast, within and for said county, on the second Tuesday of April next, at ten ol the clock
before noon, and show cause, ii any they have,
why tne prayer of said petitioner should'’not be

granted.
A

true

copy.

regular prices.
We have a great many Job Lots of Rubbers in Stand
ard Goods which we are offering as low as y
can buy much poorer goods.
********
buy the cheap “no brand” rubbers at any price, they
actually worthless We don’t keep them
Don’t

<iKo. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Cm as. P. Hazeltink, Register.

W. T. COLBURN,

a Probate (Hurt held at Belfast, within and for
the (Hunt v of Waldo, outlie second Tuesdav of
March, A. 1>. ISOS.

MeClintoek’s Block,

certain instrument, puiportiug to he the last
Y will and testament ot .JAMES A. WILSON,
late of Belfast, in said County ot Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Repubican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of April next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, il any they have, why the
same should not he proved, approved ami allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest
('has. P. Hazeltink, Register.
4

At

a Probate
the Couutx

Court held

of Waldo,
March, A.*I). 181)8.

High St,

TIN WARE.
the

j

YlfALIX) SS.—In Court of Probate, held ar Bel.
M
fast, on the second Tuesday oi March.1898
GEORGE G. RICH, Guardian of MABEL G.
ELL1EGWOOI) of Winterport, in said County,
having presented his first and final account of
guardianship for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said County, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to he
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of April
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.
\¥7ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at BelV? fast, on the second Tuesday of March, 1898.
HATTIE H. SIMPSON, Administratrix on the
estate of MARY S. HALL, late of Winterport, in
said County, deceased, having presented her first,
account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That, notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, tliat all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of April
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
TT7ALIX) SS.
In Court of Probate, held at Be!
?f fast, on the second Tuesday of March, 1898.
E. C. FOWLER, Administrator on the estate of
JAMES FOWLER, Jr, late of Cnity, in said
County, deceased, having presented his seventh
account of administration of said estate for allow-

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to ho
held at Belfast on the second Tuesday of April
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
said

should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
_Chas, P. Hazeltine, Register.
account

Al.lu) SS. In Court of l’robate, held at BelV? fast,on the second Tuesday of March, 181)8.
JOSEPH H. C A HI.ETON, Executor of the last
will of ROBERT G. CAMPBELL, late of Winterport, in said County, deceased, having presented
his third and final account of administration of
said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of April
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
I IT

—

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of March, 1808.
CYRUS TRUE, Executor of the will of RICHARD
E. PATTERSON, late of Searsport, in said County, deceased, having presented his first account
of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of April
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

WALDO

*

we have pushed to the front and n
largest line of TIN WARE: and kitchen ft

ing in the city, and

at

less than elsew

1=4

pHARLES

|

Belfast

This line

at Belfast, within and for
on the secoud Tuesdav of

A.
P1LSBCRY of Belfast, in the
County of Waldo, interested in the estate of
THOMAS C. PORTER, late of Framingham, in
the County of Essex and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that a copy of the last will and testament
of said deceased may be tiled and recorded in the
Registry of Probate in said County of Waldo, pursuant to the statute in such ease made and provided.
Ordered. That said petitioner give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
hehl at Belfast within and for said County, on
the second Tuesday of April next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if and they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltink. Register.

are

....

At

ance.

Often has he been ad-

SAILED.

Odell, McDonough, Winter-

times.

TO ORDER FROM

FOR THE TEETH and

up to date. EfrThe prices on Dalton's
remedies have been reduced to meet tlie

P.

does

CUSTOM’ SUITS

COMPLEXION.

are

DIED.

Sch. Young Tell, Phinney, Isle
Haut; Senator, Hutchins, Wintcrport;
Mary Farrow, Morrissey, Searsport, Imogene, Duncan, Searsport.
Sch.

DALTON’S

MARRIED.

au

Mar. 10.

CORALINE

MENS, YOUTHS
CAPS, Etc., in a

variety of shades, right from New York.

DaLTON’S alhond cream

Bupk-Gkindlk. Jn Lainoine. March (5. J<Tin
E Black of Brooksville ami Mrs. Jane M.i.rii die
of Lotuoine.
Hardy-Davis. In Deer Isle, March 3, Abijah
W. Hardy and Mrs. Louise C. Davis, both of Deer
Isle.
lT'.NDi.KTnN-Phocti'U.
In Camden, Feb. 23.
Frazier G. Pendleton and Eva Mae Proctor, both
of Camden.
SUVKSTKR-I.VM It. Ill Rock port. March r>, J.
Albert Sylvester ol Rockport and Mae E. I.vnch
of Vina 1 haven.

reverence

an elegant line of
and BOY’S HATS and

ARE THE BEST.

FOR THE

1898

Also

can

DALTON'S PILLS

and Mrs. Jefferson Smith, a son.
Smallidge. In Winter Harbor, Feb. 18, to Mr.
and Mrs. Hillard G. Smallidge, a son.
Snow, In Blueliill, Feb. 27. to Mr. and Mrs.
George H. Snow, a son.
Torrey. In Winter Harbor, March 1, to Mr.
and Mrs. Elniei E. Torrey, a son.
Young. In Vinalhaven, March 6, to Mr. arid
Mrs. Walter Young, a son.

NEWS.

lower price than any other reined}
bought for.

at a

be

granted.

Almost with

SPRING

MEDICINES IN ONE.

Bray. In Stonington, March 4. to Mr. and Mrs
Maynard L. Bray, a son.
Gray. In Rockland, to Mr and Mrs. 1. J.Grav,
a daughter, Flora Lillian.
Lunt. In Long Island. March 3, to Mr. and
Mrs Adelbert \V. Lunt, a daughter.
Robinson. In Long Island, Feb. 25. to Mr.and
Mrs. Walter Robinson, a daughter.
Smith. In North Laiuoine, March 6, to Captain

^

to cure.

IT IS TWO

_BORN.

Sell. Odell, McDonough, Boston.
Sch. Julia Decker, Spear, Port-

!

It is made

possible.

^

equal for the

arising from the impurity of the blood.

New York, March 14. On board the steamer
Saratoga, which arrived this morning from
Cuban ports were Chief Officer Richards and
seven seamen belonging to
the schooner
Mary Jenuess of Bangor, Me., which was
wrecked on the .Tardino banks.
Captain
Clay remained at Cienfuegos to attend to
the owners’ interests.
Batavia. March 4
Ship Win H. Macy,
from N. Y. for Yokohama, before reported
leaking, is anchored 5 miles off Tjiiatjap,
being unable to cross the bar. Captain has
ordered vessel discharged and a portion of
cargo sold to defray expenses of effecting
repairs. Prospects of a good sale are unfavorable. Must discharge 10,000 packages.
Charters. Sch. A. V. S. Woodruff, New
York to Cayenne and Surinam, general
cargo, $1,150. Brig Telos, 371 tons, New
York to Parahiha, general cargo, 70 cents
Sch. Zacheus Sherman, Fernanper bbl.
dina to Philadelphia, 44ft. ties, 14 3-4 cents.
Sch. Laura, Brunswick to New York, Ties,
p. t. Sch. Tufa, Philadelphia to Vera Cruz,
Coal $2 15. Sch. Hattie H. Barbour, N. S.
Jamaica to New York or the Sound, Logwood, p. t. Sch. Celia F., Jacksonville to
the Sound, Lumber $5. Sch. Levi Hart,
Brunswick to Boston, Lumber $4.75. Sch.
Georgia Gilkey, Fernandina to New York,
Ties 15 cents
Sch. John I. Snow, Leadbetters
Island
to New
York,
Paving
Blocks $11; Coal out to Rockland 70 cents.
Soli. Kuiiiiir'vk. Mobile to New York, Lumber $5 75. Sch. John C. Smith, Brunswick
to Boston, Lumber $4 75

Aver. In Ell.-worth Falls, March 8, Mrs. Allie
Ayer, aged 08 years, 11 mouths and 0 days,
Bassii'k. In Denver, Colo., March 13, Dili mil
C. Bar-sick o| Bridgeport, Ct foiinerly of Waldo,
Me., aged U4 years.
Burch-;.
hi Providence, R.
I
March 10,
Thomas Burgess. The remains were taken to
Rockland for burial.
C «m>a<ik.
In liluehill, March 7 Mrs. Malinda
B. Candage, aged 75 year-,
months and 18 duv>.
Creamer
In W est W aldohoro. Etb. 18. Edward A. Creamer, aged 83 years
nd 1 month.
Clark. In South Thomaston, March (>, Lizzie
A. (Lenfest), wife of Join: A. Clark, a native of
Palermo, aged 02 years, 2 mouths and 1 day. The
remains vveie taken to Palermo lor burial.
Dill, in Brooklyn, N. Y., Feb. 3, Cape Nathan
S. Dill, formerly of Northport, aged 02 years.
Dyer. In Dyer's Island. Vinalhaven, March 5,
Mary A widow of Daniel Dyer, aged 03 years.
Erskink. In Centre Montville.March 12, Amelia
S.. wile of Simon S Erskiue, aged 08 years. 10
months and 27 days.
liever. In Rockland, March 9, Robert Geyer,
a native of Friendship, aged 82 years, 3 month*
and 17 days
The remains were taken to Friendship for burial.
Grover. In South Boston, March 12, Eugene
Erwin, son of Eugene C. and Lena M. Grover,
aged 4 months anu 21 days. Buried a Belmont,
Maine.
Hatch. In Belfast, March 9, Abbie E. Hatch,
aged 03 years, 11 months and 5 days.
Hutchins. In Penobscot, March 2, Mrs. Lottie
M. Hutchins, aged 24 years.
Jackson. In Belfast, March 12, George F\, infant son of Blanche and the late John Jackson,
aged 6 months and 4 da vs
Knowlton.
In Swanville, March 14, Mary
Frances Knowlton, aged 20 years and 8 months.
Lord, in Hancock Point, March 7, Mrs. Ernestine Libby Lord, widow of Charles Austin
Lord, formerly of P< rtland, aged 88 years and 9
months.
Meservev. In Jelferson, Feb. 28, Sarah, wife
of Lorenzo Meservev.
Miller. In Belfast, March 12, Mary M. Miller,
aged 82 years, 4 months and 11 days.
Peterson. In Rockland, March t, Esetlla Florence, daughter of Peter C.and,RosejAustin Peter
son, aged 19 days.
Speed. In Rockland, March 8, Eliza M. (Thorndike), wife of Robert Speed, a native of South
Thomaston, aged 68 years, 4 months and 10 day s,

much

medicine that you will have to go far
cure of diseases of the
It cures all diseases
blood and nerves.

Notice is given that Fort Point Reef buoy,
spar, black, No 5, is reported about 75 feet
of position, inside of the Reef.
Vessels
should give it a wide berth. It will be reas soon as

as

out tissues and

a

to

out

placed

remove worn

Nerve Tonic
is

MISCELLANY.

MARINE

purify your blood. It is

a duty
impurities
stored away in the system during the winter and to give a start to the vital organs
as it is to renovate your house and repair
your highways in the spring.

to

Cape Town, March 8 Sld, sch. Mabel
Jordan, Balano, Barbadoes.
Louisburg, C. B., March 9. Sld, sch. Win.
B. Palmer, McDonald, Portland.
Newcastle, N. S. W.. March 9. In port,
bark Penobscot, to load for Hong Kong.

ARRIVED.
Mar. 10.
Mar. 11.
land.
Mar. 12.

To

FOREIGN PORTS.

PORT OF BELFAST.

The

Rebekah and. from the order of United
W orkmen.
Mr. Alonzo Appliu, Mr. Zeme Hartshorn,
Miss Eudavilla Cleaves, Miss Julia Chase
and Miss Kathie Nickerson will attend the
spring term of Normal school at Castine and
left for there the first of this week-Mr.
Albert T. Nickerson has gone to Hampden.
....The recent mild weather has made the
traveling very bad in some places.Last
week every one was busy putting in ice.
The ice is thin and of poor quality_Last
Friday evening Mr. John McKeen and his
bride gave their complimentary ball at Cunningham’s hall-On account of the bad
travelling the presentation of the comedy,
“Me an’ Otis,” is postponed to the evening
of Thursday, March 24th-The S. C. S.
were to draw their bed spread and other ar-

At

at

which the deceased formerly belonged. The
members of this company aud the Odd Fellows took carriages and proceeded to the
grave.

j
\
j:

here. His

For the

New

Porter, Farrow, do.
Mobile, March 12. Cld, sch. Eliza J. Pendleton, Warren, New York.
Ar, sch. Talofa,
Charleston, March 11
Fletcher, Wilmington, N. C.
Punta Gorda, March 12. Ar, sch. Isaiah
Hart, Williams, Key West.
Brunswick, Ga March 8. Ar, sch. Mary
L. Crosby, Triuun, Noank ; 11,sld,schs. Win.
H. Sumner, Pendleton, Fdizabethport; Melissa A. Willey, Coombs, do.
New Haven, March 14. Ar, sch. Win. E.
Downes, Marshall, Newport News.

VV.

Andrew Allen has secured a position iu a
store at Boston, and left by steamer

term

t

the

clothing

us

Mrs. Chas. Moore, who has been confined
to the house for some time, is able to ride
out.

York.

last

Kent’s Hill

Sargent,

JUST RECEIVED

NOW
IS THE TIME

9.
Sld, sch. PuriYork.
Key West, March 9. Passed sch. Star of
the Sea, Hopkins, Baltimore for Tortugas.
Darien, Ga March 10. Ar, sch. Methebesec, East Boothbay; 11. ar, sch. Henry
Crosby, Jordan, Savannah ; sld, soli. Henry
Clausen, Jr., Boston.
Astoria, O., March 10. Ar, bark Puritan
(Br), Atnsbury, Hiogo for Portland.
Jacksonville, March 12. Ar, schs. Charlotte T. Sibley, Coombs, New York; Lucia

to

Mr. and Mrs. Knowltonof Prospect visited at A. Stinson’s last week.

E. A.

D. H.

Sld, sch. Helen

Apalachicola, March 0.
G. Moseley, Holt, Boston.
City Point, Va., March

felt for

Freda Black
last Monday.

Miss
School

Old, sch.

March 10.

Rivers, Colcord, Cienfuegos.

deljcious.

tan,

Miss Eudavilla Cleaves has returned
the Normal school at Castiue.

Capt. A. V. Nickels returned from New
■\ ork by train Tuesday.
Lida Curtis aud her friend Mrs, Castle
turned to Boston Monday.

wholesome and

moved to Thorn-

Mrs. L. H. Mathews has
dike.

Reading, Mass.,

Philadelphia,

Royal makes the food pure,

Mrs. J. E. Marden is quite ill.

Dish Pans,

.15

Vegetable Graters,

10 Quart Tin Pails,
Cake Cutters,

.10

Strainers.

.OH
.05

l arge Hash Itasins.
Thl Painted Slop Tails,

,05

'4

14

Quart

Deep Tins,
0 Quart Pans,

Quart

Covered Pails.

CARLE cfc JONES

| Open Evenings.

MAINE.
COURT OF INvi

STATE OE
WALDO S».

I

Belfast, March
In the ease of JOSEPH A. ROBERTS
in saiit County, Insolvent Debtor:
said
y ol are hereby notified that the
1 Roberts, Insolvent. Debtor as ah
filed in said Court tor said County, t
tit ion for a discharge from all Ins deic
under the Insolvent Law of said Slat.
fora certificate thereof: and that
and
!
! upon the same is ordered t<> be bad
Court Room in Belfast, in said * <■unt>
f A
on
Weulnesilay, tin* 13tli day
1.3‘JS, at two o'clock ill the al’. rnoon,
Steamers leave Belfast, weather and ice per- where you may attteml ami show ea
mitting
you have, why the prayer of said petite
For Boston, via Camden and Rockland, at(about) hot be granted.
< HAS. r. haze;
Attest
2.3<) p. m. Mondays and Thursdays.
For Winterport (Bangor if ice permits
2w 11___
via
_Register of sa:
landings, Wednesdays and Saturdays at about'
8.00 a. m., or upon arrival of steamer from Bos- Xotice
of Assignees of tint
ton.
■

>

I
I

RETURNING TO BRLFA8T.
Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at 6 p. in.
(Bangor when' river opens)
Bueksport,
Mondays and Thursdays at 11 a. m.
CHAS. E JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN A l STIN, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen'l Manager, Boston. !
From
From

pointment.
Belfast, ill the County of Wald -,
Maine, the Oth day oi March, A. I>.

At

a

I

THE undersigned hereby give notice
pointment as Assignees <>t the csta
BERT L. NEWCOMB and EKED C. M
individually and as eo partners und.
Monroe, ic.
name of Newcomb Bros
of Waldo, Insolvent Debtors, who

1

ty
declared Insolvent upon the petit»*• *
f Insolvency
creditors by the v ourt
Countv of Waldo.
*
t
W. WESCOTT,
JOHN K Dl NTON.

RUBBERS

>

v

■

• • •

<0

70

Men’s,

35c.

C

Women’s.

20c.

oo

00
00

Misses’.

16c

111

13c.

CO
00

Children’s,

■

• • •

SHOE

m

STORE,

70

MAIN STREET.

CA

At a Probate Court ncio ar He.fas;
for the Countv of Waldo on the >e*
day of March, A I’ IMPS.
R AN K A. BARTLETT. adnmnstrai
1
tale of MARY Ml 1’OHKLL. late
Said County of W aldo, deceased, hitv 11
ed a petition praying that this eoiui
nunc who are entitled to the balance n n
his hands upon settlement ol his ti in
and their respective sh.i es therein, and
same distributed accordingly.
Ordered, That the said petitioner gi'
all persons inteiestcd b\ causing a
order to he published three week- sure,
the Republican Journal. printed at l**■
the\ m t\ appear at a Probate Court, t
lici tasl, u it bin and tor said County, on
Tuesday of April next, at ten oi the
lore noon, and show cause, it any I hi
the praver of said petitionei should i>•
CEO. E. JOHNSON
ed.
Attest
A true copy.
ClIAS P. Hazki ini

17

<

«

•'

D
00

¥¥rALDOSS. In Court of Probate, >>-•
Vf fast. on tile second Tuesday <«1 Mao
SAMI EL KINGSBURY, Admini-trai"
estate of ANN L. GAY, late ol Mono
County, deceased, having presented ln>
final account of administration of said
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be gin
weeks successively, in the Republican
printed in Belfast, in said County, ilia
Solis interested may attend at a Probate
be held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday
next, and show cause, if any they ha\i
said account should not be allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON.
A true copy. Attest
(’has. P. Hazeltine R

FOR SALE.
STEAM LAUNCH
GUINEVERE,” coal
burner, 37 feet over all, 7 1-2 feet beam, speed 9
miles per hour, steady run. Excellent sea boat,
well found.

For

lltf

particulars inquire of
W. H. BRAY, Belfast, Me.

NOTICE. The subserib.
duly

j

EXECUTRIX’S
gives notice that she has been
ed Executrix of tlie last will and

testanx

AUGUSTUS A. HURD, late of BellaCounty of Waldo, deceased. A
having demands against the estate of sa
ed are desired to present the same for sc''
and all indebted thereto are requested
payment immediately.

* in the
At once,

more

tcirlsat

THOMPSON & FOSTER’S,
54 Church St., Belfast, Me.

LOUISE S. IU

Belfast, March 8, 1898.

